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ABSTRACT
A case study and evaluation, of a low-income housing program for single Yaqui mothers in
Mexico, the Programa de Vivienda Ecologica (PVE). The PVE Program is a response to the
desperate housing needs of the Yaqui, which employs micro-credit lending strategies to finance
the purchase of a home. The financial model allows the PVE Program to also deal with the issues
of economic, social and political integration that that the Yaqui, one of the oldest and poorest
native communities in the American continent, suffer. The PVE goal is to create more culturally,
economical, and ecologically appropriate housing.
The thesis uses economic and housing data from the Mexican government to explore the root
sources of the housing problem the poor in Mexico face today. It also looks at the Yaqui's own
response to the PVE program through interviews of program participants conducted in the field.
A recent collaboration with US and Mexican Universities, is also investigated, and evaluated both
for its capacity to contribute to this housing program, and its impact on the education of the
students. Since both the PVE program, and University service learning outreach programs are
based on the pedagogical model of Participatory Action Research, the nature and role of these
types of inquiry is explored. since it forms the basis for 'reflective practice' and 'reflective
engagement', the two forms of evaluation that both the students of the University Program and
the PVE housing initiative are asking their members to engage in their efforts to encourage more
socially and environmentally engage future citizens.
Thesis Supervisor: Mark Jarzombek
Title: Professor of Architecture
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Chapter 1. Housing a Community at Risk
"In an era of rising expectations and unmet needs, both in the developed, but much more
in the developing world, civil society institutions play an essential role in the provision of
social services, the protection of the marginalised and the delivery of development
programmes. The positive action of these civil society initiatives is especially critical
where governments are weak or non-performing, as in situations offailed democracies or
post-conflict reconciliation and reconstruction.
The Aga Khan, 20042
In 2004 the BASIC Initiative, a service learning program in Architecture founded at the
University of Washington created a partnership with PROVAY a Mexican not for profit
organization to help address the housing and economic needs of single Yaqui mothers living in
the Southern Sonora Desert . For PROVAY (Promotoras Ambientales del Valle de Yaqui) the
need to arrive at housing solutions that addressed local cultural practices in building, as well as
the economic limitations and social marginalization, of the Yaqui single mothers were of utmost
concerns. Both PROVAY and the BASIC Initiative shared a common concern for improving the
environmental and social conditions of marginalized communities. The housing program they
developed in collaboration is representative of a new phenomena in the developing world of non-
governmental agencies, such as PROVAY, that are experimenting with new economic and social
strategies to address needs that were previously met by state and national government institutions.
Strategies such as micro-credit lending and public-private initiatives have helped bridge the gap
left by shrinking national budgets, and a generalized shift of government social services towards
serving the emerging middle class in countries like Mexico, China and India. Of equal concern to
both of these programs was the global degradation of the natural environment that is affecting
2 (http://www.akdn.org/bIlletin/akdnbulletin13 0704.html)
most strongly the poor who have less options available to help them deal with their environment,
which impacts their health and ultimately their economic conditions. Though these kind of
initiatives have emerged from the developing world, they provide important lessons for countries
like the US facing similar structural adjustments in their economies and government social
programs.
This thesis investigates the PROVAY model as a case study of this new model of development to
identify the mechanisms by which the issue of housing was linked to social and economic
development by PROVAY, and the quantifiable outcomes of the program five years later.
Equally, the thesis will approach this case study by looking at the role of the BASIC Initiative has
played in this partnership in housing, and most importantly the impact of this service learning in
the part of the University of Texas on the educational experience of the students who participated
in the program. The evaluation will triangulate between the observations from a recent Mexican
government sponsored evaluation of the program, interviews of homeowner participants, and the
reflections of the students who were asked to evaluate the impact of the program on their
architectural education, their understanding of sustainability, housing and the role and
effectiveness of their profession in these initiatives.
In the evaluation of this case study this thesis will investigate the proposition that rather than
limiting the impact and experience of housing activity, these new public / private macro-
economic programs offer an expanded set of possibilities for communities in need, and as a result
as an educational experience for students of architecture. In other words an expanded role for
architecture.
Students of the University of Texas have participated in this program, through the auspices of the
BASIC Initiative, and educational program that each year challenges upper division
undergraduate and graduate students to apply the methodologies, skills and knowledge they are
learning in the classroom to engage the problems of communities like the Yaqui3 . The Program is
pedagogically based on the idea of PAR, participatory action research, and reflective practice
which inform both the involvement of the students and the community.
Chapter 2.1. Participatory Action Research in Architectural Education:
Building Research from the Ground Up
"(W)e begin our examination of current conditions and future prospects of architecture
education by recalling, once more, the two-thousand-year-old Vitruvian trinity:
Firmness, Commodity, and Delight. Throughout history, what has distinguished
"architecture "from the mere building of buildings is the insight and skill to blend the
useful with the timeless, the technically sound, with the beautiful. The challenge that has
always faced both the academy and the profession has been discovering the right balance
of those three ancient ideals, each so indispensable to successful architecture. That
challenge continues today."4
Since Vitruvius first wrote on the profession of architecture, those who practice the art
have been held to mythically high standards. Among the skills needed to be a competent
architect were geometry, history, philosophy, music, medicine, law, astronomy, and physiology.'
But a balance between the many facets of architectural education has never been resolved. Critics
of the traditional design studio-centered architectural education argue that architecture students
3 For a fuller discusi6n of the BASIC Initiative's pedagogical program see Sergio A. Palleroni and
Christina Merkelbach, Studio at Large: Architecture in Service of Global Communities (Seattle: University
of Washington Press, 2004)
4 Boyer, Ernest L. and Lee D. Mitgang, Building Community: A New Future for Architectural Educaiton
and Practice, (Princeton: The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching): 1996, 26.
" Vitruvius's Ten Books on Architecture, Ed: Rowland and Howe (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1999).
are not properly prepared for the world of practice once they leave the comfortable theoretical
walls of the University. Attempts to provide insights into the practical and social elements of
architecture for students through participatory action research, while learning the more theoretical
concepts already embedded in studio culture, have recently found their way into many University
curricula.
Community-based design initiatives, gaining popularity in design schools across the
nation, conjoin students, faculty, community members, and activists to address urgent needs in
communities around the globe. They work with community members to build their capacity from
the grassroots level upward, empowering communities through the opportunity to change their
own surroundings, while researchers benefit from a culturally significant palette with which to
search for innovative ways to make the built environment truly relevant to positive transformation
at the local level. Additionally, this attention to the community's local knowledge as a valuable
commodity for designers helps bridge the ever-widening gap between architects as experts and
the societies they are supposedly serving. Architectural educators like Howard Davis
acknowledge that "(m)any communities and organizations maintain the view that professional
expertise of any kind is unhelpful. They see professionalism as akin to colonialism, and in some
ways they are right, and can point to experiences where professionals attempted to exert their own
will on situations in which such an attitude was inappropriate." 6 To proponents of community-
based, participatory design, this bridge is an important contribution to the architectural profession
and to the students preparing for the field. Nonetheless, this pedagogical method is highly
criticized by academics rooted in the traditions of architectural education, because this fusion of
academia and social empowerment blurs the lines between education and activism and distracts
architecture students from the pure development of their art.
6 Davis, Howard. Architectural Educationfor the Emerging Vernacular City: Seven Assumptions that Need
to be Challenged, speech given at the UIA Istanbul in July, 2005.
Chapter 2.2. Creating Text and Change:
"There are those who choose the swampy lowlands. They deliberately involved
themselves in messy but crucially important problems and, when asked to describe their
methods of inquiry, they speak of experience, trial and error, intuition, and muddling
through. "'
Participatory Action Research (PAR) is a research methodology based in the belief that
experts and the citizenry should combine their conflicting realities to create more democratic and
culturally appropriate solutions to problems. "Grounded in a critique of professional expertise,
participatory inquiry attempts to gear expert practices to the requirements of democratic
empowerment. Rather than providing technical answers designed to bring political discussions to
an end, the task is to assist citizens in their efforts to examine their own interests and to make
their own decisions."8 Constant observation, critical reflection and evaluation are also
encouraged in PAR as a sort of internal monitoring of the process and those involved.
Action research emerged in the 1940's from Kurt Lewin's philosophies of field theory,
which acknowledged that human behavior is affected by social environments. Similarly,
participant observation is a qualitative research method focused around studying your specimen
in its natural environment and participating in its activities. Emerging from the field of
anthropology, participatory action research involves interviews, cultural emersion, self-analysis,
collective discussion and direct participant observation.
Sch6n, Donald A. The Reflective Practitioner (New York: Basic Books, Inc, 1983): 43
8 Fischer, Frank. Citizens, Experts and the Environment. (Durham: Duke University Press, 2000): 40.
fig. 1. BASIC Initiative student teaching Sioux teenager to frame
This sort of research can be divided into seven distinct types: Classroom Action
Research, Critical Action Research, Action Learning, Action Science, Soft Systems Approaches,
Industrial Action Research, and Participatory Research.9 Classroom Action Research is a
tradition well rooted in the field of education and it involves the use of qualitative data collection
by teachers as a mode to help improve the work of other teachers, with a focus on self-evaluation.
In response to this approach, Critical Action Research (CAR) emerged to better acknowledge the
potential for social change within education. CAR considers the use of language, the modes of
organization and the systems of power with an interest in positively altering each situation.
Pioneered by Dr. Reg Revans, Action Learning analyses organizational dynamics on a deeper
level to improve management systems by allowing different groups to learn from one another.
This field of study developed from Dr. Revans interest in workplace safety, however, Action
Learning is most interested in efficiency instead of social change.'0 Alternatively, Action Science
applies organizational psychology to practical issues in order to encourage thoughtful
practitioners. Similarly, Soft Systems Approaches aim to improve practical situations by
9 Kemmis, Stephen and Robin McTaggart, "Participatory Action Research," in The Handbook of
Qualitative Research (London: Sage Publications, 2005): 559.
'0 Kemmis and McTaggart, 561.
encouraging thoughtful consideration of the issues. Evolving in response to the positivist
inclination to hypothesize, these approaches typically involve an outside researcher working with
the practitioners to develop a variety of systems that could address the problem and then generate
a solution based on this analysis. Industrial Action Research is also normally consultant driven,
however the emphasis is normally more focused on democratic workplaces and participatory
modes of production and evaluation, with a more change-driven approach to the work than the
approach normally used in Soft Systems Approaches.
Participatory Action Research (PAR) has its roots in neo-Marxist philosophy, with an
interest in human rights, often centered on third world development. PAR typically involves "a
spiral of self-reflective cycles" that allow for the continual reinventing of the project through
planning, engaging, observing, and reflecting on both the process and the product repeatedly
throughout the project. Often the paradigm of inquiry in PAR is "emancipatory," meaning that
the purpose of research is not only to produce new knowledge, but also to study social practices
and to improve the social, economic and/or political conditions under which your co-investigators
(community members) live. Methods of observation and investigation, such as long interviews,
reflective memoring, content analysis and negotiated outcomes are interwoven into the research
to create a richer, triangulated web of findings developed from multiple strategies of data
collection and interpretation.
fig. 2, Student documentation of the physical context complements interviews conducted of all the
immediate residents.
No such case study is fully generalizable in an academic setting, but this sort of extensive
inquiry aims to enrich the understanding of actual, not abstract, cultural practices; while also
attempting perpetuate positive change. According to Kemmis and McTaggart, PAR is " a social
process of collaborative learning realized by groups of people who join together in changing
practices through which they interact in a shared social world in which, for better or worse, we
live with the consequences of one another's actions."" PAR operates under the assumption that
conventional social research, although claiming to be neutral, normally serves the ideological
function ofjustifying the position and interests of the wealthy and powerful."' 2 The hope is that
by combining local and expert knowledge, new practices can emerge that benefit the ordinary
people normally kept out of the sphere of privilege perpetuated by more traditional methods of
research such as the Yaqui of Sonora
" Kemmis and McTaggart, 563.
12 Kemmis and McTaggart, 560.
Chapter 2.3. Swampy Study:
"Not yesterday, not tomorrow, only today can be given form. Only this architecture
creates."
In Herbert Simon's The Sciences of the Artificial, he defines design as "changing existing
situations into preferred ones."' 4 Most practicing architects would probably agree with this
conception of design, understanding that it is a collaborative process with the desired outcome of
improving something or someplace. However, traditional notions of architectural design within
the academic realm differ quite dramatically from this practical definition.
The age of professionalism, rising after the Civil War until roughly 1920, established "a
primary link... between a standardized expertise and a market for services."' 5 When the
American Institute of Architects was formed in 1857, there was a need to standardize and regulate
the rapidly developing urban core of American cities. Because engineers could claim some
dominion over the technical aspects of design, architects assumed sole ownership of the "design-
as-art" expertise that descended from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.16 In 1923, Architect Mies van
der Rohe defined architecture as "the living will of the age conceived of in spatial terms. Living.
Changing. New."' 7 Mies and others sharing this position see architecture as the design of built
works of art, but not of buildings generally speaking. Even today in the academic spheres of
architecture, the profession is conceived as a technical and creative process developed in a
vacuum by the Artist-architect. If, as critical theorist Theodore Adomo claims, "art works are a
3 From Mies' Working Theses in Conrad Ulrich's Programs and manifestoes on 20'h century architecture,
(Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1971): 74.
'" Simon, Herbert. The Sciences of the Artificial (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1972): 55.
's Cuff, Dana. Architecture: The Story of Practice (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1991): 23.
16 Cuff, 31
'7 Mies, Working Theses, 74.
constant indictment of the system of practical activities and practical human beings," then
architecture becomes paradoxical." From this perspective, architecture becomes the physical
manifestation of the artist's quest to edify larger society. Thus, the conundrum of how to best
perpetuate this profession, while maintaining both its anonymity from and its relevance to society
through education becomes an impossible issue to resolve.
In her book, Architecture: The Story ofPractice, architect and theorist Dana Cuff,
observes the inner workings of several firms to understand the current state of the profession.
She categorizes the design of our built environment as a process that "emerges from collective
action," involving practitioners and community members from a variety of backgrounds.'" Yet,
architectural education often does not fully prepare its students to facilitate this collective process,
because academia holds fast to the philosophy that the architect-as-artist designing for aesthetic
values should not compromise their design to translate the opinions of many into a built form.
Architectural professor Michael Benedikt best captures this belief with his assertion that "cast
into the very DNA of the institution of architecture, as into the DNA of medicine, law, and the
other professions.. .is a certain indifference to lay criticism."20 For these academics, architectural
education should arm these budding architects with the ammunition to fight society's
complacency with their pure, young talent-to keep architecture as Mies would want it to be:
living, changing, and new. From this perspective, architecture students will have the rest of their
lives to learn the mundanities of practice, but only a few years to focus on the development of
their art. Yet during this period in their education, students are often confined to their studio in a
hyperbolic fashion. Boyer and Mitgang's report on architectural education expresses concern
"that life for many architecture students is socially isolated and exhausting, and leaves little time
for any but the most determined students to explore the connections between architecture and
'8 Adorno, Theodore. Aesthetic Theory (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1984): 343.
19Cu f, 13
20 enedikt, Michael. Introduction in the forthcoming Harvard Design Magaize Reader 4: Determining
Architectural Value, 2006: 6.
other fields of study."" They found that often the high attrition rates in architectural education
are often weeding out the more talented students, who just do not find the stressful isolation
worth the degree and those who do survive are often unprepared for the realities of licensure and
professional practice. Additionally, the report expresses the need for better relationships between
students, educators, and practitioners as a way to "improve greatly the chances for constructive
change in the profession."2 The chasm between the architecture student and the professional is
too great to properly sustain, enrich and nurture these aspiring architects as they begin their
professional lives without a bridge of practicality.
Donald Schbn sees this polarity as a fundamental gap between research and practice that
is not just limited to architectural education, but pervasive on a broader level. For Schbn,
"research is institutionally separate from practice, connected to it by carefully defined
relationships of exchange." 23 From this perspective- in a professional school, students need to
learn how to excel in their line of work. If students are expected to leave prepared to practice in
their field, they must learn to be good practitioners. Schon argues for a reflective practice, where
the professional recognizes that his "technical expertise is embedded in a context of meanings."2 4
In this model, the client and the practitioner work collaboratively to create something usable,
sustainable, and profound.
If, as the Boyer Report claims, the historically tense relationship between practitioners
25
and academics has reached one of its lowest points in contemporary society, then we have an
opportunity for real artistic brilliance to emerge from architectural education. Reconstituting the






practitioners become researchers through their thoughtful, reflective nature as professionals. He
discusses the need for an intimate relationship between the two, the practitioner "not
function(ing) as a mere user of the researcher's product. He reveals to the reflective researcher
the ways of thinking that he brings to his practice, and draws on reflective research as an aid to
his own reflection-in-action." 2 6 Boyer and Mitgang see the unification of these two factions as
the major challenge in architectural education.27
fig. 3. Native children 'reading' construction documents at a BASIC Initiative site.
Using PAR as a mode for the fusion of research and practical application in architectural
education, participants gain an understanding of their own worth as responsible, thoughtful
practitioners, while all parties involved deepen their perspective on the possible solutions for the
project at hand. Care must be taken by both parties to respect the knowledge of the other groups
involved, and to not just listen but to consider and to engage with the information exchanged, as
well as with the other participants. Skills learned by doing can be powerful additions to the
creative energies developed in the studio; in the field both the "local" and "expert" participants
are empowered to extend their creative inertia farther than was previously imagined, while also
learning pragmatic lessons about the trade.
26 Sch(n, 323
27 Boyer, 112
"It will have ways of teaching and learning in which ambiguity and even contradiction
will be accepted. It will recognize that learning experiences in communities, with
members of communities, may be as important as learning experiences in the classroom
or studio. It will help develop awareness of the full range of economic, social and
institutional forces that shape communities, including architectural ideas but not
restricted to them. And it means that the classroom or studio itself may be seen as a
community, and not only as a locus for individual learning. ,28
The discipline of architecture is wonderfully fraught with contradictions. The job of
creating art in a practical setting that, at once, suits the needs of its patrons, nourishes the public,
and rejects societal ideals is not an easy profession for which to properly prepare a student. One
finds themselves torn between the responsibility of architects to design relevant, useful buildings
that reflect the needs of those inhabiting them while also upholding the notion of art and beauty in
an otherwise thoughtless landscape. Yet, in this conundrum one could find the source for creative
tensions to develop new, relevant and aesthetically innovative designs. Through conflict,
architectural education may find the impetuous for progress. Hopefully, by pairing this sort of
practical development with the purer forms of artistic education, students can weave these ideals
together to create their own quilts of professionalism.
2' Davis, 7
Chapter 2.4. Methodology:
Participatory Action Research, and Reflective Practice provide us with a set of strategies for
engagement that are manifest in different forms throughout the PVE Program, the University of
Texas' BASIC Initiative, and the nature of their collaboration. Since both organizations similarly
rely on these theories to account for the experience gained in the process of participation by the
different constituents of the project, I have used interviews with these participants as means to
evaluate the success of the program. In PAR terms this thesis study is "emancipatory", by which
is meant that the purpose of research is not only to produce new knowledge, but also to study
social practices 29. The study of the experience of each participant group, PVE participants and
students through interviews therefore provides primary evidence.
Self-reflection is of course part of the pedagogy of both the PVE and BASIC Initiative Programs
since their members engage, as it has already been discussed previous section, in a "a spiral of
self-reflective cycles" that allow for the continual reinventing of the project through planning,
engaging, observing, and reflecting on both the process and the product throughout the project.
Interviews of the two groups of participants is therefore one way to access this process of
reflection and evaluate the programs impact on its intended subjects.
In this thesis I will therefore be relying on three sources to evaluate the PVE program: Mexican
Government statistics on housing, economic conditions, and public and private sector home
finance; Interviews with PVE program participants, and their savings support groups; Study of a
reflective evaluation the students conducted of their experience as collaborators in the PVE
program. This information will help me "triangulate" the data, meaning, in the sense of PAR4, in
that they offer competing versions of reality. Though all three sources of data are not equivalent,
29 Kemmis and McTaggart, 560
30 Kemmis and McTaggart, 560.
they reflect different points of view on the problem that is being addressed, and whether the PVE
program is working effectively to address to meet its goals.
The government information came from several sources, all of which I cite in the analysis.
Mostly I was guided in my choice by the governments own criteria, so that my analysis of the
existing situation would be relevant, and could be comparable, to the government's own analysis
(this was not undertaken in the context of this thesis except where relevant, and is beyond its
scope). The conclusions have been summarized in three charts, which I constructed with the help
of Monica Escobedo, at the time the head of the PVE program for PROVAY. Ms. Escobedo
helped me identify the economic and social phenomena which the program was responding to in
the Municipality of Cajeme, and I used that phenomena as the determinant for which information
I researched in the government statistical information banks. Some of the analysis, particularly
the one relating to the conditions in Cajeme had already been started by Ms. Escobedo. At all
times I was guided by the concern of focusing on what was relevant to the Yaqui situation, and
this filter allowed me to eliminate much of the excess information. Statistical information is
plentiful in Mexico, but also hard to summarize because it is so excessive. Compiling and
summarizing the information was the most time consuming aspect of this thesis, and one that
probably could go through further analysis and revisions.
The interviews of the Yaqui participants in the PVE housing program were conducted in the
context of a larger evaluation that was conducted by the Mexican Government in 2004 and
completed in 2005. I joined the interview team in 2005 and was allowed to add my own set of
questions to supplement the interviews. Overall 52 families were interviewed during the process.
The interviews were conducted by IAF (Save the Children Mexico) and government
representatives, in the field. In the chapter in this thesis where I evaluate the interviews, I use
responses from both questions asked by IAF and myself. Though had I framed all the questions
they might have been somewhat different in focus (more specific focus on their relationship to the
students , to the physical space of their home, environment, etc) I chose not to add too many new
questions, or repeat them with a different focus or intent , so as not to overwhelm the subjects.
The IAF questions focused on the social behavior and benefits being experienced by the program
participants, and though not always directly related to my own intent to evaluate the program, the
questions I added allowed me to focus the interviews on my concerns as well. In the section on
the interviews I have quoted directly from the participant responses, and though a full text of all
the interviews is not included (it is several hundred pages of transcription), I have tried to be
representative of the range of responses we received. I have also added the original text in
Spanish in the footnotes so that the original response, often colloquial and hard to translate
accurately, can be read.
I have used the strategy of grouping the responses by subject matter, and analyzing the responses
as they relate to the principle goals of the housing program (stated in the section on the PVE
program). A summary of the responses follows the interview section, and I use that opportunity to
analyze whether the primary goal of integrating the Yaqui, by helping them negotiate the
economics of home ownership, has been achieved. By separating these interviews and
conclusions from the analysis and conclusions derived from the student input, I was able to
engage responses from the Yaqui and the students through different methodologies. This allowed
me to analyze each through the perspective of the different roles each play in the PVE program.
The final conclusions in the thesis tie these two sets of data (responses and analysis) together by
using this information to evaluate the success and failures of the program.
At the end of 2005 I asked students who had participated in the program to reflect on their
experience in the program". Reflection, usually written but sometimes in other forms, is an
activity that is an outgrowth of the BASIC Initiatives roots in Reflective Practice, and
Participatory Action Research, two theories which were discussed earlier in this thesis. In the
context of this document, an evaluation of this new program, and partner of the BASIC Initiative,
2006-7 will be the second complete design/build program we offer students with the PVE Program,
previously our role as described later in this thesis, was one of being consultants to the development of the
construction system.
I was interested in the students input for my evaluation of how well it performed as an
educational experience in support of their education as architects.
Though student usually work directly with me in their post-fieldwork evaluations, in this instance
to maintain a sense of objectivity for the thesis I asked my colleague, Professor Steven Moore , a
colleague at UT, so supervise the reflection process. The document they produced, supervised by
three graduate students who also attended the program and for the evaluative process acted as
facilitators, is included in its entirety as appendix VI. The reflections were made the semester
following the building of the homes, and presented at the end of the Spring 2006 semester at the
University of Texas, School of Architecture faculty forum. As with the Yaqui participants I
organized my analysis of their input by subject matter discussed, and quoted directly from the
either the report submitted by the students, or the reflections posted on the website they set up to
support the post-construction discussion.
Because a second set of social theories, in addition to PAR , also guide the work of PROVAY, I
include a discussion of these ideas in the PVE Housing section of this thesis where they are more
relevant to understanding why the program is structured the way it is.
I have also taken the liberty to include an extensive set of indexes to this thesis. My concern was
to allow those who might be interested in the program to be able to retrace my steps (to which
end I have included the full student report) and access the actual PROVAY reports to the
government, and the program manual we co-authored (Monica Escobedo was the principal
author) for future PVE program participants. With the thesis they hopefully provide a good
overview of the program, its goals, and achievements.
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fig 4. Student sculpture of Yaqui dancer, a half deer half
humanfigure which embodies their connection to nature.
Chapter 3. The Community: The Yaqui of the Valle del Yaqui, Sonora, Mexico -
Introduction to Their Historical Condition and the PVE Program
The Yaqui of the Sonoran Desert (Valley of the Yaqui) of Mexico, are one of the more culturally
and geographically isolated groups in all of Mexico. Living in the midst of one of the economic
"boom' states of the country and only a few hours drive from the US border states of Arizona and
California, their economic and social situation, nonetheless, has deteriorated as a direct
consequence of the economic growth and "Americanization" of the region's economy. Deprived
of their traditional hunter / gatherer migratory patterns by the growth of large scale agriculture
geared to Mexico's urban areas, and now the US marketplace, the Yaqui Indians have for the
most part seen their standard of living, and consequently their social fabric, dramatically
deteriorate in the last two decades. With an increasing number of Yaqui men migrating across the
border for jobs and not returning, a new phenomena has developed, the single mother household,
which now number in the thousands". In response, a highly innovative Sonora-based public /
private initiative has emerged, that, while founded for the purpose of providing housing to the
Yaqui, is also addressing their social, economic and ecological conditions. PROVAY, the Comite
de Promocion Social del Valle del Yaqui (the Committee for the Promotion of the Social
Development of the Valley of the Yaqui), a Sonoran NGO that had been working on housing as a
social issue for over a decade, promoted the creation of a community-based, low-income
ecological housing campaign for the Yaqui-The Programa de Vivienda Ecologica. The campaign
of PROVAY is a public / private initiative which draws on the support of the native and non-
native communities of Sonora, including local government, business, industry, and social
organizations working in the valley 4 . Using social and economic capacity building models
developed in the Indian Sub-Continent that rely on community based micro-credit loans, and
some of the most innovative technologies currently being proposed for user, and community,
built housing, the PVE program under the technical (and construction) leadership of PROVAY,
Fundacion de Apoyo Infantil (Save the Children Foundation, Mexico), and the Center for
Sustainable Development at the School of Architecture, University of Texas Austin, has been
focusing on the social and technical challenges of providing ecological housing for the regions
growing population of families, and single Yaqui's mothers, at risk.
3 PROVAY, Problemas de la Vivienda en Cajeme, 2002
3 Programa de Vivienda Ecologica (PVE) was officially created in 2000 by a alliance of public and private
sectors whose main representatives continue to be Comite de Promoci6n Social del Valle del Yaqui, A. C.
(PROVAY), Fundaci6n del Empresariado sonorense, A. C., Fundaci6n de Apoyo Infantil, I.A.P. y el
Sistema para el Desarrollo Integral de la Familia (DIF Cajeme) y, la Fundaci6n Interamericana (IAF)
Fig. 5. An early PVE housing type before the introduction ofprotected exterior social and work
spaces by the UT student collaborators.
The project has since 2000 been demonstrated its effectiveness in helping Yaqui women build
their economic and social capacity and independence. The programs success and broad support in
the Sonora region has also helped it attract significant international funding (e.g. InterAmerican
Foundation, Save the Children Foundation, among others) that is helping the program expand and
accelerate its offering of housing credits and services. With this expanded support the program
has established the ambitious goal to provide, within the next decade, to provide sustainable
housing and communities for the region's 19,000 + Yaqui households living in substandard
conditions. More fundamentally the program has also establish the goal to to integrate the Yaqui
both economically and socially, and reverse their current status of increasing marginalization in
this rapidly transforming region. At its core this is a local community project to assure the
physical and cultural sustainability of its poorest citizens.
fig. 6. Yaqui church in Estacion Corral, one of the traditional villages where the PVE housing
program is most active.
Chapter 3.1. The Social/Political Situation of the Yaqui Today
Culturally two societies have co-existed in Sonora since Spanish colonization of the region in the
late 1 6 th c, a Spanish-meztizo culture in the region's few urban centers and a native population
living as extended families in rural hamlets and settlements. This pattern of settlement, a
historical legacy, is at least partially due to the colonial model of exploitation and administration
of the rural landscape by colonial powers who maintained control through urban administrative
Ciudades Reales '. This historical colonial urban/rural legacy remains a condition for much of the
border region with the US, Mexico's least developed region. This poor region stands in
paradoxical juxtaposition with the US standard of living across the border, a juxtaposition that
only helps to aggravate the problem and migration. This settlement pattern can also be associated
to different cultural modes of living. Even before Spanish colonization, the Yaqui were traditional
hunter / gatherers and subsistence farmers without the cultural mechanisms for capital
accumulation necessary to participate in the region's formal economy. This historical economic
ANEW
and social disparity has been further aggravated in recent decades by the rapid growth of large
scale export farming, which has had the impact of further marginalizing the largely rural Yaqui
communities.
fig. 7. Agricultural canal dividing the traditional Yaqui community of Cocorit, in Cajeme,
Sonora.
Chapter 3.2. Overview of the Programa de Vivienda Ecologica:
The Programa de Vivienda Ecol6gica was founded in 2000 in the municipality of Cajeme, in the
State of Sonora, in northwestern Mexico to address the housing and economic situation of its
poorest citizens, the Yaqui, and in particular Yaqui households headed by single mothers. The
initiative was the work of a public / private alliance of the local civil society, local government
and the private sector. Among the members of this alliance were most prominently: Comite de
Promoci6n Social del Valle del Yaqui , A. C. (PROVAY), Fundaci6n del Empresariado
sonorense, A. C., Fundaci6n de Apoyo Infantil, I.A.P. y el Sistema para el Desarrollo Integral de
la Familia (DIF Cajeme) y, la Fundaci6n Interamericana (IAF) 35 .
The program was established with the purpose to help support and facilitate the access to decent
housing to familias falling below the poverty line in the Municipality of Cajeme. The poverty line
for Mexican families is an income equal to, or less than, $ 4.50 US dollars per day36. The PVE
program set an initial goal of providing assistance to 194 at risk families in Cajeme, to support
their access to decent housing, and its financing. The PVE program established for itself a goal of
of three years to establish the program, its system of financing and a self-help building program,
after which the model would be replicated at the scale necessary to achieve its larger goal of
housing all Yaqui's in need of decent homes37 .
To deal with the intense severe climate and temperatures of the Sonora Desert, as well use a
system of construction that would be locally available, and culturally appropriate to the Yaqui, a
building system which was based on the local, naturally, occurring materials of earthen clays,
straw, and rush bamboo was developed 38. In the Sonora Desert temperatures in summer can reach
47 degrees centigrade (116 degrees Fahrenheit), and 0 degrees centigrade in winter (32 degrees
Fahrenheit), with the lack of moisture (9-10 inches precipitation annually) leading to some
extreme diurnal temperature swings39. The materials are both part of the material traditions of the
Yaqui in housing, and as re-engineered the University of Texas and the Technologico of Sonora
for the PVE program, achieve a successful ecological and environmental response4 0 . The result
has been housing that is cooler in the summers and absorbs solar radiant heat in winter, which in
35 In translation the members were the Committee for Promoting Social Development in the Valley of the
Yaqui (PROVAY), Sonora Business Foundation, Foudation for the Support of Children (IAP, Save the
Children, Mexico), Nacional Association for Support to the Family, Cajeme (DIF)
36 Infonavit, Resumen Nacional Del Ingreso Familiar, 2005.
3 PROVAY, resumen ejecutivo, 2005.
38 See Technical Guidebook to Ecological Housing (PROVAY and University of Texas, Mexico, 2005),
Appendix V
39 INEGI, Medioambiente y Zonas Geopgraficas, Region Sonora (INEGI, Mexico City, 2004)
40 Technical Guidebook to Ecological Housing, pp.3-5
addition to increasing thermal comfort represent a considerable energy savings for the
homeowner41 .
Fig. 8. PVE Home pre-collaboration with UT's Basic Initiative but already engaging adobe
construction.
In addition the use of the wheat straw as a building material, represents an alternative use, rather
than burning, of the chaff after the grain is harvested. Burning the wheat straw, a traditional
means of disposing the leftover chaff is a practice, which has had a considerable impact on the
environment and health of the Yaqui settlements, which tend to be situated near the fields, as well
as all the inhabitants of the Valle del Yaqui in Sonora42.
4' lbid, 4
42 For a more complete discusi6n see the World Health Organization, Report on the Environment, Mexico
2003, pp.2 06-2 18
fig. 9. Straw, the waste product, becomes the ceiling thermal insulation in recycled boxes from
local beers.
The beneficiaries of the PVE Program are families that would not otherwise qualify for housing
finance assistance currently available from the Mexican National Government or the private
sector. Families in the program are asked to participate in a Fundaci6n de Apoyo Infantil para el
Estado de Sonora (FAI-SONORA) organized savings support group to achieve the minimum
down payment and then to collaborate within the family, and the savings support group, with the
elaboration of materials for the construction of the their homes.
The Programa de Vivienda Ecologica of PROVAY has approached the Yaqui housing problem as
a issue of the entire Cajeme community; a strategy that has allowed PROVAY to engage an even
broader segment of the society than in previous efforts to house the Yaqui. In addition, de-
politicizing the housing issue has allowed PROVAY to bring into the alliance segments of the
society (principally the business sector) that would not normally find themselves involved with
grassroots organizations. Although PROVAY and IAP were the main instigators of the PVE
alliance, the active involvement of the civic, governmental and private sectors of Cajeme in the
housing alliance has made it possible for this program to overcome many of the financial, social,
and political obstacles that undermined earlier programs in Sonora. It has also allowed it to gain
widespread support and active involvement from both rural and urban communities. The use of a
community asset-based approach by PROVAY and IAP to elicit contributions and participation in
the housing program has also strengthened the housing alliance by allowing each member of the
alliance to make significant contributions within their capacity and within their means.
Fig. 10. The PVE housing model makes use of the resource ofpeople's labor and skills.
Chapter 3.2. The PVE Social Economic Model of Housing Credits
The PVE housing program is based on the theories and principles of micro-credit lending and
social capital formation4 3. To support these two goals the PVE program's most important
strategy is to base their client's access to dignified housing, on their capacity to establish a credit
support group that works in support of the groups housing needs. The PVE program requires of
the clients, as a pre-requisite to being considered for a housing credit, active membership in good
standing of their neighborhoods credit support group for at least 6 months (after which credit is
granted but membership is required for 5 years). These credit support groups are formed by
PROVAY and IAF typically from 20 to 25 women who are members of the same community.
Each new member must a demonstrable need, and basic economic capacity 44, to participate in the
housing program. Each support group participates in IAF workshops and seminars on economic,
social organization and development that prepare them to be effective members of the PVE credit
system and housing program. Social workers are assigned to each group who act as facilitators
and consultants for the life of the group, until it becomes financially and socially self-regulating,
and therefore autonomous. As each credit support group member demonstrates her good standing
in the group, through active and responsible participation and regular monetary contributions to
the savings program, she is admitted into the housing program in good standing, and offered a
place in the housing rolls (typically a wait of six months before construction begins).
In the first five years of the program, PVE has experienced lower rates of default on their
homeowner loans than INFONAVIT 45. As has generally been the experienced in other
community's worldwide, community based micro-credit loan programs create a more credit-
worthy community. Self-regulation by the credit support group of women who enter the housing
43 The capacity of the individuals to work together in groups and organizations that determine their level of
productivity in the search of common objectives.
44 Among the most conditions are a settled way of life, family stability, and some economic income,
though this last requirement is often waved if the family has even an informal source of income. Resumen,
14
45 Typically 2-3%, Construccion de vivienda y construccion de Comunidad en Cajeme, PROVAY, 2004
program together, one of the outcomes of a social capital approach, is part of the reason, as is the
capacity of the group to support each other's efforts through other forms of capital exchange and
formation (such as babysitting, help with the construction of one another's houses or the
production of building materials, joint fundraising efforts, etc). The PVE program encourages and
actively supports the formation of these other forms of capital by offering the women of the group
the opportunity to build equity in their homes through other forms of capital exchange, such as
making their own adobes and insulating panels, to cite two examples. The cost of the house is
lowered and the members gain an understanding of the strength of collective capacity to reinforce
their identity as a group (the credit/housing support group) and achieve a successful outcome
(often the first successful economic involvement many of the women have experienced). It also
cultivates the growing awareness in the group of its capacity to act on its own behalf in housing
and other civic issues.
fig. 11. Women raise money towards their house payments by selling food to the public, enacting
a Mexican tradition, the kermesa, which is understood to be an act of civic solidarity.
Chapter 4. Reading Between the Lines:
Analyzing the Government Statistics on Housing and Income
Housing by definition in the PVE model is both an economic and social resource to the family
and community, which has therefore a direct relationship to the socio-economic conditions of
both in the community in which it is located.46. Additionally, housing is one of the indicators used
to determine level of advancement, or development, by both Mexican and international agencies,
as well one of the most expensive and difficult to attain. In the PVE model housing has to provide
more than the bare necessities of shelter, and address issues of social and economic development
of the Yaqui community, a broader approach that in the Program's vision is necessity if it is to
impact the long-term survival and sustainability of this culture.
In table 1 (below), generated from Information obtained from INEGI, the Mexican
national agency on population and geographical statistics, 70 percent of the employed population
of Mexico, and the municipality of Cajeme, is shown to have a family income less than 3 times
the minimum salary (The Mexican federal government calculates the minimum salary at $4.50
US per day). Three times the minimum wage is the minimum requirement needed to access the
housing market without assistance, in other words the minimum income needed to qualify for a
conventional bank homeownership loan available through the most government programs or the
private sector. Given that more than two thirds of the income of the population in the
municipality of Cajeme fall below this minimum standard, home ownership is not a possibility
for most citizens in the region, and few have savings to compensate for their lack of regular
income. According to census information gathered by the municipality of Cajeme the Yaqui the
46 In the definition of PROVAY's PVE Program, "housing is the primary physical space in which a
complex set of familial and social activities are realized such as: cooking, sleeping, rest, socializing,
interpersonal relations, etc. that are necessary for maintaining and ronovating the physical, intellectual
creative and emotional life of its inhabitants and their realtions with other familias and the society at large.
Housing is also one of the basic social / political components of the soceity and the basis of the economic
well-being of the family". Descripci6n General, Resumen Ejecutivo, Proyecto de Vivienda Ecologica,
PROVAY, 2003.
situation is even more sever, with almost 90% of the population earning less than the minimum
income47 .
Chapter 4.1. Table 148
Distribution according to income levels, 2000
National Cajeme
Income Sectors Population % Population %
No Substantial income 2,817,566 8.4 1,538 1.6
Less than one Minimum Salary 4,154,778 12.3 5,814 6.0
From I to 2 M.S. 10,228,834 30.3 30,363 31.8
> 2 but less than 3 M.S. 5,951,328 17.6 37,787* 39.5
>3 and up to 5 M.S. 4,743,205 14.1 ----------- -----
More than 5 M.S. 3,998,828 11.9 14,312 14.9
As these official government statistics demonstrate, most Mexicans find it close to impossible to
qualify for conventional financing, a fact that seems to support the perception that most house
construction occurs in the informal sector. Though the informal sector has allowed Mexico to
meet the housing needs of a growing population for generations, as this population becomes
increasingly urban it is thought to be unsustainable as it promotes development that, in the greater
density of urban environments, often leads to substandard housing and poor urban
infrastructure 49. With possibility of qualifying for private financing almost non-existent for most
47 Censo de de la Vida Economica del Pueblo Yaqui, Cajeme, 2003.
48Fuente XII Censo de Poblaci6n y Vivienda 2000, INEGI
49 historically native rural populations Mexico have addressed their own housing needs through the cultural
practice of building their own homes. As a result the capacity to build one's own home is fairly widespread
in the rural sector. Until the 1970's when Mexico was still a dominantly rural society this capacity help
Mexicans the only other option for most urban or sub-urban dwellers is to rely on one of
Mexico's public housing programs. Currently the most important programs in the public housing
sector are: INFONAVIT (Instituto de Fomento Nacional para la Vivienda de los Trabajadores);
FOVI (Fondos de Operaci6n y Financiamiento Bancario a la Vivienda) ; and FOVISSSTE
(Fondo para la Vivienda y la Seguridad Social para los Trabajadores al Servicio del Estado).
None of these programs tend to have much of an impact on the Mexican housing situation since
they are increasingly focused on providing housing for the emerging urban middle class, or for
workers in national or unionized industries, a small percentage of the Mexican urban
50population
INFONAVIT is a national public institution that derives its resources from a tax of 5%
collected from the income of salaried private sector employees. This tax on wages is collected by
employers, to which INFONAVIT adds the returns on investment from its housing finance
activities to create its pool of available financing. In turn INFONAVIT offers credit to these same
sector of workers. Its funding accounts for most of the public finance of housing in Mexico, to the
point that since 1999, INFONAVIT represents over 70 % of public sector financing 51 , while
private banking accounts for 1% and FOVISSTE 6.4%, and FOVI 20.2%. Representing almost
two-thirds of the public assistance to home financing in Mexico, INFONAVIT represents for all
intensive purposes the principle response to housing for most of Mexico's population. Starting in
1992, as its presence in the financial housing markets began to be dominant, INFONAVIT began
a series of structural reforms to transform itself from a public housing agency, to a social (public)
offset the needs of a growing population. In the last three decades the economic crisis in the agricultural
sector, which has mostly affected small farmers, has led to a mass migration to urban centers or to the US.
Unable to finance their own homes most Mexican enconomic refugees make use of these practices to
provide themselves with often poor ly built housing that is often on squatted land and therefore not
connected to city infrastructure services. These informal settlements, a necessity to the survival of the poor
in the city, have been identified as one of the most significant challenges to improving Mexico's cities and
their environmental quality.
50 Census estimates indicate that 8 percent of workers in Mexico belong to national, or unionized industries
that qualify.. Fuente XII Censo de Poblaci6n y Vivienda 2000, INEGI
Luna Rojas, Fernando 0. Y Topelson de Grinberg, Sara, Financiamiento de la Vivienda en Mdxico,
(Cuadernos FICA, 2001)
credit bank. The move meant that unlike HUD in the US, INFONAVIT no longer undertook to
promote, develop or build housing, but rather focused on making its financing available to those
that qualified. This was in line with political shift toward privatization of national industries and
support for private sector industries-such as construction which paralleled, and was a response to,
the rise of the center-right Partido de Accion Nacional (PAN). In response to the challenge to its
political hegemony by the PAN, the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) Mexico's
longtime ruling party, accelerated its program of moving Mexico toward becoming a market
economy, which it had began with the presidency of Miguel de La Madrid (1982-88) in 1983, and
become the platform of the presidency of his successor Carlos Salina de Gortari (1988-94).
Facing a political crisis of confidence, and the challenge of the surgent PAN party, Gortari
heavily promoted Mexico's entering world economic markets and the opening of Mexico's
markets to the US 52 . The North America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was one of its
outcomes, an outcome that would have an additional economic impact on Yaqui families and
their historic reliance on small scale, subsistence-farming economy of the Yaqui. In a very real
sense INFONAVIT became a windfall for NAFTA industries by becoming the public institution
that financed the housing the workers that these industries needed.
Despite INFONAVIT's dominant position in the housing finance market, its capacity still
falls far short of a demand for housing that is aggravated by several decades of inadequate
financing and a rapidly growing population. The result is that more than 40% of the working
population is unable to receive housing finance credits either because of insufficient funding, or
because they do not qualify for funding. One of the underlying outcomes of the 1992 re-
formulation of INFONAVIT as a public financial institution rather than a housing provider, has
been its increased focus on funding worker with higher, more stable, incomes. Today, according
52 E. Ardi6, Tratado the Libre Comercio, Economiay Respuesta Politica, (Fondo Economico y Cultural,
Mexico City, 2000)
" Mexico's Population and Demographics, Rodolfo Coronas Vazquez, Colegio de Mexico, Mexico City
2000
to INFONAVIT's latest reports (see table II below) 55.9 % of the funding provided by
INFONAVIT goes toward housing families earning at least 3 minimum salaries-essentially
funding the middle class. By implicitly supporting the urban working population that are now the
backbone of the PRI and PAN parties, these parties are underwriting their stated political goal of
creating a middle class-and a constituency for its policies. Those falling below the economic bar
set for social housing financing by the Mexican Government represent the disfranchised.
Chapter 4.2. Table II
Wage Earners in the Study Area, who did not receive housing credits distributed according
to their income55 July - August 2001.
Political Wage Distribution according to Income According to multipliers of the Minimum Salary
Entity Earners
1 mMS. % 1.0- 1.5 % 1.6-2.0 % 2.1-3.0 % 3.1-4.0 % 4.1 - 5.0 %
Cajeme 64,872 12,928 19.9 16,148 24.8 8,366 12.8 9,643 14.8 4,366 6.7 3,074 4.7
Sonora 358,327 47,489 13.25 86,731 24.2 51,602 14.4 62,120 17.3 25,689 7.1 13,022 3.6
Table II
From Table II we can begin to understand another factor that contributes to the level of
housing disenfranchisement that current INFONAVIT policies create. If we take just one income
segment alone in Cajeme, those making 1 to 1.5 the minimum salary, an income that would have
qualified families for sufficient assistance to make a home purchase a two decade ago (under the
former INFONAVIT policies), no longer receive enough assistance to purchase housing currently
available in the market today. The current policies have the combined effect of leaving 47, 085
5 Vincente Fox, Presidencial address
ss Fuente: Delegaci6n de INFONAVIT en el Estado de Sonora
contributing families without sufficient housing assistance in Cajeme alone. In other words,
according to INFONAVIT's own statistics 72.3 % of the contributing families don't receive
enough assistance from INFONAVIT to qualify for any currently available market housing (other
than PROVAY's PVE Program).
The other program currently available to prospective low and moderate potential
homeowners is FOVI (Fondos de Operaci6n y Financiamiento Bancario a la Vivienda). Founded
in 1963 to promote private investment in low-income housing construction, FOVI promotes
large-scale developments. It does this principally through intermediaries such as SOFOLES 6, by
offering subsidized credit to development and construction companies involved in the low to
moderate housing market. FOVI's funds come directly from the Banco de M6xico, the central
public banking institution of the country, from the Secretaria de Hacienda y Crddito Pnblico
(SHCP, or ministry of the treasury and public credit finance), from the World Bank, and from
funds recovered from its housing financing operations. Because it works principally within the
more financially conservative (and profit orientated) private sector, FOVI sets a basic standard of
financing housing for families earning at least 3 minimum salaries a policy, which has the effect
of excluding 79% of Mexico's population in need.
The third provider of public sector housing credits is FOVISSSTE (Fondo para la
Vivienda y la Seguridad Social para los Trabajadores al Servicio del Estado5 7) which limits it's
offering to public sector workers 5 . In addition, in Sonora, FOVISSSTESON also provides the
56 SOFOLES stands for Sociedades Financieras de Objeto Limitado, translates into corporatons with
limited (social) scope, esssentially financial institutions which like US intermediaries act to channel the
facilitate the goverments dispersal of funding in specific funding by acting as expert sources.
" (Fondo para la Vivienda y la Seguridad Social para los Trabajadores al Servicio del Estado, translates as
Housing and Social Security Fund for Workers of the Public Sector
5 In Mexico's centralizad political system the federal government accounts for the vast majority of public
sector activity, with local governments playing a small, but recently growing, role in promoting and
same public sector financing to state workers. The one common characteristic of all these
programs is the growing emphasis on "underwriting the middle-class", the sector of workers
earning at least three times the minimum salary 59- a sector that the increasingly neo-liberal
policies of Mexican administrations since 1992 have cultivated economically and politically60.
As the statistics of the previous tables make evident, most recent public housing programs
in Mexico, the State of Sonora, and in particular the Municipality of Cajeme, have addressed the
needs of workers with relatively high salaries, and stable, employment who have qualified for
housing credits through one of the aforementioned funds. As Table III illustrates, of the 6,126
housing units built through public sector financing in Cajeme in 2001, only 6.5% addressed the
needs of those making the Minimum Salary or less. These lower income housing units were
projects of SEDESOL, in coordination with the municipality of Cajeme, and out of the total 6,126
units built by the public sector that representative year only accounted for 400 housing units61 .
financing public sector work. For an excellent discusi6n of the social impacts of the political phenomena
please refer to
5 this term "underwriting the middle class worker", is a translation of spanish phrase much in use now in
PROVAY, and attributed to Monica Escobedo, the director and creador of the PVE program in 2000. The
phrase is useful in the sense that it gets at the implicit political intent of INFONAVIT policies since 1992.
6() See Peter Ward's book on the social policies of recent mexican administrations.
61 Censo de Poblaci6n y Vivienda 2000, INEGI.
Chapter 4.3. Table III
Public Sector Housing Investment in Cajeme, 2001
Institution Sonora Obreg6n
INFONAVIT 11,104 2,844
FOVI (SHF) 8,492 2,690
SEDESOL (VIVAH)* 1,082 300
VITEES** 376 119
FOVISSSTE 329 73
SEDESOL/GOB.EDO. * 2,141 100
TOTAL 23,524 6,126
* The only public housing program addressing the needs of the low-income population (i.e.
earning less than one minimum salary)
** Fideicomiso De Vivienda para Trabajadores de la Educaci6n del Estado de Sonora, a housing
program directed at state employees in the education sector in Sonora
Source: Cuaderno Estadistico Municipal, Edition 2001, INEGI.
The increasing disregard of the Mexican State (federal government) toward the situation
of the population of modest means in Mexico has made the housing situation of the low-wage
earning segments of the population increasingly more precarious. The outcome has been the
marginalization of a large segment of the Mexican population from the only readily available
public housing assistance programs. For this segment of the Mexican population which
represents almost 60 % of the Mexican population that are economically active (poblaci6n
ccon6micamente activa - PEA) in Mexico, as in Ciudad Obreg6n, the politics of housing in
Mexico has essentially led to a social marginalization of these citizens. The result is that for all
extensive purposes the working classes today in Mexico have no significant housing assistance
that addresses their diminished economic capacity.
fig. 12. PVE home 5 years later, embedded in the fabric of homes and plantings of its
community.
Chapter 5. Responding to the Crisis: The PVE Housing Program
The Programa de Vivienda Ecol6gica (PVE or Ecological Housing Program) proposes an
alternative strategy for acquiring a home. The strategy is based on the cultural, social and
economic character of the target audience, the Yaqui and in particular Yaqui women, and is as a
result a social strategy. Based on the concept of 'social capital'62, the program requires that
citizens interested in a PVE housing credit actively participate in forming and maintaining a
62 Broadly defined as the capacity of individuals to work together in social groups, or organizations,
effectively toward a commonly held objective or goal, P. Wilson, p. 26
savings and credit support group ('grupo de ahorro') with other members of their community for
at least 6 months. The 6 months serve to establish the groups identity as a social safety net and
support group in service of economic education and integration into the economic life of the
larger community. After the prospective homeowner has, with the support of their savings
support group, shown the capacity to make 6 months of on time payments, as well as maintain an
active participation and support for the savings efforts of other members of the group, they are
officially given a housing loan. The PVE loan allows the prospective homeowner to begin the
house building process. Payments to the PVE program fund typically last for 5 years from the
time the prospective homeowner joins the program and becomes a member of the savings support
group. Typically the required weekly savings quota is 80 Pesos (approximately 7.50 US Dollars
per week).
This means of operating the PVE program results in the most important outcome,
possibly more important than the housing itself for the Yaqui, it supports in the emergence of
organized citizen groups which provide the marginalized Yaqui individual, a social and political
base of support by which to address their economic, political, and social situation. The result of
this housing program is therefore not only sustainable, and affordable homes for a segment of
society who would have no other economic means by which to finance them, but the creation of
citizen groups, organized to overcome the difficulties that the poor have in Mexico to get a home,
but with the long term outcome that the civic society of the Municipality of Cajeme is reinforced.
Chapter 5.1. The Social Theory that forms the basis of PVE Program
To better understand this new and expanded role for a housing program like PVE, it is
useful to look at the contemporary social theories that are influencing avant-garde community
development programs like this. These self-help social housing programs are one of them most
debated topics in the development field today, as evidenced by their central role in the agenda of
institutions such as the United Nations Development Program, World Bank, and International
Monetary Fund6 3. In Mexico this role for housing has been debated for most of the 2 0 th century,
most recently in the context of the federal governments shift to a market economy, and its
consequently diminished participation in the social problems of the country. Seminal for many
civic associations has been the work of Alberto Olvera, best articulated in his book "Cuadernos
de la Sociedad Civil: Sociedad Civil, Gobernabilidad Democritica, Espacios Pnblicos y
Democratizaci6n" (2001), which explores the emergence of a more robust and diverse civic
society in Mexico as a possible response to the unmet needs of the economically marginalized.
Olvera proposes that civic society is essentially a social process that is expressed in the
growth, diversity, and public visibility of its civic groups or associations 64. These civic groups
use resources, both material and symbolic, and organizational capacity, to act collectively in favor
of a common cause or need of these civic entities. Moreover they pursue these goals to better
their material or symbolic condition outside the political system, and often without following the
formal logic of the capital market. In other words they overcome the traditional limitations of
their economic condition by advancing their capacity to form a civic entity that actively works to
legitimize their position in the political process.
Olvera with this thesis is building on the work of Cohen and Arato (1992) that defined
civic groups by their way their organizational structure and processes. Cohen and Arato found in
their field research that civic organizations that were interactive, that is to say that emphasized the
essential role of communication internally and externally as a fundamental protocol, were the
most effective in the civic realm in achieving the groups interests.
Based on these two bodies of social/civic theory PVE established the 4 qualitivative
indicators that are currently used by the program to determine whether the savings groups are
63 The recent Unitied Nations Development Conference in Istanbul (2005) had community based social
housing and development as one of its three main topics, the only Tepic area in which both the World
Bank and IMF officially participated (see Proceedings of the UNDP Conference on Development, Istanbul
2005)
64 Olvera, p.82
constituting themselves as civic entities that work effectively in the interest of their constituency.
The four indicators that the PVE program uses are:
a. Citizens meet of their own free will, and in support of their interests.
b. The organizational structure of the civic entity emphasizes the fundamental role
played by communication.
c. The group acts collectively in favor of their well being or interests.
d. The groups actions are not guided by the logic of the capital market (or financial
self-interest).
To undertake this evaluation it is therefore important to base it on a study of the nature of
the discourse that develops within the groups. PVE does this by conducting regular discussion
sessions with the groups as well as observing the communication process within the groups
during their first year (after which the groups gain financial and civic independence). The
analysis focuses on the semantic analysis of the actors, in the group, and as a group, as they gain
identity as a group acting in the behalf of their common interests (Caceres, et al, 1998).
Chapter 5.2. The PVE Social Housing Organization Model
Since the PVE housing program operates within an economic sector in Cajeme with
severely limited economic resources, taking into consideration the social capacity and capital of
the this sector is an important consideration. To offset this shortfall in economic capacity the
program makes active use of the social and personal capital resources of the community. Among
the potential social assets is the savings groups efficiency at managing the housing funds and
guaranteeing the low default rate which helps offset the low returns to investors 5. In addition the
groups capacity to create supplementary activities which create capital resources, such as the
cottage industries promoted by the groups, and the making of building materials for their homes,
are additional resources created by the PVE unique social housing strategy. The participant in the
PVE Program is asked to make two types of commitment to the process to ensure that these
complementary capital strategies become manifest:
a. A commitment to the savings group and its activities
b. A personal commitment to work towards personal (home loan) and the
group's interest.
Since the PVE program is dependant on the active participation of its members, and equally
dependant on the success of its savings groups, the groups are given the responsibility of selecting
their own members. This selection process is internal to each group, but based on a set of
requirements that all savings groups arrived at in consensus at PVE assemblies of all the groups.
As of 2005 the requirements set by these assemblies were:
= To respect the 6 month trial period of on-time savings for new members, so that
these prove their capacity to contribute to the success of the savings group, and
the PVE program.
= Respect the place each member is given in the housing rolls.
" Interested parties must approach the savings group (Grupo de Ahorro
Comunitario), and not the PVE Program offices, to join.
65 Though this is a not-for-profit program, the funds need to be able to be recoverable, and services
associated to the administration, promotion and management of the housing fund need to be taken into
account by the loans.
= Each participant is assigned a place in the housing roll based on when they meet
the required savings quota (6 months of savings). Families in extreme economic,
or social risk, may be advanced in the housing roll only by a consensus decision
of the fellow participants in the savings group.
= A record of regular attendance of the weekly meetings of their savings group 6 .
" Create construction teams (sub-groups) from the members of the savings group
which will share the work of building each others homes67 .
" Register and regularize the ownership of the land to be built upon so that the
participant has clear title"s
The internal procedures of the groups has therefore evolved to be the following: the
individual members save for 6 months until achieving the minimum buy-in required by the
program; once their home is built their payment quota rises to 2 minimum salaries a week; after
this they are still required to maintain active participation in the savings group for a period which
ends when the house is paid off, usually 4, to 4 2 years69 , but may extend indefinitely (since
many groups become the basis for further political, as well as social action.
Payments are made at the savings group meetings so that the group can act both to
monitor and help the individual members with their effort. The group meetings are also a forum
for education and capacity building. The addition of adult programs which deal with skills and
knowledge needed to actively, and effectively, participate in the society has become the special
66 Savings groups are required to meet 40 or more times a year by the PVE program, though when these
meetings occur are left to the discretion of the individual savings groups (some activity months, specially
around construction seasons require more meetings).
67 In practice construction teams usually bring participants who are either related through family ties, or are
immediate neighbors. In this sense the construction process mirrors, and follows, the cultural patterns of the
Yaqui who traditionally worked on housing within their family hamlet in the desert.
68 Titles, or legal documents to properties are an issue in Mexico, where much of the land, specially
agricultural lands, where held communally until recently. Without oficial titles many people can neither
Project their rights, or apply for credit from finnancial institutions.
69 This is to guarantee that the group continues to work toward common goals, which are to the benefit of
all its members.
project of IAP (Save the Children Mexico) and PROVAY. Experience, in the first five years of
the program has shown that as wellbeing very popular with the participants, they are also crucial
to creating a deeper grounding for the savings groups by allowing them to address a wide range
of issues of concern to participants.
The savings groups in addition to taking on additional work to make their house payments
also raise money through the sale of products they cook, or prepare, as a group cottage industry.
Among the more successfully marketed of these products are the production of artisan cheeses
(goat milk), soy based products, and marmalades made from wildflowers and desert fruits. All of
these make use of Yaqui traditions in cooking, and knowledge of the desert, gained from their
long history as hunter-gatherer's in the Sonora Desert. FAI (Save the Children Mexico), has led
this effort to help the women realize economic activities that reinforce their home life and sense
of identity as Yaqui.
These group activities realized by the savings groups are in addition to the participatory
activities required by the PVE housing program. Among the activities that are required are: the
collection and management of the housing payments by the individual members; organizing the
weekly meetings of the groups; programming activities for each meeting which will help both the
groups long and short term goals; maintaining control on the production of building materials
(such as adobe blocks) that each member must contribute to the construction of their home;
overseeing, and guaranteeing, the participation of the members in the construction of the homes.
The potential impact and growth of a participatory and alternative housing program, such as
PVE, is only possible through the active participation and commitment of its savings groups and
members.
illustration13 One of the student prototypes in the process of being built with the
community.
Chapter 6. Reflection I: The PVE Program in the Words of its Participants:
The Interviewed group (52 individual participants who entered the PVE program in 2001-2004)
consisted primarily of women (83% of PVE participants) who were either single mothers
(currently 56% of the PVE participants overall), or wife's of agricultural workers. All participants
are also Yaqui natives of the region. Most became aware of the PVE program through
neighborhood, family, social networks already in place in their communities.
In general (78%) became only seriously interested in the program when they saw the first
housing units actually being built. Seeing the finished projects, or witnessing the group of women
making adobes together (one of the savings group activities), validated the program in the minds
of many of those interviewed. Many (60%) joined the program after they had participated in
helping a savings group achieve its goal, either by helping them in making construction materials
70for their houses, or purchasing a product that the savings group sold to raise funds . For many of
the Yaqui, who in their own words were used to the many unrealized promises of the government,
seeing PVE homes actually built was the most important validation of the program. An unusually
high number of participants (62%) also cited that they felt that the savings groups had a positive
impact on Yaqui society and its future.
Because we noticed that it was really true, that it was for certain, ... and one later thinks
maybe they are once again taking advantage of me-tricking me-but no they really are not taking
advantage, but rather here someone has really given their word ,71
Participant in 2003 campaign, name withheld by author
Often also cited as a motivation to joining the PVE program by the participants was the ease
of making housing payments within the program. What was meant by 'ease' by participants, on
further discussion, turned out to be that the payments were small enough not to impact their
already difficult economic situation, as well as the support of the group in helping the individual
participant to maintain their payment schedule.
An increasing awareness of their economic situation as Yaqui women, and the possibilities
for economic advancement, was a re-occurring theme in the interviews. The women participating
in the PVE program often cited their growing recognition of their economic situation and the
means to deal with it through as one of the most important outcomes of the programs, and one
they did not recognize until they participated in the program. The women clearly recognized and
70 Kermesas, or a fundraising activity through the sale of products made by the savings group is a
tradicional fundraising activity in Mexico, and has been actively adopted as a strategy by the savings
groups.
7 The actual quote in Spanish is, "Porque estcn mirando que si es cierto y todo eso y piensa uno luego que
a lo mejor lo trancean - me hacen fraude - y no, pues no me trancean, dice uno, aqui si hay palabra."
openly spoke of their situation of economic impoverishment, and were able to clearly articulate
the benefits of making the sacrifice required by PVE home savings program. Recognition of their
economic condition allowed many of them, in the interviews, to clearly articulate its relationship
to social conditions they suffered. One example of this emerging social and economic awareness
was the ability of the participants to understand that some of the social problems they suffered
were inextricably connected to the social problems associated with overcrowded housing. Since
previously most (82%) had lived in overcrowded homes, with parents or other family members,
they and their children, were often forced to share bedrooms with members of different ages and
sexes. Yaqui society suffers from a high incidence of incest, and broken homes, and this
condition has become a significant issue for the women in their discussions within the credit
support groups, and Yaqui society in general72. In addition the overcrowding made access to
proper sanitation difficult, and parenting more complicated. Studies by PROVAY and Save the
Children have shown that on average 5 people occupy every bedroom in most Yaqui households
(rooms that average 10 by 10 feet according to the same study 73). One of the women expressed
the situation as such:
"It's extremely difficult to live on top of each other, and when I need to go to the bathroom I
have to go out of the house, and around to the back,..and since its their house and not mine, they
often lock me out when I do, so I just hold it and wait"
Young mother interviewed, name withheld by the author74
1 Percentage of incense and broken homes per household as estimated by Save the Children Mexico. Yaqui
Soceity Today, Fondo Del Nino, Save the Children Mexico. 2003oday, % of incense and broken homes
7 Provay, Resumen Ejecutivo, Proyecto de Vivienda Ecologica, 2002
" The actual quote in Spanish is, "Es muy dificil vivir asi de arrimado inclusive cuando quiero ir al bano
tengo que dar toda la vuelta a la casa...y pues es casa de ellos y cierran sus puertas y me tengo que
aguantar".
The savings groups in addition to taking on additional work to make the house payments also
raise money through the sale of products they cook, or prepare, as a group cottage industry.
Among the more successfully marketed of these products are the production of artisan cheeses
(goat milk), soy based products, and marmalades made from wildflowers and desert fruits. All of
these make use of Yaqui traditions in cooking and knowledge of the desert gained from their long
history as hunter gatherer's in the Sonora Desert. FAI (Save the Children Mexico), has led this
effort to help the women realize economic activities that reinforce their home life and sense of
identity as Yaqui.
The potential impact and growth of a participatory and alternative housing program, such as
PVE, is only possible through the active participation and commitment of its savings groups and
members. Most participants interviewed (82%) expressed an understanding of this commitment
and responsibility, and its impact on the changing role of women in Yaqui society as expressed
by this participant:
"Who is actually motivated here are the women, because men, men stop working and we end
up taking up the slack, isn't that the case?... because women always end up doing everything.
We wear out our skin, we wear down our nails making the adobes, and its really hard work,
but you get satisfaction because you know it gets done.... that's why we (women) are very
happy with the program."
Program participant, name withheld by the author
The actual quote in Spanish is, "0 sea aqui la que se mueve es la nnjer, porque el hombre, el hombre
deja de trabajar y ahi si nos la vemos mds negras de lo que pasa no?.. por eso siempre es la mujer la que
hace todo. Se acaba piel, se acaban unas, se acaba toditito porque en realidad es muy pesado la
elaboraci6n de adobes, pero lo hace con gusto uno...estamos muy satisfechos con este Programa."
Testimony indicates that the participants understand the role of the program requirements and
protocols work toward their interest as participants and women:
"And they wanted to give their money that day, and they had their adobes ready, and
their documentation (title) ready, and they wanted it then...well we have rules in the
(savings) group, rules we passed, and you might as well go back out to the country and
wait, ... and you will get your chance when your turn comes up.7 "
Program participant, name withheld by author
Also expressed in the following interview:
"For instance there once was a young mother that arrived and said to us (the group) I
have here the papers and the 1250 pesos ( equivalent to the six month quota payments
necessary to enter the housing rolls), when are you going to start building my house?
Well, no we said, that is not how it works, and she left because she was not ready to wait
and participate. Well ifshe has the money she should build it herself with her money, this
program is for people who to start with can only give 20 or 30 pesos, and even that is a
struggle. We keep saving little by little until we have enough for the adobe, and that way
the rest of the house, at first in six months and then until paid, ... little by little not all at
once since the program is for people like ourselves who otherwise would not have the
opportunity, that is why we have the rules to support our rights77 .
76 The actual quaote in Spanish is, "Y querian dar su dinero ese dia y que ya tenian los adobes ese dia y
que ya tenian los papeles ese dia, y queria pues.... nosotras tenemos unas reglas en el grupo, pasar las
reglas y les dieron no pues espdrate ve al campo y dio Faby si las aceptan pues, y las aceptamos pero que
se esperara su turno."
77 The actual quote in Spanish is, Por ejemplo hubo una vez aquella muchacha que ilego y dijo aqui
traigo los papeles y los mil 250 pesos icudndo me van a empezar a hacer la casa?, y no, asi no es,
entonces le platicamos y no le combino y sejue ... no pues en ese caso si ella tiene dinero pues que la
haga con su dinero esto es para gente que apenas que para iniciar damos 20, 30 pesos y asi vamos
ahorrando hasta que tenemos para los adobes y lo demcds y ya que nos empiezan a fincar y pasa
tiempo pues de perdida unos seis meses de actividad del programa y eso lo tienes que estar abonando
As the last quote makes evident, participants become aware that the rules and
requirements, insure their rights, creating an innate affinity in the group to both the rule and its
principle (the emergence of a civic society).
The PVE Program on two occasions had to intervene directly in the civic process of a
savings group. The first occasion was in Campo 5, a new Yaqui settlement in the agricultural
fields outside Ciudad Obregon, where a splinter group of women left the savings group because
they lost confidence in the process the group had undertaken. The savings group felt, when
interviewed, that the splinter group were 'outsiders' ("otra gente"), who really did not belong to
the family, and neighborhood networks of the community of Campo 5. The experience led to a
procedural change within the PVE Program, by which only members of a family, or
neighborhood association, are integrated into the savings groups, and a secondary network of
savings groups has emerged for 'new' arrivals to the community.
One of the outcomes of the internal crisis in Campo 5 was a new resolution, and focus, on
the work of the savings support group of the group, as expressed in this interview with one of its
members:
"I, too laws in the first stage of the program... but we be became desperate, it seemed we
were always saving and we never saw anything, never saw anything (being built) so we
left the program, but then they started building the first two homes, then suddenly six
more... then it became more creditable... truth is that they were making more homes in
semana tras semana y todo y no se puede dar dinero de un jal6n se supone que se le quiere dar la
oportunidadpara personas que no pueden y por eso es asi.... tiene sus reglas".
less time... and the word got around (about this achievement) and we joined up again,
and today we are one of the largest groups in the network7 8 "
Program participant, name withheld by the author
The second instance occurred in 2004 also in Campo 5, in another savings group that had
entered the PVE process at about the same time. In this instance, the historical memory of the
impact that the divisions in the first group created, served to incite an internal response from the
group that addressed the crisis through group process. During this second instance the PVE
organization was asked in as a consultant and observer, but the resolution was achieved by the
dynamics of the group itself. This evolution of the groups, where the participants became
themselves aware of the role that their growing experience and historical perspective can play,
was an important step in the evolution of group process and conscious, and emerged in the
interviews:
"...in the previous houses, they would only give their down payment and that was it,
rather than paying the weekly quotas which I think built group identity... these are women
that you cannot talk to, and are willing to continue their payments after the house is
built- they feel like you are intervening in their private affairs... they don't understand
that this is a group effort, so they refused to participate with the rest of us, or come to the
meetings"7
Program participant, name withheld by the author
78 The quote in Spanish is, "Yo tambien estuve en laprimera etapa que hicieron.. pero nos desesperamos
pues estdbamos ahorrando y ahorrando y no se veia nada y no se veia nada y nos retiramos y ya que
empezaron con las dos primeras viviendas siguieron otras... como seis... entonces ya se vio mds
credibilidad... de verdad se estaban haciendo mds{casas~en menos tiempo... entonces se corrid las voz y
nos interesamos y nosjuntamos y horita es uno de los grupos en que hay mas mayoria de miembros".
7 The quote in Spanish is "en las otras viviendas anteriores, dieron nada mds su enganche y no siguieron
abonando y nosotros no......ellas son personas que no se les puede hablar .. si uno les cobra luego le dicen y
tu que te metes... son especiales porque no sejuntan con nosotros..y no vienen a lasjuntas".
These expressions of group identity and an awareness of the role and importance of group process
manifest themselves in the meetings, where there is an increased commitment to the savings
program, the construction process, and the need to reinforce the role of the community
organizations. The savings support groups often evolve into community organizations, or civic
entities, since the shared experience in the minds of many of the interviewed women created a
bond of trust and identified common attitudes. many of the participants feel that the shared
experience, or history gives them.
In the municipality of Cajeme as has already been noted in this document, financing opportunities
for housing are limited, a situation neither the market nor the state institutions have been able to
solve. This is where the multi-dimensional nature of the program becomes most evident in the
emergent sense of class consciousness both as a condition, and opportunity, which the PVE
housing program and the savings support help promote, and is reflected in many of the
interviews, such as this one:
"...because of the program, as one would say, there are more opportunities for us... a
situation that we have never had, except long ago in government programs, but we never really
had real choices... .everything costs so much these days, and for those of us who work for a living
we have few resources, yes of few resources who never had the opportunity to own our own
home, and we have always struggled for this right, and we have finally been given the
opportunity8
Program participant, name withheld by the author
8 The quote in Spanish is, "porque con este programa, como te dire, hay mds oportunidades para
nosotros... cosa quejamcis, jamis habia habido, el gobierno, 6sea, muchisimo tiempo atrds y no teniamos,
nunca tuvimos oportunidades... porque esta todo muy caro y para los que trabqjan, porque nosotros somos
personas de escasos recursos, si, somos personas de muy escasos recursos que jamcis pudimos tener una
vivienda y que batallamos muchisimo para poder tener una vivienda y pues ahora que se nos dio la
oportunidad".
The interviews also demonstrated that the values of consensus building and emphasis of
social capital formation had become embedded in the discourse and culture of the support groups
and the communities. Among the responses that made this evident were the following three:
"We had the problem that two companeras who received their credit from FAI (Save the
Children Mexico"1) were not able to make their payments, so the rest of us helped them
out, adding a little to each of our quotas to supplement what they were not able to pay at
the moment- later they can compensate us82
"Its that my husband was opposed to the program and I could not convince him so I fell
behind in my quota payment... he would tell 'take out the money' but I refused to take it
out (of the program). And of course I wanted to get out of my mother-in-law's
house... and she also would tell to take my contribution out of the program, so I went to
see the treasurer (of our support group) and she told me to insist and helped regain my
sense of purpose so I decided to hold my ground and eventually convinced him, and
proceeded to make my adobes8 3""
8' FAI (Save the Children Mexico) offers each participant who qualifies for the program, by makking the
down payment (the 6 months of savings), 1000 US which the homeowner can apply either to their home
payments or to buy materials or building components (beams, adobes).
82 The quote in Spanish is, "Se dio el problema ese de que dos compaheras del crdlito que nos dieron el
FAI no pudieron pagar, entonces nosotras deciamos es que somos como 12 pues de poner de a poquito
completamos lo del abono, lo de las dem6s compaheras y luego que ellas se pongan a corriente con
nosotros."
83 The quote in Spanish is, "Es que mi esposo pues no lo podia convencer a el, no lo podia convencer y por
eso yo me retrase.... el me decia saca el dinero pero yo me aferre a no sacarlo... .porque yo queria salirme
de ahi de con mi suegra ....me decia sdcalo, sdcalo y no lo saque, de hecho sifui una vez alld con la
tesorera y ella me dijo insistele y pues yo ya no hallaba ni como convencerlo pues entonces ella me animo
y me dijo no lo saques y die pues no lo voy a sacar y no lo saque y ahora ya lo volvi a convencer y pues ya
empece a hacer mis adobes."
"The experience of the group has been that within the group we have developed many
friendships, and that we also have more responsibilities, that we belong to the group and
we cannot fail it, and all this remains with you... 84,
Another characteristic that differentiates the PVE houses from conventional housing
offers is the use of local 'natural' materials such as rush bamboo, earthen clays and straw. These
materials were chosen because of their thermal capacity (as the elements of adobe construction),
their local availability, their low-environmental impact, and the Yaqui familiarity with them.
Though my own experience has shown that new homeowners in social housing programs often
prefer more conventional construction materials", the participants of the program expressed a
preference for the native. In the interviews the thermal qualities of the native materials were often
cited as a reason for their preference, as well as their relationship to crafts traditions with which
they were familiar. These two comments are characteristic of the responses:
"And later it helps because they no longer burn the chaff (wheat straw that remains after
the grain is harvested), and one is able to use that straw to make adobes.. .and that helps
optimize our resources8."
84The quote in Spanish is, "Pues la experiencia del grupo es de que, de que en el grupo se ha hecho
mucha amistad y tambien de que tenemos mds responsabilidad de que ya pertenecemos al grupo y que no
podemos fallar, te va quedando pues."
8 In previous BASIC Initiativeprojects, either with Native Americans in the US, or in Chiapas in Southern
Mexico, the new homeowner will often express the desire to have their homes be as convencional as
posible both in form and materials. Though on closer discussion the preferentes are often revealed to be
based on the desire to have a 'conventional' looking home, one that demonstrates to soceity that they made
it. A second misconception that often guides this desire is the prevalent idea that cement and concrete make
better, more durable, homes. This attitude can be traced to the promotional campaigns of Mexican
companies such as CEMEX, Cementos Tolteca, Cruz Azul, who early on became partners to the Mexican
goverment's housing programs of the post-revolution, and have ever since heavily promoted their products
in the popular media.
86 "Y luego le sirve porque ya no queman la gavilla como dicen luego y de ahi saca uno para hacer los
adobes la paja .... y luego entonces se optimizan recursos".
And,
"Its because for their ecology that (the adobes) they create a (home) ambience in which
in the times of heat its cooler and in times of cold warmer 7 ."
As these two last quotes demonstrate, there is a growing awareness of the environmental nature of
the PVE housing, as well as of its environmental impact. The sources of this awareness is
probably complex, but its evident that the FAI workshops, which include, along with social and
economic training, classes on the environmental benefits and impacts of the construction
materials, and house design (natural light and ventilation, thermal qualities, etc), are having an
impact on the Yaqui's appreciation of the PVE homes. More importantly, they are being educated
on the larger environmental issues and benefits that come with their choice.
Chapter 6.1. A Summary, and Some Conclusions, from the Interviews
of PVE Participants
1. The savings support groups act in agency of the group's need for housing. As the interviews
made clear the aware of their common condition and that this forms a social collective, but
are as Touraine (1987) points out, still unaware of their organizational capacity as a group to
achieve their needs-or defend their rights. Touraine (1987), in making this observation about
housing organizations in Buenos Aires, points out that this is the crucial role that social
organizations, such as FAI and PROVAY, play in establishing the discourse and trajectory,
87 "Si por la ecologia que son al ambiente en tiempo de calor son frescas y en tiempo de frio son
calientitas".
which will help the support groups achieve their housing goals. In other words, in a social
housing program such as PVE the social organizations play two crucial roles, they help
manage the program, and they help educate the housing groups on how to translate their
needs into effective action (and encourage them to do so).
2. A fundamental activity for the PVE program is the establishment of interfamilial, and social
networks, in the communities that can act to promote interactions between individuals in the
community. These networks, of which the savings support groups are the most formalized
(focused on a specific activity-the acquisition of housing), can help to create the social
interactions that are necessary to promote social capital formation. This is an important step
to creating the broad support a social housing program needs, and one that was observed in
several of the interviews.
3. The community based savings support groups find themselves in a period of apprenticeship,
and the dynamics of a successful social entity are becoming normative as the groups gain
greater experience. In the interviews several characteristics that Olvera" considered
necessary in a civic entity that promotes the education and well being of its members were
observed:
* A sense of belonging to the savings support group.
* Respect of the group's rules.
- A clear sense of the group's goals.
* Solidarity between the members of the group.
4. PVE public/private alliance considers the housing program an educational tool
through which the agencies involved (PROVAY, FAI, etc) seek to generate new
forms of knowledge, attitudes and the civic empowerment of the marginalized Yaqui
community. This new capacity and understanding was observed in the interviews of
88 Olvera, p.32
the participants of the support groups in their understanding of:
a. Of the alternative construction system of PROVAY.
- Their understanding of the environmental role played by the different
elements of the PVE construction system, such as the role of the straw in
the adobe (tensile strength and water resistance).
- The interviewed participants understood the bioclimatic advantages of
the alternative building system over traditional construction found in
most conventional housing in Sonora (and for that case most of Mexico).
- The participants showed a good understanding of the process of making
adobes. In addition several families were already making plans to make
additions to their homes using the PVE adobe construction system.
Despite being aware that conventional construction might be cheaper, all
the families chose to make the necessary additional time investment to
make the adobes. Four of the five families actively involved in
expanding their homes mentioned that living in the PVE homes had
given them a first hand appreciation for the thermal advantages of the
system. All the families interviewed mentioned that when it came time
for their own children have their own homes that they would help them
make their own PVE homes, whether the PVE network continued to exist
or not. In this respect some families emphasized that making adobes
brought families closer together, as well as that it made for good
neighbors.
b. On the Importance of savings;
- Most families considered the amount of the weekly quota to be fair.
- Families were aware that saving outside the PVE system they would not
have been able to afford a house. Though most cited the affordability of
the housing as the most important aspect in this regard, some cited the
initiative created by the savings group as being an instrumental influence
in their motivation to save.
- All participants expressed a clear understanding that learning how to
save and manage their resources was one of the most important lessons
they learned from participating in the program. The association between
a household economy, savings discipline, and being able to make the
down-payment as well as complete the payment was clear to all
participants interviewed. Many admitted to at least on one occasion not
being able to make the complete payment, though almost without
exception all tried to make at least a partial payment on those occasions.
Respect for the savings system, as well as their commitment to the rest of
the group, who would need to make for their partial quotas, was
expressed as the important motivation.
c. The Importance of contributions that are reciprocated
- Recognition that the ecological housing program benefits both work in
groups and in the community.
- This type of team, or collective, work can be used to attend to other
issues of concern to the community after the need for housing is
satisfied.
d. The value of a free and open discourse in the support groups and the community:
- The community savings support groups recognize that the future of the
PVE program is their responsibility.
- At 5 years since the founding of the PVE program (2000) the support
groups recognize that the both the individuals of the group, and the
group, have both benefited from the PVE education and training
programs.
- The participants consider that their efforts are valued by the PVE
program, and it's alliance of social organizations, and are considered an
essential component toward the success of the program.
The savings groups constitute, according to Olvera's model, embryonic elements of the civil
society that the PVE Program, and the social organizations in Cajeme, have an interest, and stated
goal, to create. The PVE Program alliance has in this sense a continuing responsibility to incubate
their emerging sense of responsibility and civic awareness by gradually allowing the groups
increased control and decision making in the PVE housing program. This growing responsibility
on the part of the savings groups to become active members of Cajeme's civic society is a
contribution that the PVE program makes to the larger community of Cajeme, to re-integrate the
Yaqui back into the larger civic society of Cajeme, a condition the Yaqui have not enjoyed since
Spanish colonization. It is this larger social and political goal that differentiates a social housing
program from other housing offerings in Mexico-the end goal is not housing, housing in the PVE
Program is working in agency of a more ambitious goal, an educated Yaqui citizenship.
illustration 14 Untreated sewage often become the rivers of Mexican communities such as the
Yaqui's.
Chapter 7. Creating a Healthier Home
The PVE program is also tackling another issue of importance to the Yaqui, the declining health
of its communities. Nearly fifty years of large scale "green revolution" farming in the valley has
had the effect of leaving this part of the Sonora Desert with one of the highest cancer rates in the
Americas, and for Yaqui women, one of the highest reproductive organ cancer rates in the world".
The PVE program tackles this issue, which is as important to the Yaqui communities of Cajeme
as the lack of housing, by promoting ecological housing and home sites. In the PVE model,
ecological housing is both a product of ecologically appropriate materials and construction
technologies and a concern for building healthier communities. Both frames of reference for
sustainable design share common approaches and goals but, in combination, expand on the
traditional approach of architecture towards sustainable design by including health as a design
parameter. Ecological housing has other potential benefits from PROVAY and IAP's point of
view, it can create a design/build process that is culturally appropriate to the Yaqui and their
traditions by embracing what is sustainable and healthy in their cultural practices. Through this
additional dimension the housing, like the credit groups, can help to produce group cultural
identity. For low income housing programs in Mexico this represents an expansion of potential
benefits from the strictly economic to what Edward 0. Wilson' '" termed the three forms of
wealth; biological, cultural, and economic. As a result of this approach the PVE program is able
to offer not just a housing solution but potentially address the health, environmental and cultural
issues that, for the Yaqui, are inextricably tied to the their current housing crisis.
The PVE program's system of construction takes into account these economic, cultural and
ecological parameters promoted by Wilson through its design, construction and social
organizational strategies. This inclusive approach towards construction is an attempt to create a
more significant impact on the Yaqui condition, and their capacity eventually to appropriate the
program to help themselves. To this end, adobe, for instance, is the main wall and roofing
material both for thermal and cultural reasons. The Yaqui have a long tradition in waddle and dab
earthen construction which makes use of the scant building materials available in the Sonora
Desert. The PVE system so far developed by PROVAY has taken the culture's understanding and
familiarity with the materials of the desert, and made them the basis in the development of a more
thermally insulated wall system, which can be standardized (so that the adobes can be produced
by the credit support groups in mass) and the construction system repeated at the scale of a
housing program. The adobe block that has been developed so far, using these considerations, has
a higher bearing capacity than many of the traditional blocks. The adobes' greater structural
capacity was achieved through research conducted in partnership with the Universidad
Tecnologica de Sonora, where in their civil engineering laboratories the different mixtures
traditionally used by the Yaqui were studied and improved upon.
illustration 15. Adobe walls of the student prototype deal with thermal and other environmental
concerns.
An area that received special attention in these studies were the adobes' thermal and structural
bearing capacity which was weighed against the need to develop an adobe that the women could
produce themselves and economically. Since a Yaqui woman's physical strength, and social
practices, are different from a man's, a method was developed that allowed women to use both of
these considerations to their advantage. Rather than producing the adobe mixture on the ground
with their feet, as is traditionally done by men, the adobes are now produced in upright tubs made
from split oil barrels (a waste product in oil-producing Mexico), which allow the women to use
their relatively greater upper body strength, and still engage socially with other women and their
children during their work parties. The outcome is that the future homeowner can make a non-
monetary contribution to her house by using techniques that help reinforce traditional cultural
practices in the creation of her more sustainable home. Not only does this outcome help reinforce
the identity of the homeowner but it also helps to culturally imbed, and make acceptable, the new
social and building ideas being introduced by the credit support groups and their sustainable
homes. The social and economic success of these new practices has helped both to popularize the
project among potential women clients and to give them a sense of empowerment that has come
from assuming a set of traditionally male practices which are needed in a self-help housing
program but for which, in this situation, there are few men available.
Apparently 'simple' practices such as the rethinking of the Yaqui production of their earthen
construction materials to be more cognizant of Yaqui women's strengths and practices have had a
significant impact on the program's success and adoption by the tribe's single mothers. Other
examples of this approach in the PVE program include the production of roof insulation panels
from beer cartons and straw and the involving of women in building processes such as plastering,
applying exterior and interior finishes and the making of the earthen floors. Each generation of
housing is helping the organization to evaluate and rethink the proto-type in ways that make it
more sustainable and supportive of the culture's practices and needs.
Chapter 8. Universities as Collaborators to the PVE Program
The active participation of the Universidad Tecnologica de Sonora in this process has also helped
revive what was once a pedagogical cornerstone of Mexican Public Universities and, in
particular, their schools of architecture; their connection and involvement in the social agenda and
problems of the country. Interestingly, in re- establishing this critical reflective housing practice
in Cajeme, the University of Texas' BASIC Initiative, a program founded on the social theories
and practices of these earlier Mexican programs, has come to play a crucial role 9.
The BASIC Initiative" that challenges students in the design fields to collaborate with each
other, and with those in other disciplines, to arrive at design solutions to problems faced by
communities in need. Evolving from a foreign study program in Mexico for architecture students
that began in 1989, the programs of the BASIC Initiative have become increasingly
multidisciplinary as a result of the challenges faced by client communities. The collaboration
with other disciplines has introduced not only new forms of knowledge and methods of inquiry,
but also pedagogical approaches that have impacted the nature of the BASIC Initiative design
studios. Based on the pedagogical theories of Dutton (1996) and Freire (1973), the studio has
taken the sustainable development and survival of marginalized communities worldwide as its
challenge. This interdisciplinary program removes students from their own familiar culture to
force issues such as these to the forefront of their minds. At the end of ten weeks, they will have
helped to create, and build a building that belongs to the community. Along the way students also
discover the potential of the group's collective knowledge.
The program integrates intellectual explorations and first-hand experience, giving it a richness
and realism not often found in the traditional design studio. The schedule is demanding. Students
89 Sergio A. Palleroni and Christina Merkelbach, Studio at Large: Architecture in Service of Global
Communities (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2004)
90 The Design/Build Mexico Program began at the University of Oregon in 1989, and broadened to become
the BASIC Initiative with the adoption of the program by the University of Washington in 1995.
spend the first two weeks of the quarter investigating the physical and cultural characteristics of
the client community, documenting the site and programmatic requirements, and engaging in
group design charrettes. The schematic design and construction plans are shared with the
community, marking the beginning of the eight to ten-week 'design/build' process 91. Each student
spends five days a week working on site and one day on a group field trip. Seminars, design and
documentation fill at least five evenings per week.
illustration16. BASIC Initiative students charreting a school design
in Mexico with the client community.
The class divides into small groups, each group taking responsibility for the completion of a
portion of the project. The teams convene each morning to discuss their progress and to ask for
help when necessary. The process of consensus-building in the initial design charrette provides
students with a common basis from which to discuss and develop ideas. In this process, the
community acts as both client and collaborator to insure that the project addresses both immediate
and long-term needs. In this section I explore the pedagogical structure of a BASIC Initiative
91 In the case of the PVE program two-three week builds were necessitated by the constraints of the
academic Schedule. The short span for construction challenged the pedagogical model of the program, an
issue which the student reflections (see chapter on Student Reflections) brought up and will become a
challenge as the program moves forward on this collaboration..
program through the seminal experience gained in its first program, the Design/Build Mexico
program, as it has attempted to engage (and negotiate between) the sometimes conflicting
demands of academic education and social action in service of a fast growing squatter
community (now city) in Mexico. The pedagogical model which emerged out of this program
over the last 15 years has formed the basis of our collaborations with native communities on 21
projects throughout Mexico. Though the context is different in certain ways, it shares most of the
cultural, economic and political problems of the Yaqui community. As two native populations
now forced to live in urban environments, which they barely understand, these two communities
also share a common condition of political marginalization of native populations in Mexico.
Chapter 8.1. The BASIC Initiative Pedagogical Model: Reintroducing
Architecture into a Cultural Setting
RE-ESTABLISHING RELEVANCE
"For many decades, architectural educators and practitioners have observed with
increasing alarm the decline in significance of architectural work. Especially acute is
the diminishment of architecture's power for social and cultural transformation ... Our
profession, verging on irrelevance, has reached a criticaljuncture. Architecture schools
must move quickly to respond seriously to the complexity of divergent and varied social
demands. ,92
92 Frances Bronet, Book Review: Voices in Architectural Education: Cultural Politics and Pedagogy,
Thomas a Dutton, ed. Journal ofArchitectural Education (ACSA, Inc., September 1995).
This and many similar critiques of architecture and architectural education have resounded
through our profession in recent decades. One of the first of these was The Princeton Report
(1968), wherein Robert Geddes criticized higher education for being too disengaged from service
to the community. In the early 1990s other educators, like Thomas Dutton, introduced concepts
of critical pedagogy and ethnography into the discourse on architectural education. Many
educators called for a re-examination of the social aspects of architectural practice and criticized
architectural institutions for ignoring the potential of social activism in architecture.
More recently (in 1996), the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching published a
major study of architectural education9 3, citing recommendations and goals for future reform. In
this study, Ernest Boyer (as was first discussed in the discussion of the underlying theory of the
program) concludes, "architects are too rarely admitted to the higher levels of decision making in
our society94. He further suggests that "schools of architecture could do more.. .to instill in
students a commitment to lives of engagement and service"95. Thus two questions summarize the
impassioned call-to-arms that have characterized architectural dialogue in the past decades. The
first is a question of how architecture and architects can become more relevant to society at large.
The second is a question of how architectural education can more realistically prepare young
professionals for significant, effective practice.
The collaborative nature of the program described below is one example of how the Design/Build
Mexico program provides an alternative to the traditional architectural education (studio) process
criticized in publications such as the Boyer Report. However, the benefits of these collaborative,
93 Ernest L . Boyer and Lee D. Mitgang, Building community: a new future for architecture education and
practice: a special report, (Princeton: Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1996)
9 Boyer, p.135
95 Boyer, p. 130
synthetic learning experiences result, not from an artificial educational construct, but from the
reality of building and working in a poor community. In these areas (where physical resources
are scarce), human or social capital often replaces economic capital as the primary means for
enacting physical change.
illustration] 7. Aerial view Squatter communities of Jiutepec-Tejalpa Morelos where BASIC
Initiative Mexico Programs have been addressing the needs of the underserved since 1989.
Recognizing this reality of building in much of the world, the Design/Build Mexico and the other
programs of the BASIC Initiative operate on the thesis that the informal sector (which accounts
for 90% of construction in many Latin American countries including Mexico 9) is the reality on
which a significant educational experience can be founded. Additionally, recognition and
legitimization of the informal sector is the source of a fundamental critique of the current state of
high architecture in developing countries and its emphasis in the design studio. The choice to
place the program in the context of a Mexican informal settlement is itself a response to the
rarefied way in which architecture is explored in the first world. The program rests on the
premise that architecture is a cultural construct and one that cannot be practiced autonomously or
in isolation.
Viewed in this light, informal settlements have a more healthy connection to building than does
most of the first world, where economic prosperity can encourage a disconnect between high
architecture and basic issues of civic importance. Perhaps this is why the Mexican informal
community context is a fitting response to the discourse on reestablishing relevance. The
Design/Build Mexico program pursues architecture that is a direct response to the realities
affecting much of the world's population. In addition, the program employs a pedagogical
structure that fosters both building skills and social skills such as communication and
compassion. These experiences and skills equip students for a valuable professional practice that
is truly connected and relevant to the world around them.
96 See Peter Ward's M xico City,, (New Cork: Academic Press, 1998).
ARCHITECTURE AS A CULTURAL CONSTRUCT
"...architecture, as one cultural-political and artistic practice, capable of influencing meaning, can
question existing structures and work toward new social relations and new forms of politics."97
The goal of the Design/Build Mexico, as with all programs of the University of Texas BASIC
Initiative, is to to encourage students to experience architecture as a cultural activity and product,
an aspect of Architecture that American schools have not typically emphasized. To achieve this
goal, the course pursues the notion of architecture as a product of a much larger construct that is
inclusive of socio-cultural conditions, and ecological considerations while also pursuing its more
traditional definition within technology, history, and formal composition. The program stresses
the necessity to understand, connect, and integrate various disciplines in the act of making public
architecture.
Using Mexican informal settlements as an environment for this investigation of place and culture
is meaningful because it also involves a social process of building community, a common
heritage among Meso-Americans.98 These communities provide a unique environment for the
program because of their culture's historic capacity to deal with its own problems of scarcity and
lack of resources. For the members communities, such as the Yaqui, enacting this process
creates the social capital that makes the long-time survival of their communities and cultures
possible. In turn, an understanding of the social protocols behind the building execution allows
97 Thomas A. Dutton, "Cultural Studies and Critical Pedagogy: Cultural Pedagogy and Architecture",
Reconstructing Architecture: Critical Discourses and Social Practices (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1996) 197.
98 Most recently squatter settlements have been renamed "informal settlements" to decrease the stigma
associated with these communities. Within this article the "squatter settlements" is used as a more apt
description of the traditional land politics continually enacted as squatters occupy land with the promise of
eventual ownership promised by Article 27 of Mexico's 1910 Constitution.
the student access to these communities and their resources of social capital through a more
"Freirian" exchange. 99 This affords American students the opportunity to understand a neighbor
who, in popular imagination, remains distant.
In the following text I highlight several ways in which Design/Build Mexico, and today all the
programs of the BASIC Initiative, attempt to integrate its students and the architecture they
produce into the cultural framework of the communities they serve.
CULTURAL IMMERSION
Students begin the Design/Build process by studying the phenomenology of Mexican space,
studying Mexican culture comparatively, and researching the building technologies appropriate to
the geographic, and ecological region of their client culture. Students attend lectures, go on site
visits, and use drawing exercises in preparation for the Design/Build studio. This supporting
coursework helps contextualize the students to their new surroundings.
j 4
99 Paolo Friere, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, (New York: Continuum, 1970).
illustration 18. Page from a students requiredjournal of observation and reflection,
during a BASIC Initiative fieldwork Program.
The realities of a design/build studio encourage a type of inquiry many students do not encounter
in a traditional studio environment. In this foreign context, students are given the opportunity and
responsibility to design and construct a building in a short interval of time. Encountering such
socio-cultural issues as globalization, urban poverty, cultural hegemony and its resistance with
the additional realities of budget and time limitations, client relationships, and group-design
dynamics characteristic of architectural practice requires that students quickly come to grips with
the issues at the heart of this community.
illustration] 9. In the field students soon learn the value of collaboration in achieving
their goal of designing and building in a limited amount of time.
COLLABORATION AND THE COLLECTIVE
Each year students collaborate with the community to construct buildings, and infrastructure, that
contributes to the livability of the informal community and functions as an agent for change. The
program is focused not only on the accrual of these buildings to help alleviate urban problems,
but also on the reaffirmation of architecture's role as a cultural product for the facilitation of
mutual collaboration and exchange.
Traditionally, design studios reinforce the assumption that architects design in a solitary
environment with little outside exchange or collaboration. The Design/Build Mexico studio is
built around a non-competitive model where all voices are heard and consensus is reached
through a process of negotiation. The final result is not design that is a reflection of the
individual designer, but a building that must function in and for the community.
The initial design charrette capitalizes on the common ground negotiated among the design teams
in their search for one solution. The negotiation involves key community members both as
clients and collaborators, providing input to the design teams to ensure that the project addresses
immediate and long-term needs. The final product of this process is a basic permit set which,
though it allows construction to begin, remains only a guide for the further discoveries that the
site, the construction process, and the growing relationship with the community will provide. The
importance of the culturally-based design/build process and the act of construction become
seminal to the acceptance of the work by the community. It is in the construction process that the
cultural protocols that allow the community to appropriate the work become enacted, and the
built artifact finally becomes a 'member' of the community.
illustration 20 A culturally-based design approach requires the students to engage the protocols
of the community to effectively engage their client as architects and collaborators.
BUILDING AND ENGAGEMENT
Along with an emphasis on collaboration and the collective, the Design/Build Mexico program
promotes the act of building and making as a means to community engagement.
For the students to contribute to this building process as outsiders they must be willing to
compromise and engage "the other" in order to become at least temporarily a member of the
informal settlements emerging civic society. This engagement is challenging, as students must
learn to accept the group mores, values, and protocols; but it opens the door to an exchange with
the community that is mutual and reciprocated.
Illustration 21. Visitors Guest House, Pondicherry, Tamil Nadu, India, 2002, have helped the
BASIC Initiative establish its ecological, and cultural pedagogical approach.
REALIZING A BUILT ARTIFACT
The realization of a building serves a fundamental purpose for architectural education, which
necessitates a certain level of resolution and real-world understanding of issues such as budget,
time, client needs, and material limitations not often present in the traditional studio environment.
For many students, this studio presents the first opportunity to carry one of their designs into
physical reality.
The type of buildings taken on by the program contributes to the survivability of the community
by providing much needed services (a school and a clinic, for example). As artifacts, they come
to symbolize the collaborative effort and are a reminder of the power of communities to continue
to provide for themselves.
AWARENESS OF THE "OTHER"
In everyday circumstances, the Mexican squatters and American students are separated by the
distance of geography, culture, and economic resources. This isolation encourages prejudice,
where each composes a view of the other that is built on stereotypes (perpetuated by history and
the media). With the space between these two cultures suddenly compressed (from the first
moment a student picks up a shovel to work along side a Mexican), both students and squatters
begin to develop an awareness of the other that is human and can no longer sustain previously
held prejudices. At the site, on the cultural middle ground necessitated by the collaborative
effort, Mexicans and students become friends, laying aside an inherent incomprehension of where
the other comes from.
As the project site becomes the platform for geographic and cultural fusion upon which these two
groups find themselves, the goal becomes the negotiation of a platform of mutual understanding
that both groups can identify with and claim. The Design/Build Mexico program's pedagogical
structure is set up to promote an exchange that uncovers the common purpose and connections
between both groups during this moment of suspended reality. Trust and humor create bonds and
reveal differences as the students and community are subject to self-examination in this
compressed middle-ground. The coincidence of these two worlds in one community is an
artificial construct, but one that can have positive long-term affects on both the students and the
community residents.
illustration 22. Water tower to guest house project, Pondichery, India
AWARENESS OF THE SELF
Alongside a discovery of the other is a mirrored reflection of the self. Removed from their
normal cultural context, the students see themselves more clearly against their new backdrop and
experiences. This is the conclusion to which Enrique Dussel, Ivan Illich, and Paolo Freire came
in their investigations of the continued inequality of the post-colonial condition and the
possibilities for individual ethical action and change.' 00 It was the contact with this group and
their writings in the 1980s that led me to a re-evaluation of architecture's role as agent of change
and eventually to the founding of the Design/Build Mexico program. Twenty years later, the
dynamic forces of globalization and their impact on the squatter communities continue to
challenge the conception of architecture and the pedagogy of the program.
illustration23. Solar kitchen Jose Maria Morelos School, at the edge of the informal settlements
ofJiutepec, Morelos, Mexico.
'0 Enrique Dussel, The Invention of the Americas: Eclipse of "the Other" and the Myth of Modernity,
(New York: Continuum, 1995).
See also, Ivan Illich and Barry Sanders, ABC: The Alphabetization of the Popular Mind, (New York:
Vintage Books, 1989). After De-Schooling, What?, (New York: Harper and Row, 1973).
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Chapter 8.2. Expanding Participation: The role of the Universities in PVE Program
Although it was the PVE social housing program that first established program goals which
necessitated a fundamental rethinking of traditional building practices' 0 '
( in which the Universidad Technologica de Sonora played a crucial role, as already noted), it was
the success of this collaboration that, in 2002-3, encouraged PROVAY and IAP to more
profoundly address the health and environmental problems faced by the Yaqui by expanding the
social scope and ecological performance of the housing. To help realize this more ambitious
agenda the BASIC Initiative, a US/International educational program with over a decade of
experience working on the sustainability of native villages in the Central Highlands of Mexico,
was approached. The BASIC Initiative is a collaborative, multi-disciplinary educational outreach
program with faculty in five institutions in the US and Internationally 102 created to promote social
and material sustainability in marginalized communities throughout the world. Based on the
belief that potential exists within all communities to arrive at long-term sustainable practices
which develop identity, dignity and stability, the programs of the BASIC Initiative provide
assistance to communities that are economically, socially or physically marginalized from the
services and resources they need to sustain their cultures. As an education program the BASIC
Initiative's mission is to educate students to meet the challenges created by current human
conditions and practices, and to do this in active collaboration/partnership with communities in
need. The results after more than 36 international projects are a set of participatory ecological and
epistemological practices and protocols that help inform both the client communities and the
students and faculty on the potential for positive ecological change. In the process students learn
10' See Cedula Tecnica de Vivienda Ecologica, Appendix V, a guide to the PVE house prototype and its
construction characteristics created for homeowners created by PROVAY and the University of Texas'
BASIC Initiative program.
102 The member universities of the BASIC Initiative are currently, University of Texas, University of
Washington, Penn State University, University of Wisconsin (Madison), Universidad de los Andes
(Bogota, Colombia), Universidad Catolica de Chile (Antofagasta).
to collaborate across disciplines and apply what they are being taught in the classroom to real
problems and in direct collaboration with communities they might otherwise never meet.
illustration 24. The solar Kitchen at Jose Maria Morelos Elementary School, at night becomes
becomes a beacon, and community center to the informal settlement.
The twelve disciplines that participate in the initiative are likewise challenged to establish
pedagogical programs and cross-disciplinary collaboration that allow the projects to be realized
by teams of professors and students. To do this within the constraints degree requirements and
class schedules of a the different disciplines has been one of the biggest pedagogical challenges
of the program but the success of the program and the educational benefits have inspired other
disciplines and Universities to join the BASIC Initiative. From the perspective of the architecture
programs, from which the Initiative was founded, the program has allowed the faculty and
students to engage, investigate and develop the potential, through real world application, of the
different critical ecological practices to which they are exposed in the classroom. With other
disciplines joining the Initiative in the last few years these models/blueprints for action have
become multi-disciplinary, a change that has helped the fieldwork and the projects themselves
gain greater depth and relevance to the client communities. The BASIC Initiative currently has
programs in four areas: The American Indian Housing Initiative (AIHI) is a multi-university
program designed to improve the ecological performance and cultural appropriateness of housing
offered to native Americans; The Design/Build Mexico Program, begun in 1989, works to
improve the living conditions of indigenous communities and urban squatters in Mexico and
Central America; The Global Studio extends the experience gained in Mexico to communities in
India, Cuba, and Africa, and now Asia; The Migrant Housing Program has dealt with housing
conditions of Hispanic communities in rural communities in the US since 1997. Each program
has developed a series of critical practices, and protocols, which help them interact effectively
with their clients/communities to address the specific challenges they face in their social,
political, and ecological settings. Many cross-program exchanges and collaborations exist, and
faculty from the various programs often become directly involved or act as consultants to other
programs. Retrospectively, this multi-disciplinary collaboration in the field has helped make the
program both more broadly based and more representative of the University community and of
the society as a whole. In the field this breadth has allowed solutions to emerge which have both
greater depth and breadth due to the synergies possible. It was the work/projects of the Mexico
Program of the BASIC Initiative in Mexico since the 80's that drew the attention of PROVAY
when it decided to expand the PVE Program's impact in 2003.
illustration 25. A PROVAYAdobe wall after chinking is inserted to mechanically
adhere the stucco layer.
Chapter 8.3. The BASIC Initiative's Contribution
Despite the success of the collaboration with the Universidad Technologica De Sonora, two areas
of concern led to the relationship with the BASIC Initiative. The Universidad Technologica De
Sonora lacked knowledge in the field of water catchments and management and the treatment of
human wastes- critical issue in the physically isolated Yaqui settlements. In addition, PROVAY
wanted to promote the BASIC Initiative model of engaged student activism in the local
Universities. With several important Universities in the region an important segment of the
society, the students, were being left out of the of this community housing project (fully a quarter
of Ciudad Obregon's population is made up of university students studying at the four regional
and national universities based there). The hope was that by implementing the BASIC Initiative
educational model in Sonora's Universities, their students would emerge from the experience
more engaged and capable as citizens of making the changes necessary to create a more equitable
and ecologically-minded Cajeme. Broad minded, interdisciplinary thinking was what was needed
to
illustration 26. Double-wide student PVE proposal created a social outdoor space between the
bedroom wing and the shared kitchen, dining, and bathroom wing of the home. Scheme was built
by the students in 2005.
continue to move Cajeme and the state of Sonora toward sustainability and PROVAY's new
strategy was to create better citizens that would move the society toward the notion of what
Andrew Light calls "civic environmentalism"' 03.
This BASIC Initiative program is being headed by the University of Texas at Austin, the newest
university member to the Initiative. Austin, Texas shares a similar ecological system to Cajeme as
well as similar concerns as a community. Migrants, which now constitute an important segment
of Austin's population, have also been marginalized both socially and politically. Living in the
worst housing and poorly served communities, they suffer a disproportionate number of the
social, environmental and health problems in the Austin area. Yet, similarly to the Municipality
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of Cajeme, Austin has decided as a society that the problems faced by its largest minority are the
concern of the entire community. Sharing the experience of each and the potential in each to
involve their younger citizens and Universities as more active participants is a concern for both
the communities of Cajeme and Austin, and forms an important platform for exchange as the
BASIC Initiative's participation in the PVE program progresses.
illustration 27. Single-wide student PVE proposal resolved the social protected outdoor spaces as
a long, south-facing porch. Scheme was built by the students in 2005.
Chapter 9. Reflections II: Introduction to the Students Reflections on their
Experience of the Program
At the end of 2005 I asked students who had participated in the program to reflect on their
experience in the program'04 . Reflection, usually written but sometimes in other forms, is an
activity that is an outgrowth of the BASIC Initiatives roots in Reflective Practice and
104 2006-7 will be second complete design/build program we offer, in earlier years our role, as described in
the previous sections of this thesis, was one of consultants to the development of the construction system.
Participatory Action Research, two theories which were discussed earlier in this thesis. In the
context of this thesis, an evaluation of this new program, and partner of the BASIC Initiative, I
was interested in the students input for my evaluation of how well it performed as an educational
experience. From the perspective of this thesis, the evaluation was also crucial as way to
'triangulate' the information I was gathering from interviewing the program participants (covered
in the previous chapter) and my own perceptions of, in the methodology of PAR, how these
different versions of reality compared. The understandings and conclusions that came from these
various reflections are discussed in the next chapter, the conclusion.
Though student usually work directly with me in their post-fieldwork evaluations, in this instance
to maintain a sense of objectivity for the thesis I asked my colleague, Professor Steven Moore , so
supervise the reflection process. The document they produced, supervised by three graduate
students who also attended the program and for the evaluative process acted as facilitators, is
included in its entirety as appendix VI. The reflections were made the semester following the
building of the homes and presented at the end of the Spring 2006 semester at the University of
Texas, School of Architecture faculty forum.
illustration28. Students at work building the composting toilet chamber,
one of the more popular ideas introduced in the builds on 2005.
I simply asked them to analyze the program and how it may change to make it more significant to
their education. I was also interested of how, from their perspective as students and collaborators
of this effort to house the Yaqui, the program was performing its function as a housing program.
In the following section I look at the various observations the students arrived at, leaving the
comparative analysis to the conclusion.
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illustration 29. Student Double-wide design proposal, which places a shaded common space in
the middle of the plan to both address the Yaqui tradition of doing much of daily routines
outdoors, as well as increasing the natural ventilation, and natural light, in the interior spaces.
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illustration 30. Student Single-wide scheme, created an outdoor porch, as both a social and
environmental response. Though not a tradition in Sonora, the porch was embraced by the Yaqui
women, many who signed up for this model after seeing the first built and occupied.
Chapter 9. The Students Reflect on their Experience of the Program:
The idea that reflection would lead to new, and more profound understanding of the experience
emerged early in the student discourse. The students early on realized that the discourse of
reflection had the potential to create new of new knowledge, and understanding, a realization that
encouraged them to evaluate their experience. As the quote below emphasizes, the students
immediately redefined the broad mandate of reflection into four specific topics of analysis:
"Shortly after we returned from Mexico, Professors Palleroni and Moore asked Jack,
Nick, and Ann to to analyze the project, and collect the input of the other students
involved. Analyzing the build experience required a new examination of the sustainable
criteria. To begin to try to answer our research question - "Can we design and build
something sustainable?" - we established four categories to analyze: materials and
methods, knowledge transfer, human practices. To assist our analysis, we established a
web discussion forum Hogar 101 at www.beaconlives.com/live where students wrote and
continue to write about their experience, observations and thoughts.
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With the intent of establishing this dialogue the student created a 'web discussion forum' which
facilitated participation from all the students involved in the program (by allowing everyone to
respond when time permitted-an important consideration for students back in school). Early on in
the course of the web forum students began to discuss the impact of reflective practice, not just
during the program but also as many continued to apply it after the program, and graduation 0 6.
In this sense the web forum acted as medium which helped promote the students continued
reflection. The initial discussion began as an investigation of how the program fieldwork had
impacted their conception of architecture and its possibilities, and evolved during the first six
months to a broad acknowledgment of and their desire to continue to engage in this type of
reflective practice in the future, as they moved into the professional world'07 . In the discussion in
the period in between the students entered into a more in depth investigation of the concept of
sustainability, and then how, once formulated, these concepts could be applied to evaluate their
own work for the Yaqui. That they returned to the discussion of the role of reflective practice in
the end, the design approach that had allowed them to personally make sense of their experience,
105 Page numbers at the bottom of the quotes identify the page in the student final report which is being
commented upon. The student document in its entirity is included as Appendix VI.
106 Since the program is only open to students with advanced standing in the undergraduate and graduate
programs, nearly half the students envolved in this first program graduated during the discusi6n-but
continued to be envolved in the web forum.
107 Actually two webforums have emerged from this discusi6n, the original www.beaconlives.com/live, and
later www.citizenarchitect.com which explores the lives of architects who might be a model for this kina of
practice.
has significance for the program pedagogy and will be discussed at the end of this thesis in the
conclusion.
Sustainability requires rethinking the role of the architect. This role involves redefining
the scope of architectural services, how architects seek out projects, what type ofprojects
they undertake and reprioritizing the architect's responsibilities. All of this has
implications for architectural education. It is not often that during the course of study
that students are given an opportunity to analyze the outcome or consequences of their
efforts and activities.
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And later on in the same discussion:
Fairly quickly we identified a research question to guide our analysis: Can we design
and build something sustainable?
Page 2
Professor Palleroni had asked the studio, " what are the sustainable criteria?"
Page3
illustration 31. Completed Double-wide scheme, as experienced in the shaded exterior
space of thehome, a space which also acts as a porch to the community (through the
operable brise- soleil /gates).
The site visit and meeting the clients required the first reexamination of sustainable
criteria. Students realized that their design decisions had real consequences for real
people. Visiting the PROVAY offices and meeting the clients challenged students to begin
thinking about the network ofparticipants involved in the project that from the studio did
not seem as complex as it was becoming. Each individual and entity involved presented
new obligations and responsibilities as well as expectations for the students to consider.
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Proposing that they investigate what they consider to be their criteria for determining whether
their design proposals were sustainable had allowed me to introduce the idea that sustainability
was to a certain extend a product of the how you defined the question. This is an important point
pedagogically for BASIC Initiative program's since it helps to dispel the notion that sustainability
is driven by one grand narrative but is rather a product of instrumentalist thinking and localized
narratives10 a the product of, The first visit to the site emphasized the need to understand the
local conditions both physical and cultural. As the following passage makes clear, connection to
the local conditions and clients is essential, and needs to be maintained during the design process.
Back at the studio, students made their first attempt to apply the newly revised
sustainable criteria. However, the studio environment, isolated from the project site both
geographically and culturally, made it difficult for the students to maintain the spirit of
what they learned in Mexico. Thefirst designs to emerge were too large, overly
complicated and consequently too expensive to serve as appropriate prototypes. To what
extent the students' inexperience or the isolated environment of an academic studio
contributed to this is difficult to gage. Also, how appropriate or helpful was the feedback
received from traditional academic studio reviews?
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Having experienced the engagement and benefits of participatory research firsthand, and its
importance to solving the sustainability issues, the inherently isolated world of the studio
becomes a problem to the design problem of designing a home for a client who is both distant
physically and contexturally distant. Are there times one can learn more about the problem from
the client and their context, than the studio faculty? At mid term we invited Monica Escobedo, the
lead Mexican architect working on the housing for PROVAY, to review the student proposals:
108 For a fuller discusi6n of this dual nature of sustainability see Steven Moore's excellent discussion of the
Blueprint Farm in S Moore Technology and Place: Sustainable Architecture and the Blueprint
Farm(Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2001).
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The best criticism the studio received came from Monica. She arrived in Austin right
before final reviews. She pointed out all the reasons why the designs were too
complicated and expensive and offered ideas about how to improve them. Two final
designs - a dense and a linear scheme - resulted. Monica was pleased to see how each
of the designs integrated indoor and outdoor spaces together. The original PROVAY
prototypes had not taken the clients' existing outdoor living patterns into account. Also,
the UT designs made it possible to enhance advantage of PRO VA Y's use of adobe and
couple it with natural cooling strategies through passive ventilation. Adobe's high
insulation R-value allows the building's mass to absorb heat. Prevailing winds cross-
ventilate the house lowering inside temperatures. At night, as the heat collected in the
walls re-radiates, tall openings allow the hot air to be flushed out of the building.
Page 5
Interestingly what the students have not given enough credit to is what their academic training
has contributed to the final design, the thermal and ventilation modeling that led them to change
the PROVAY prototype and create the occupied exterior space. An alternative reading of what
led to the final solution would be that the observations on the site of Yaqui use of exterior space
were supported by the information coming from the empirical modeling of the thermal and
material conditions. A sense of alienation, or of being misunderstood by the architecture
academy, runs through the student reflections that sometimes undermines the positive nature of
the conclusions. This suspicion of the academy is further discussed in the conclusion.
The appropriation of the project which is part of the PAR process meant the that the students
needed to think about all of the manifestations of sustainability, which included among other
things which are not accounted for in traditional studios, the need to account for costs:
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illustration32. Gate to Double-wide home made from salvaged signs hog-wired together.
Fund-raising provided opportunities to introduce entrepreneurialism within an academic
studio setting. At the Longbranch Inn, the group organized a party and silent auction
with items donated from local businesses. Fund-raising efforts also helped integrate the
new volunteers into the studio and generated a greater of sense of responsibility towards
the project for the entire group.
Page 6
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Fundraising made the students responsible, and feel more profoundly engaged. In a traditional
studio setting students are usually given projects with no sense of budget-an issue that is both
liberating but which students are profoundly aware of since they know the real world of design is
budget driven. Discussion in the web site points to the fact that students found the experience of
having a budget one of the more empowering aspects of the experience, both because they were
inspired by the real constraints and felt that they were empowered by the idea that their building
was a cost-effective alternative.
The real world economic realities of housing programs also manifest itself early on when the
clients the students had designed for lost their place in the housing rolls when they fell short in
their payments. While this is not an uncommon occurrence in community based low-income
housing programs, for the students it dramatically brought them face to face with two important
aspects of these programs which, though they were generally aware of, had not really planned for,
the fact that housing prototypes should be adaptable to more than one site, and that clients like
most people don't always perform as we wish they would. Some students, having made heroes of
our clients in their minds, had a hard time accepting that these same clients would fall short of
their commitment, and tried to blame the program for the failure (this was reflected in the web
discussion).
The build finally began the first week of January. Upon arrival, the first news we
received was that Esmeralda and Josefina had not fulfilled PRO VAY's housing program
requirements. PROVAY has a strict policy regarding their requirements that they must
adhere to in order to treat all participants equitably. Consequently, we were given new
clients -- Norma and Lucia -- and a new site. The change tested not only the adaptability
of the designs, but also raised the question of who our client really was.
Page 6
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illustration 33. Trellises made from salvaged rebar stitch both
homes together, and to the shared gardens.
Among the issues that emerged from working with a real clients were the need to respect the
constraints of a housing program, but the idea that they should re-investigate who their client
really was emerged from the input of the dissident group who felt that the housing program had
somehow fallen short in its commitment to the clients. Despite its slightly misguided origins, the
question of who was their client, or in other words who was it their responsibility to serve, raised
an important issue.
The site change also challenged students' abilities to adapt to an unforeseen situation.
Students who had worked all semester with a specific site in mind created designs that
now had to be altered. Students had to let go of what they felt was "theirs" in favor of
making the designs work. Adaptability became a reoccurring theme during the build...
Page 6
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"My group found a small pile of orange peels on the floor near a pile of
gravel. We measured, found a long piece of stone, drove it into the
ground at the proper position and carefully balanced the estimated
center of the orange peel on the tip of the rock. The orange peels
weren't the most precise markers. Somebody even thought they were
trash and threw some of them away as we were working, but ultimately
our orange peel layout was shockingly accurate and its walls
perpendicular. " (www.beaconlives.com/live)
Pages 6-7
The fact that this student (or students) didn't realize that a another crew of students on site was
always reconciling the measurements with the level, tells me that the lines of communication
broke down on site. Might be an issue of time, size of the group and that not enough training on
the construction management of a site were given before the build to prepare the students. In
previous Mexico Programs with more time on site (10 versus 2 weeks) we are able to resolve
some of these issues. Learning the logic of sites, not often what we imagine it to be from an
architectural point of view is both an issue of training and experience in a construction site, and a
challenge in short time frame.
e have always relied in Mexico on that happening on site.
This is confirmed by the following quote also from the Blog site:
"Loads of gravel, sand and concrete block were delivered to the site, but placed far from
where it was needed. Nearly an entire day was used to move 12 tons of gravel and an
additional 8 tons of CMU along a bucket brigade. It was brutally hard work and
complaints about disorganized site logistics surfaced. But, perhaps there is intrinsic
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value in the team effort . that immediately mobilized to adapt and solve the problem.
Maybe the bucket brigade was the point of our trip."
Page 7
One of the understandings that always emerge from students construction experience alongside
local craftspeople in BASIC Initiative fieldwork programs, is the appreciation for local
knowledge, or construction practices. Participatory Action Research tells us that this kind of
appreciation and understanding can only be produced by the direct engagement of fieldwork.
And this is verified by much of the correspondence from the web forum and the student report.
The Mexican clients and maestros proved to be much more practical in their reuse of
materials. Reuse prevented having to spend money unnecessarily. Although this practice
is in large part based on economic realities, it magnified the students' tendencies to buy
more rather than first asses what they already had to work with. The American approach
was to recycle materials to create a novel piece of art, not based on need. When the
gates were installed, Norma asked, "Van apintar laspuertas?" (Are you going to paint
the gates?) Norma saw the salvaged metal as trash; the students saw them as art. Her
simple question pointed out this difference in perspective.
Page 8
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illustration34. pivoting gate controls both access to the Double-wide
scheme, and light and privacy.
A different approach to the efficiencies of the site emerged from the construction experience:
"I brought a two foot level to the construction site in Cocorit. Guerro, a
friendly fellow with a thick accent, waved his finger in mild disapproval,
"eso no, hombre ... el sol se hace dano. . . Ese te miente, pero el agua
no. El agua no miente." (Not that man, the sun ruins it and it will lie to
you, but the water level will not. Water doesn't lie.) I did not fully
understand him, partly because I wasn'tfamiliar with the mangera nivel
and partly because I wasn't sure if I had understood his very words.
Later, though, Guerro carried over a clear hose with water in it. "La
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mangera nivel, " (water level) he smiled, "el agua no miente" (water
doesn't lie). He told me how to go about using the hose, but I could
hardly understand him. Then, he demonstrated and I understood. "Eso
es, " he smiled, "eso es." (There you go, that's it.) Although I could
barely understand Guerro, he continued to teach me throughout the
build. Intermingled in my random daydreaming thoughts, I hear "el
agua no miente. " (www.beaconlives.com/live)
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One of the understandings that always emerge from students construction experience alongside
local craftspeople in BASIC Initiative fieldwork programs, is the appreciation for local
knowledge, or construction practices. Some kinds of learning can only come from the site:
learning not from absolute measurements-the kind of knowledge emphasized by seeing the world
through the rationalization that allows us to design in a studio removed from the site, but rather
learning about the physical relations that govern the world, and buildings, from experience..
Participatory Action Research tells us that this kind of appreciation and understanding can be
produced by the direct engagement of fieldwork, And this is verified by much of the
correspondence from the web forum and the student report:
"Building formwork was probably one of my most memorable experiences. We basically
used anything we could get our hands on. Aside from scrounging bits of triple tie wire off
the ground, I actually had to plug a hole in one of the boards with a twig. . . Standard
US construction procedure. . . I think not!"
page 7
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In a sense the students, as this quote makes clear, are learning the expediencies of developing
world construction, where achieving the necessity of a built house often leads to creative
solutions.
illustration 35. With the gates / brise-soleil / gates open interior social space
engages the community.
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Chapter 9.1. The Value of Exposure to New Technologies in the Field.
"Back at UT, the studio had designed several sustainable systems to include in the house
designs. The systems planned for included solar-collecting photvoltaics, rainwater
harvesting, greywater filtration, vermiculture composting, and composting toilets. In
addition to their ecological benefits, the PVs offered opportunities to decrease the
clients' utility costs as well as decrease dependency on existing unreliable power lines.
Due to the area's arid climate, water conservation became a central design element.
Rainwater harvesting systems with below grade storage cisterns were planned. The
recycled greywater filter would be used to help water plants. Worm bins would turn
organic food waste into garden compost. The existing houses had outdoor showers and
privies. The new designs included indoor bathrooms with composting toilets. The area
does not have centralized sewage treatment and few houses, if any, use septic systems for
waste treatment and disposal. The proposed composting toilets would store waste and
kill pathogens, converting waste into usefulfertilizer hummus.
Page 9
Despite the sometimes re-occurring complaints about the University studio environment not
preparing them for the conditions of the site , the fact that these technologies were incorporated in
the first place is a result of the School of Architecture's contribution to the program. Each of
these contributions to the sustainability of the PVE homes represents the possibilities created by
the knowledge base which Universities are able to build-their intellectual capital, and the reason
PROVAY in the first place sought out the Universities as collaborators. How does a fieldwork
program such as this create alternative forms of education without sometimes demonizing the
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institution. Or in the words of the Boyer report, how does one create a context which promotes
constructive, critical thinking?
Chapter 9.2. On leaving the Project incomplete:
At the end of the build, the houses were left roughly 50% complete. No PVs were
installed. Inside the house, the collection basins for the composting toilets were
completed, but the decks were left unfinished. And, the toilet fixtures themselves had not
been purchased. Two plastic five thousand liter cisterns were placed in the huge hole
students had dug, but were not yet hooked up because the roof was not yet installed. The
greywater trenches were dug, but like the rainwater system, they were not hooked up.
The vermiculture bins did get set up the last day and students sat down with Norma and
Lucia to explain how they worked. Students and instructors also worked up to the last
minuet to produce drawings and instructions to leave with PROVA Y so that the systems
could be completed later.
Despite the disappointment of having to leave the houses unfinished, students' spirits
were high. The clients were pleased with the level of energy invested into their new
houses and the amount ofprogress accomplished in such a short period.
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The notion of what, and how much, are the students responsibilities continues to emerge
throughout the discussion of the project. Should the students be completing the project, or how
much they should complete is an question that gets reiterated several times by the students in
several forms. In BASIC Initiative Programs we have always assumed that the client needs to
complete the project, as a means to personalize it, or 're-appropriate' the building at the end from
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the community building process'0 9. The question has always been for us at which point has served
its pedagogical purpose, and given the students their sense of having achieved their goals, and
when do they need to let the client take over and make it their own?
Chapter 9.3. On Materials and Construction:
"Cumulatively, cement and concrete account for at least 70% of the built house.
Concrete and cement production accounts for a significant portion of greenhouse gas
emissions - nearly 7 to 8% of global C02 emission. Manufacturing one ton of cement
produces one ton of C02.
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Statements such as this throughout the student exchanges point out that both information and
misinformation become 'facts' in the dialogue. The building is 35% concrete, principally in the
concrete frame necessitated by the severe earthquake requirements of the region, but the mandate
to reduce all possible contaminants seems to fuel a certain paranoia among the students. Once
again the short period allocated to building seems to be allowing this happen unchecked by both
the education that would happen with more experience on site, and the opportunity for us as
teachers to use the site experience as the basis to dispel the mis-information.
But some of the observations/reflections based on the knowledge gained from further research
were getting at important conclusions, such as this one on adobe:
Adobe is a great material but can be improved further. I think that one of
the biggest problems that usually happen when architects work with
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these kinds of materials is that we tend to romanticize the whole thing.
Even though adobe is cheap and clean to produce, it has many problems
(is not resistant to humidity, it does not have much resistance to traction
(which is important ifyou live in a seismic area), you cannot build more
than one floor in the traditional way, etc). Therefore, there are many
possibilities to improve the material. Some of the improvements needed:
- Resistance to humidity (which aggregates?)
- Improvement of the structural proprieties ofAdobe (mixed structural
systems?)
- Creation of better coverings for the adobe bricks.
- Improvement of the health conditions of the adobe bricks. (How to
avoid the Chagras disease?) (www.beaconlives.com/live)
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It's here that the kind of incentive created by the students taking ownership of the building can be
seen at work, the observation comes from a student who after the course is completed feels the
responsibility to figure out how to improve upon what they have done. It's the kind of
observation and personalization of the problem that Donald Schon speaks about when he defines
the role of the 'context of meaning" 0
Chapter 9.4. On what this says of our traditions of thinking as Architects:
"Learning more about the properties of adobe led us to look at the economic and political
agendas that have standardized concrete use not only in Mexico, but nearly everywhere.
The issue then became bigger than adobe versus concrete and more about our
"'0 Schon, 295
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responsibilities as designers to understand the nature of the materials that we include in
our designs. Increasingly we have access to material information in terms of toxicity,
life-cycle, embodied energy, means of production, and sustainability. Increased
responsibility accompanies this knowledge."
"Susan Szenasy, editor of Metropolis Magazine, " asks how design would change if
designers had their own "do-no-harm" rule similar to doctor's Hippocratic Oath. While
codes bind architects to protect society's heath and welfare, Szenasy's question extends a
broader challenge." She suggests that :
"..designers become advocates for the people, and by implication
advocates for the environment that gives us air, water, and food When
[she] began to understand the reality of the multi-tiered responsibility
architects and designers face, [she] saw the direction [her] inquiry on
design ethics needed to go. We need to explore and weigh each
designer's responsibility to the self the client, the community, and the
environment. One cannot exist without the other, but this inclusive
thinking is very difficult. If confronts the inertia of old thought
patterns."2
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"We know from history that many breakthroughs in design happen when
new materials are introduced, or when old materials are rethought and
re-evaluated. We are now entering a serious re-evaluation phase of our
" Szenasy, Susan. "(Re)defining the Edge." A talk delivered by Metropolis Magazine editor-in-chief on
September 8, 2004 at the University of Oklahoma.
112 Szenasy, (Re)Defining the Edge, 5.
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material world. And the design professions must be at the forefront of
this re-evaluation process, or risk losing their relevance to society." 113
Relevance is one the questions which drives much of the reflection by these
students. They look at it through two lenses: How to we make the studio
environment more relevant by connecting it more closely to the world; How do
we apply this broadened perspective on what constitutes practice to our design
thinking and future practice.
.The first they discuss in terms of Simon Atkinson's article "The Studio
is dead, Long Live the Studio" " 4which advocates a broader research agenda
informing design, a more pluralistic studio culture, which is informed by multi-
disciplinary collaboration, and is based on design process, a process Atkinson
describes as "moving from analyst to proscriber". The first way the students
thought to apply these ideas was by:
"...to more fully and honestly create an equitable heterogeneous learning environment,
we needed to reexamine our own behavior in Mexico to see if can better integrate our
efforts to local needs.
page 13
But the students came to the conclusion that some of that integration was prevented by how the
program had been structured that year:
"' Szenasy, (Re)Defining the Edge, 6.
114 Atkinson, Simon. "Studio is dead, - long live studio" Unpublished paper presented at the University of
Texas Center for American Architecture's Lunchtime Forum
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"The large size of the student group created both opportunities and problems. Because
no mechanized equipment was used on the site, the sheer number of hands to shovel, sift
dirt, cut carrizo or mix adobe mortar moved construction along. But, the large group
insulated students from the local community. Students engaged with each other more
than with the community. While may have been due in large part to the language barrier,
the impact of our behavior on site - ipods, mini-vans, snack wrappers and water bottles -
was indicative of much more ofAmerican culture than the existing context of Mexico.
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Yet the site experience was significant enough to give the material, recollections, that form part
of the significant re-evaluations, conclusions, and suggestions for future programs that will come
later:
"Having left Mexico without completing the installation of the sustainable systems, we
thought about how existing practices could be adapted to be more sustainable at the
beginning of a build project. Every day, women working with PRO VA Yfed us incredible
lunch and dinners served on Styrofoam and plastic. We estimated that during the two
weeks we were there, we used over 1500 Styrofoam plates and sets ofplastic knives and
forks. While digging, we unearthed piles of buried or burnt trash. We couldn't help
thinking that the plates we were eating off of might end up underneath someone's house."
Page 14
Connecting ideas to what they observed in the field-one verifies the other. But also, reflection
also allowed them to realize that within the site there were already solutions to some of the issues,
as for instance to the waste of using disposable dishes:
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"Already existing on the site was an outdoor sink where Norma washed
dishes and clothes. The waste water ran down a PVCpipe to a small
group of trees. The phosphates in the soap fertilized the trees. In
essence, Norma already had the beginnings of a greywater recycling
system."
Page 14
Which led to a new idea to inform the next design/build project:
"We thought perhaps future groups could bring mess kits to use instead of Styrofoam.
Rather than waiting until the end of the build to install the greywater system, it could be
built first using the exiting sink, used throughout the build, and finally reconnected to the
new house. Not only would the amount of trash be reduced, but students would be able to
use the system throughout the build to demonstrate to the client how it works not by
prescription, but through direct action."
page 14
This first had experience also creates a new appreciation for native practice, already observed in
the construction site in the quotes on the formwork and water level. This appreciation is the basis
of one principles of the BASIC Initiative that comes from Paolo Freire work, that to truly help a
community you have to learn to listen, by which he means both to understand the problem in
native as the client sees it, and to appreciate the assets (material and knowledge) that the client
has to offer" 5 .
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Chapter 9.5. Reflection Leads to Making Connections:
As the exchange proceeded, student moved from looking at the impact of the home design to the
broader question of beginning to assess their own ecological footprint."' This new breadth in the
inquiry began to make the students self-aware of the impact a construction site can have on this
'footprint', and that the design should also inform their own lives and actions-the basis of
reflective practice as defined by Schon.
Composting toilet creates greatest interest of all the work, or proposed technological
changes, but:
language. Norma's responded to Ann's explanation with a pointed question, " Tiene
Ud. un bano seco? (Do you use a composting toilet?) Ann had to answer honestly, "No."
"But, more importantly, we realized, we couldn't convey the importance of these systems
with confidence because we ourselves were not actively acting sustainably at the site or
at home. Norma's question forced us to again readdress the sustainable criteria. We
realized that perhaps we could not design and build something sustainable. To do so, the
sustainable criteria had to include our own behavior as individuals and as a culture."
Page 15
As these quotes makes evident connecting their work and design principles to their own behavior,
in various ways back home, is one of the most broadly supported conclusions that come from the
116 From Wikipedia, "An ecological footprint is the amount of land and water area a person or a human
population would need to provide the resources required to sustainably support itself and to absorb its
wastes, given prevailing technology. The term was first coined in 1996 by Canadian ecologist William
Rees and Mathis Wackernagel (a graduate student working with Rees at the University of British Columbia
at the time).
Footprinting is now widely used around the globe as an indicator of environmental sustainability. It can be
used to measure and manage the use of resources throughout the economy. It is commonly used to explore
the sustainability of individual lifestyles, goods and services, organisations, industry sectors, regions and
nations." http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecological footprint
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reflections after the build. One of its manifestations is that our economic demands have an impact
on the Yaqui's condition's-the agriculture that has displaced the Yaqui from their traditional way
of life, and had such an impact on their health, is the result of our need for fresh produce in
Winter:
"In Austin, we discussed the possible root causes of the Yaqui's existing housing needs
and found that they extended beyond local Mexican political, economic and
environmental issues. Many aspects of our own American culture of consumption -
especially dependence on imported industrialized agriculture products -- contributed to
the Yaqui's condition."
Page 15
"Some discussion on our board asked the question if it was appropriate for us to be in
Mexico at all: "
POST 1: I agree, and ifyou talk with practicing architects, alums of UT within Austin it
is this lack of community involvement that is the most disturbing. This is something that
bothers me. For instance, why do we (Americans) always have to go to other countries to
provide support for sub-standard housing problems, rather than addressing the issue
within our own context.
Page 16
Perhaps the most difficult question to answer fully-there are many pedagogical reasons for which
we go out of the country to do this (exposure, deeper understanding, immersion into the problem,
easier immersion into a problem for which we have no social barriers established, easier to get a
building approved and built) -but the question remains why we out when need exists at home? A
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fundamental ethical question which forms the basis, later on the discussion, for the former
students beginning to re-evaluate their own practices. Or as from within the group this response
which provides a partial answer (arrived at from their own process of reflection):
"Perhaps ... there is just a lot less hoop jumping, hurdles, etc, in terms of trying
something "new" in another country, or more in a severely impoverished areas, like say,
Cocorit Mexico, or Hale County Alabama ... (I still agree with you, and think we should
take action at HOME) But, there is a an infrastructure here (in Austin), I imagine, whose
jobs are to build houses, mostly for rich people, and middle class people, but people
make a living building low income housing too, and the free labor and service of students
is threatening to that system ... I think."
Page 16
But is it really a question of hoops and economics? This response from another student seems to
bring the discussion back to the mutual benefits that emerge in such exchange exchanges and
collaborations, even if imperfect:
And we don't have a lot of knowledge about implementing sustainable systems, our
product / craft is not refined ... I don't know if that makes it appropriate to implement our
product on low incomefamilies in Mexico or Hale County, but I believe Music Man is
better off today than he was before us outsiders came in and built him a house... I think
his quality of life has improved, I think he is warmer, and I know he no longer uses the
"night bucket" ... but I also know a lot of things I would do differently ... the next time. So
who benefited most? Me or Him?
And the next response in this online conversation brings up the potential learning that happens
because our context has been shifted:
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POST 3: Nice thread chicos. I think that traveling opens your
perspective about not only other people, places and culture but
may have a bigger impact on how you see your HOME and your
place in your community. It helps you bring HOME new lessons
and the courage to try new things. For me, traveling re-ignites a
sense (and in a large way a NEED) to explore, that,
unfortunately gets stagnate sometimes at home. After a trip --for
pleasure, education, business or service -- I always see HOME
differently and engage my HOME with new ideas. Travel can be
a catalyst for change at home.
The new Whole Foods makes me realize how close to home
Mexico is. Agri-business that has marginalized communities like
the Yaqui produces the goods that we see perfectly arranged and
misted for our shopping baskets. My lfestyle is supported by
places in Mexico. I don't feel really great about that.
(www.beaconlives.com/live)
Page 17
The connection to the abstraction of the product displaced from its means of production-the
estrangement that Marx spoke about - a relationship that they come to understand and rationalize
from experience. Here they once again cite Atkinson's article, and its example of the Oxford
Business School which in his words' 17:
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Atkinson, 7.
""a typical project could be designing and setting up a new enterprise that could bring
positive change to the world."
Atkinson is impressed equally by both how the students were judged in their attempts to function
within this new paradigm, as by their bold mission. The students are judged not only on their
product, but also on their process, communication, and implementation ability, or what Atkinson
calls "design thinking."
But to the students what prevented this fundamental act of "design thinking was that the time
constraints denied any "real" connection to the project, in their words:
"To be judged on this level demands a real project. Real, not merely in
the sense that the project investigated exists, but real because the people
represented by the project participate in describing, exploring,
developing, testing and implementing "design thinking" to find design
solutions. In many ways, the Design/Build Mexico presented the
opportunity to develop a real project, but the short build time and large
student group prevented a real interaction between people and place.
Samuel Mockbee considers this intersection vital. In an essay called
"The Role of the Citizen Architect"" 8 he writes,
"what is necessary is a willingness to seek solutions to the community in
its own context and not from the outside. What is required is the perfect
placement of abstract notions with the knowledge based on real human
contact and personal realization applied to a people and a place."
(Bell, 153)
"1 Samuel Mockbee, "The Role of the Citizen Architect", in Bryan Bell's (editor) Good Deeds, Good




In Mockbee's view "primary emotional connection should always be with place, and not just the
superficial qualities of place, but the ethical responsibility of shaping the environment''9.
For the Students the lesson from Mockbee is that "Knowing a place, is inexorably linked to the
act of asking questions about the values and principles that exist beyond physical qualities, but
yet define the quality and spirit of a place. Mockbee's position on ethical responsibility towards a
place, again raises the question of who or what do we as architects have an obligation to serve:
If we serve a client are we also serving the community? If we serve a community are we
also serving that group's primary needs such as access to clean air and water? To fresh
food? "
Page 18
The Students response, at this point in their reflections, is to bring the lessons home and apply
them to a local (Austin) project at the Sustainable Food Center, a community based not-for-profit.
This action for them evolves from the concern of getting to know a client sufficiently well to
establish "real" interactions with the client and the site (page 18). These interactions they feel,
following the logic of practice they have found in Simon Atkinson article, are fundamental to
"design thinking". This approach in their minds also helps address the earlier concerns of why
should architects not be concerned about local problems, and only the problems of other
countries, or communities. Time, the necessary time to get to know a project well, as well as the
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knowledge that comes from being part of the culture, and which you will not ever be able to
possess as someone outside the culture, are cast as both procedural and ethical questions in their
minds particularly as portrayed Mockbee in writings about his own work in rural Alabama.
After mixed success with a local project, the students returned to Mexico. The return was both a
success and raised some important questions. The houses had ended up costing considerably more
than expected, which disappointed them, even though the students should have realized that they
carried the additional development costs of prototypes:
"We were shocked at the extra expense. It highlighted once again that we had not been
aware ofour impact. That money, she believed, could have been better spent on
photovoltaic panels or the composting toilet fixtures - both of which, according to
Monica, had been promised but not delivered. Monica's frustration brought attention to
what our responsibilities as outside volunteers should be. We would always be outsiders,
but we wanted to know how we could find a solution to make our participation better in
the future. wanted to return to Mexico to see how we should proceed. Mockbee's position
that solutions come from within the context of a community and not from the outside
again came to mind."
Page 20
There is an emerging understanding at this point that what is at issue is not just responsibility to
the project, but also to the 'other' projects that will follow, the future design/build programs with
the Yaqui. Chiefly they see the need to adjust the program to make the experience more useful
and significant both to the client and future students (they take on the responsibility for future
students having both a significant experience and creating the greatest impact possible). The
ongoing online discussion in the beaconlives.com, makes clear that the larger group as a whole,
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has come to a concensus of sorts which summarizes, why in the end, the program had been
significant to them:
1. We got dirty
2. We learned from each other and taught each other what we learned
3. For what we lacked in hierarchical organization, we made up for in grass-
roots seat-of-your pants all-for-one get it done mentality
4. We worked past dark when we needed to get the most done we could.. even
though we always knew we wouldn'tfinish, we set goals and got the most
important stuff done
5. We got the community (the moneyed and the not) informed and excited about
our project and our goals, the media loved us
6. We learned the joys of lo-tech and sweat
7. We are as we speak learning from our mistakes
8. Wwe were involved in an infrastructure (Provay) that exists and is finishing
what we started, and hopefully will take it on as a prototype
9. We worked really hard! We were each personally committed to the goal and
were driven by that commitment to do the best we could
10. We rose to meet the challenges -- new site, new client, torrential rain, silty
soil-- we were flexible and determined and we actually did it... these houses are
built, they're being finished, they will be lived in, and we'll see what happens ! we
weren't afraid to make new mistakes.
It looks like there are bigger repercussions among us than we could have
imagined; this site, the amazing discussions, the forthcoming book and film, the
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new course (live it learn it), I think we've each been affected for the better. (the
beconlives.com)
Page 21
Though much of it is humorous, at heart there is an understanding that the experience had an
impact both on the client and student communities, an impact that was made possible by their
shared commitment and experience. As the list also makes clear, as do earlier posts on the web
site, the students gained a unique vision of architecture through their involvement in the
construction-an experience made richer by the low-tech and labor intensive nature of Mexican
home construction where few elements are standardized, or off the shelf. The sense of
engagement, and eventually fulfillment, that came from the hard work is one of the lasting
impression that the project seems to have left. For all the research, and design work done in
preparation of the build, there is a sense that the project achieved its goals through the experience
of building, which connected the students to the client and knowledge produced, in the nature of
Participatory Action Research, in the interaction.
Interestingly what the students have not given enough credit to is what their academic training
has contributed to the final design, the thermal and ventilation modeling that led them to change
the PROVAY prototype and create the occupied exterior space. An alternative reading of what
led to the final solution would be that the observations on the site of Yaqui use of exterior space
were supported by the information coming from the empirical modeling of the thermal and
material conditions. A sense of alienation, or of being misunderstood by the architecture
academy, runs through the student reflections that sometimes undermines the positive nature of
the conclusions. This suspicion of the academy is further discussed in the conclusion.
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Chapter 9.6. Student Recommendations to Future Programs
The Reflections led to a set of recommendations by which to improve the educational program:
RECOMMENDA TIONS:
- Clarify the relationship between the participating institutions - UT,
PROVAY, FAI, Mexican Universities
- Reduce the number of student participants to 10 to 15 maximum
- Establish a longer residency or exchange program
- Increase build time to 3 weeks
- Have a permanent faculty member as program representative and liaison
- Improve communications and transparency regarding funding and budget allocation
- Focus UT contribution and labor on installation and testing of sustainable systems
POTENTIAL SCENARIO:
- Interdisciplinary Spring studio to design structures
- Increased communication and feedbackfrom PRO VA Y and other participants
- PRO VA Y to perform basic material construction take-offs to approve budget
- UT students to perform construction take-offs for sustainable systems
- Local Mexican labor to perform initial construction phases during the Fall
- UT students arrive in January to install roof remaining construction details and
sustainable systems
Page 23
Many of the recommendations are procedural, length of time to be effective, but also have to do
with organizational issues, and relationships (e.g. transparency of the relationships,
communication, and sustained commitment by the various institutions involved). An interesting
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outcome is the recommendation that the studio focus on the sustainable technologies, and not the
housing. This is a view that interestingly is focused on production efficiencies, and not on the
educational importance of participating in the making of the whole house-would students feel, the
same attachment that these students felt to site and client, if they were involved in making only
the toilet and greywater filters- and not the whole house?
The students returned to complete their commitment to their home project in Austin, realizing
that even there the limitations they had experience in Mexico played themselves out, but with a
sense that they had learned the importance of the process of understanding and becoming relevant
as designers to a community demanded long term commitment and direct involvement. Equally
important the students end with the sense that they have understood that "what are the sustainable
criteria" is an ongoing question which needs to be asked of each project. Both because it is
fundamental to the notion of the local in both culture and sustainability but also because it
establishes the idea that the design process, is a fundamental act which explores fundamental
relationships of each place, and investigation that involves a direct, and reflective relationship
such as PAR describes (see research section). In the words of the students:" The same applies to




Reflections III: The First Two Years of our Participation
The first of the two years of the BASIC Initiative's involvement in the PVE program was spent
helping organize a new financial structure which has allowed the Interamerican foundation to
become a supporter and partner in the PVE program. The financial support of the Interamerican
Foundation has also allowed more funds to be freed to help finance the evolution of the housing
prototype toward greater ecological and cultural sustainability, which has been the focus of the
BASIC Inititative's four design/build houses of its second year, 2004-5.
In 2004-5, composting toilets and other water saving technologies were introduced to make the
PVE housing more appropriate to Sonora's desert climate. These ideas are drawn directly from
the previous experience of the BASIC Initiative with water conservation (e.g. limiting
contamination, cisterns, water conservation technologies and cultural practices), and use of
locally available water resources (e.g. rainwater catchment, ecological treatment and re-use) both
of which have been a program priority since the 1980's. The challenge has been to arrive at
solutions appropriate to the ecological conditions and cultural practices of the Yaqui, and, and in
particular, their single mother households which often act as cottage industries as a way to
supplement their incomes. In 2005, when the first households attempted to make use of the
technologies proposed by the BASIC Initiative, the most apparent obstacle was the lack of
knowledge, both on the side of the builders and community. In central Mexico, where the BASIC
Initiative developed its Mexican version of these technologies, the indigenous communities have
led a settled agricultural way of life for thousands of years. This experience has helped establish
their capacity to deal with human waste by making it part of their agricultural practices (compost)
and has provided them with a rich variety of building skills. In this context the BASIC's Mexico
Program took a traditional practice and made it more efficient, and thereby more sanitary. It
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Chapter 10.
reincorporated the bathroom into the building rather than removing it as an outhouse as is the
traditional practice, and treated the waste so that it could be more safely incorporated into the
agriculture. Among the Yaqui, whose practices are still based on their traditions as
hunter/gatherers surviving by continuously moving their camps, no such tradition existed to form
the basis of either the composting toilet program or a sustainable modern construction tradition.
In addition to limiting the use of cement, a contaminant whose production and use is one of
Mexico's most significant sources of pollution, the BASIC Initiative has been promoting ferro-
cement construction. This technology has had a significant impact in terms of material efficiency
in the construction of both the composting toilets and, particularly in the cisterns built by the
Initiative but this is an almost non-existent practice among local builders. Both problems show
that educating both the homeowners and builders in these appropriate technologies is going to be
a concern if the PVE program is to meet its goals.
Two methods of education are currently being experimented with by the BASIC Initiative /
PROVAY exchange. The first will be a series of seminars which will be conducted within the
context of the credit support groups that will improve the capacity of the homeowners to engage
these ecological solutions. The other source of dissemination will be the worksite, where, using a
pedagogical idea that has been central to the projects of the BASIC Initiative, the site is redefined
as an place of exchange/site of learning". Changing the nature of the building site on BASIC
Initiative projects from being the exclusive domain of builders and craftsmen to sites which are
inclusive, and where the homeowners, community, students, and builders conduct an open
exchange, and learn from each other, has been one of the most successful strategies for
introducing new appropriate technologies. This effectively happened during the building of the
first two houses of the new collaboration in 2005, and will be used more fully to increase the
capacity of the community to engage these new technologies and appropriate them.
"0 For a full discussion of the 'sites of learning' and its pedagogical methodology and outcomes see the
introduction of Palleroni, and Merkelbach, Studio at Large: Architecture in Service of Global Communities
(2004)
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At present the role of the local Universities has been to continue to offer technical/laboratory tests
of the materials, but a few local students joined the US students during the first build and it is
hoped that, as in other BASIC programs (in Mexico, Colombia and Chile specifically), as
coursework is developed in the local Universities to help the students make sense of their
experience on these projects, sustainability will more significantly become part of their approach
to their profession and their civic life. The goal of the civic alliance that created the PVE program
has always been to support the creation of a more civically and environmentally educated society.
They have been pursuing this through what amounts to a broad educational initiative, one that is
educating what have been economically and socially marginalized communities through the
credit groups of the PVE, and their future citizens by educating their sons and daughters, at their
Universities, to be part of the solution. The BASIC Initiative, with its emphasis on reflective
practice and participatory action research, was invited to be a collaborator, because it offered a
model of how the education of these groups, so distant socially in the community of Cajeme,
could learn from each other and bridge the gap of misunderstanding that has divided the
community. This broader educational agenda of the PVE alliance has emerged as the long term
goal of this effort, one that moves the program beyond just offering the much needed housing to
the Yaqui, and into the more fundamental challenge of creating a more equitable and sustainable
society for all of Cajeme.
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Appendices:
Appendix I: VII INFORME NARRATIVO DE ACTIVIDADES
PROYECTO: VIVIENDA ECOLOGICA
(Appendix I: VIIth Report on the Activities of Ecological Housing Program, PROVAY report
submited to the PVE Housing Alliance of Cajeme, Mexico)
COMENTARIOS GENERALES DEL PROYECTO
El periodo que informamos comprendido entre el 01 de agosto del 2004 y el 31 de enero del
205, nos permiti6 concretar gran parte de las condicionantes que veniamos planeando desde hace
un buen tiempo:
1. En el periodo, se brind6 continuidad a la estratdgica relaci6n con el sector
gubernamental representado por el H. ayuntamiento y por medio del cual se pueden
obtener recursos del Fondo Nacional de habitaciones populares (FONHAPO); es
decir, que su credibilidad una vez obtenida, nos ha abierto un camino para continuar
con los logros que posibilitan la construcci6n de las viviendas. Pues, ademis de
aportar recursos al proyecto, su intervenci6n cierra el circulo de cooperaci6n con que
servimos de ejemplo a las comunidades beneficiadas, pues representa un diilogo
cordial entre sociedad y gobiemo, que ademis concreta beneficios en el corto plazo.
2. Voluntariado local; hemos promovido la participaci6n de j6venes cajemenses que
desean participar en el proceso de desarrollo de nuestra comunidad; en el periodo
informaremos gustosamente de 3 participaciones en especial:
a. Durante los meses del verano (julio a agosto) recibimos la visita e inter6s de
participar de una joven sonorense, cuyo nombre es Keiko Alvarez, estudiante
de la maestria en politicas pnblicas de la Universidad "Sorbona de Paris",
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que pasaba su verano en esta ciudad y motivada por lo que conocia del
proyecto de la pigina web, vino a prestar su colaboraci6n. A Keiko le toc6
colaborar con el siguiente reto:Incentivar el inimo del grupo de mujeres
beneficiarias mis grande del proyecto de vivienda ecol6gica, el de Campo 5,
que cuenta ya con 29 familias atendidas y cuya participaci6n organizada, por
lo mismo se habia vuelto muy raquitica. Keiko lleg6 con ellas el viemes 23
de julio, dia de reuni6n de grupo, a la que habiamos puesto particular inter6s
en las invitaciones y, a donde asistimos a presentarla como su orquestadora
de iniciativas para integrarlas y posteriormente procurar fondos para su
beneficio; Su juventud y inimo contagi6 a las mujeres y junto con ella y
nosotros, primero razonaron el beneficio obtenido con el crddito de su
vivienda, despu6s reconocieron el adeudo pendiente y por iltimo acordaron
diversas formas de participaci6n que les permitieran obtener ingresos para
cubrir su adeudo. Desarrollaron varias actividades coordinadas con esta
joven sonorense y a su partida los nltimos dias del mes de agosto, las mujeres
quedaron comprometidas a seguir reunidndose y juntas buscar la manera de
continuar con ese proceso. A 6 meses de esa promesa, notamos que es dificil
cumplir con ella, pues la fuerza y vitalidad de la persona externa que
promueve actividades sin mayor inter6s que el comin, les hace enorme falta;
b. En octubre del 2004, integramos a Martha Ponce, una joven recien graduada
de la licenciatura en Relaciones humanas de la Universidad La Salle, quien
deseaba colaborar igualmente con nuestro proyecto. Al notar el 6xito de la
intervenci6n de Keiko en Campo 5, pedimos a Martha se hiciera cargo del
mismo proceso de integraci6n con el segundo grupo en nnmero de
beneficiarias del proyecto, el de C6corit, que agrupa ya a 17 familias
atendidas y que tiene una lista de espera de cuando menos otras 10; Martha al
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igual que Keiko, aplic6 toda su juventud y creatividad para despertar la
iniciativa de las mujeres, logrando con ellas eventos de destacable
importancia, por ejemplo una noche mexicana el I1 de septiembre, donde
hubo participaciones musicales, rifas, puestos de comida y mnsica, al mero
estilo de las fiestas populares mexicanas. Igualmente un mes despu6s
llevaron a cabo una rifa de articulos que consiguieron donados de otros
benefactores. Estas mismas mujeres coordinadas por la misa Martha
aceptaron ser quienes atendieran con el servicio de elaboraci6n y servido de
comidas a los voluntarios internacionales que recibiriamos a finales del afio
anterior y principios del que vivimos. Su participaci6n result6 destacable y el
trabajo de integraci6n se dio mucho mis fluido que en el Campo 5, lo cual se
facilit6 gracias a la continuidad mi6rcoles con mi6rcoles de la voluntaria
Cajemense, quien, recientemente, la niltima semana del mes de febrero,
atendiendo a una oportunidad que incide directamente en su desarrollo
personal y profesional, acept6 una propuesta de trabajo en otro Estado de la
Repiblica, que la ha alejado definitivamente del trabajo con nuestros grupos;
pero, su iniciativa y deseo de servicio han quedado sembrados en las familias
con las que convivi6 de modo que confiamos que su semilla siga germinando
en el f6rtil terreno de las mujeres cocorenas, a quienes tanto ayud6.
c. De cara a la visita de los voluntarios internacionales, procuramos acercar al
proyecto a j6venes locales que compartieran con los visitantes algunos
intereses y que hicieran de su visita de trabajo una estancia mucho mis
agradable; a esa propuesta se acerc6 Luz del Carmen Bojorquez Bours, quien
jug6 un importante rol en el proyecto con los europeos de SCI, fue su guia y
apoyo en todas las tareas de integraci6n con nuestro entorno; los j6venes
reconocieron a una persona con horario libre que pudo acompaharlos en las
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horas que no estaban trabajando con la comunidad a la que fueron asignados,
haciendo que su estancia en Cd. Obreg6n resultara hospitalaria y agradable.
La participaci6n de 6stas j6venes signific6 para las mujeres de los grupos, un notable
cambio de actitud y una importante forma de motivaci6n; para los voluntarios
internacionales, una forma de contrapartida en el trabajo voluntario que vinieron a
desarrollar y, para nosotros una magnifica forma de brindar continuidad a nuestro
trabajo a trav6s del convencimiento en la participaci6n de los nuevos cajemenses
trabajando por su propio desarrollo y el de su comunidad.
3. Trabajo con voluntariado internacional; el impacto del proyecto a nivel internacional
tuvo materializaci6n en el periodo que se informa.
Nunca como ahora tuvimos mayor relevancia
en el panorama exterior; las relaciones con
Instituciones como SCI (Servicio civil
Internacional) nos trajeron la oportunidad de
tener a voluntarios europeos que trabajaron y
convivieron con las familias beneficiarias de
una de las comunidades que atendemos. La
relaci6n con PROVAY inici6 en 2003 y fue hasta el 2004 en que el programa de vivienda
ecol6gica fue programado como uno de los "Campos" que ellos convocan en todos los paises
miembros de la Organizaci6n.
Estuvieron con nosotros, 4 europeos por un periodo de 3 semanas, construyendo
desde la cimentaci6n la vivienda de la Sra. Florencia Leyva
Jusacamea VIV14CO-77, dejindola al momento de su partida a
nivel de cerramiento, apunto de la techumbre y a la familia
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nostilgica por su partida, pero motivada y profundamente satisfecha de sentir la
solidaridad de j6venes que ajenos a su causa la hicieron propia con tal carin-o que
enlaz6 las causas de albahfiles, vecinos, familia y voluntarios como una sola. Anexo
al presente Informe en la ultima parte encontrarin el documento con que concluimos
su participaci6n evaluando la participaci6n tanto de las personas como de las
Instituciones.
4. La relaci6n de colaboraci6n directa con Universidades locales y extranjeras;
Correspondi6 tambien a este periodo el inicio de la relaci6n entre el proyecto y la
Universidad de Texas en Austin, USA. Relaci6n iniciada con el coordinador del taller
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denominado "Arquitectura sustentable" el Arq. Sergio Palleroni en una visita de
conocimiento que se dio a mediados del afio pasado. El conoci6 el trabajo que aqui se
realiza y vi6 posibilidades de colaboraci6n proponiendo que el tema del taller
semestral que iniciaria en agosto del 2004 fuera precisamente "Ecotecnologias en
nuestras viviendas ecol6gicas"; para ello se estableci6 un programa consistente en lo
siguiente:
a. Visita del grupo de 17 estudiantes disefladores del proyecto, la cual se realiz6
del 8 al 12 de septiembre y en la que visitaron junto con nosotros todas las
comunidades atendidas y conocieron todos los prototipos de vivienda que se
han construido a la fecha, con la idea de entender el sistema constructivo y la
filosofia del proyecto, de modo que su propuesta aprovechara la experiencia
adquirida y se sustentara en situaciones reales del campo mexicano.
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b. Posterior a su partida, el grupo estuvo en comunicaci6n con nosotros
solicitando la informaci6n complementaria al proyecto, necesaria en el
proceso de diseho.
c. Dicho proceso ademis de ser asistido por nosotros, requiri6 y tuvo el
privilegio de tener el apoyo de estudiantes y maestros del ITSOn (Instituto
Tecnol6gico de Sonora) quienes desarrollaron en un fin de semana el
levantamiento topogrifico del terreno elegido en Estaci6n Corral como la
zona a trabajar durante la segunda estancia de los Texanos en nuestra
comunidad. Incorporindose asi a una larga lista de colaboraciones que hace
de nuestro proyecto un imin de cooperaci6n intersectorial y de cobertura
internacional una vez mis.
d. Una vez que los j6venes Estadounidenses tenian el proyecto disehado a nivel
de anteproyecto, nos invitaron financiando casi la totalidad de los gastos a
participar del proceso de correcciones finales previas a la elaboraci6n
detallada del proyecto. Estuvimos en Austin durante la semana del 8 al 12 de
noviembre, donde definimos los 2 prototipos de vivienda que ellos
diseiaron para construirse como parte de nuestro proyecto de Vivienda
ecol6gica.
e. En los iltimos meses del a5o, mientras nosotros ensayibamos la manera de
recibir y atender a un grupo de extranjeros voluntarios con los europeos del
SCI (Servicio civil intemacional), los estudiantes de la Universidad de Texas,
completaron su trabajo y reunieron los fondos necesarios para financiarse su
viaje a Mexico. Profundamente motivados con nuestra causa incluso
diseiaron un sitio web donde aparecen los pormenores del proyecto.
http://www.hogardelviento.com/
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f. El nuevo afio lo recibimos junto con los 54 voluntarios que formaron el
grupo de constructores de los 2 prototipos de vivienda que el grupo menor
disefi6. Llegaron el 2 de enero, mismo dia que inici6 el proceso constructivo,
el cual mantuvimos continuamente de lunes a domingo durante 2 semanas,
trabajando de 7 am a 7 pm; el proceso ejemplificante para locales y
extranjeros concluy6 el 16 de enero, fecha en que parti6 el grupo de
estudiantes y maestros, fortalecidos por el placer del deber cumplido,
dejando a beneficiarios y colaboradores plenos de convencimiento de la
causa por la que laboramos con nuestros limitados recursos.
g. Durante los primeros dias del afio, la comunidad entera de C6corit, vivi6 una
inolvidable etapa. Era alentador para el inimo ver caminar por el poblado
indigena a j6venes norteamericanos que convivieron con las gentes y calles
y, se hicieron parte del paisaje de esos hermosos dias plenos de humedad y
de buenas noticias.
h. Con su aportaci6n fisica a la construcci6n de las 2 viviendas, dejaron impreso
tambien un ejemplificante motivador para los j6venes cajemenses que no
pudieron negar la relevancia del proyecto cuando veian a propios y extrahos
conviviendo en un sano y formador ambiente de trabajo constructivo.
i. Aunada a su participaci6n tuvimos la motivaci6n y colaboraci6n de 5
personas de la comunidad, que se acercaron a compartir la experiencia
aprovechando la visita y organizaci6n de los Texanos; ellos son un arquitecto
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sonorense de Alamos, Ernesto Gil Wilson, que decidi6 permanecer durante
todo el periodo cerca nuestro fungiendo como supervisor de la obra en una
colaboraci6n bilingtie muy valiosa para el proyecto; ademi's de 4 estudiantes
de arquitectura e ingenieria civil: Cecilia Somoza, Anabel Somoza, Carmen
Sofia Arvizu y Karla Montes.
j. Las familias de C6corit, sobre todo los nifios de la vecindad, vieron en los
j6venes estudiantes un ejemplo de vida y pusieron en sus mentes la fijaci6n
de su presencia como un ideal, un modelo a seguir, un proyecto de mucha
mayor duraci6n que no se habia previsto pero que en la evaluacion final tiene
tanto o mis peso que la misma intervenci6n en la construcci6n.
k. espl6ndida cobertura en la prensa y una atenci6n insospechable de todos los
sectores de la comunidad, asi, fueron invitados del proyecto el colegio de
arquitectos de la ciudad, varios grupos de empresarios locales y los directivos
y maestros de 3 de las universidades de la ciudad: ITSON (Tecnol6gico de
Sonora), ITESCA (Tecnol6gico de Cajeme) e ITESM (Tecnol6gico de
Monterrey, campus Cd. Obreg6n); quienes se comprometieron a estudiar la
posibilidad de instaurar un programa similar con los estudiantes de sus
grupos. Posterior la partida de los estudiantes el ITSON acept6 la invitaci6n
de la U Texas para mediar una carta donde se comprometen a colaborar de
manera mis estrecha en los campos posteriores al de este afio.
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1. A su partida, los j6venes texanos, dejaron las viviendas de las seforas Norma
Ruiz Valenzuela VIV16CO-85 y Lucia L6pez Celis VIV17CO-86 en la
comunidad de C6corit, a nivel de cerramiento y al igual que con la visita de
los europeos, saldos positivos en todo el entorno del proyecto.
5. CENVI.- Esta Organizaci6n civil que radica en el D.F. y cuyas siglas significan
Centro de la Vivienda y Estudios Urbanos A.C. colabora en un proyecto con
CONACYT (Consejo Nacional para la ciencia y la tecnologia) para sistematizar los
proyectos que considera exitosos en la promoci6n y obtenci6n de viviendas
populares, el proyecto se denomina "Las Mejores Pricticas de la Sociedad en la
Autogesti6n y la Producci6n Habitacional: Lecciones aprendidas por el anilisis de
algunos casos en Mexico y America Latina" y, decidieron despues de una visita de
evaluaci6n realizada del 29 de septiembre al 2 de octubre, incluir la experiencia de
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PROVAY en la gesti6n de proyectos de vivienda como una de buenas practicas que
registrarin en un libro que seri publicado por el mismo Consejo Nacional.
6. CINVESTAV.- Este centro de investigaci6n tecnol6gica del IPN (Polit6cnico
Nacional) ubicado en Quer6taro Qro., firm6 en Noviembre del 2003 un convenio de
colaboraci6n con PROVAY y los dias 14 y 15 de octubre del afto pasado, vinieron a
Obreg6n a dirigir la elaboraci6n de los primeros adobes mejorados que se realizarian
con la f6rmula patentada por ellos y que en un afin colaborativo pasaron sin costo a
la alianza. Para presenciar la elaboraci6n de los mismos y en el inimo de retomar ese
esfuerzo de seguimiento desde una Instituci6n local que nos facilitara las cosas,
presenciaron la prictica el coordinador de la carrera de Ing. Civil del Instituto
Tecnol6gico de Sonora (ITSON) y otro Ingeniero colaborador. Despuds de esas
muestras que se hicieron en 2 comunidades (C6corit y Campo5), decidimos esperar a
finiquitar este proyecto con las mismas propiedades que iniciamos y al terminar la
meta de las 100 viviendas y plantear las que se harian con el pago de las familias se
podria evaluar usar la mezcla sugerida por ellos que si propone unos adobes
impermeables casi al 100%, y por lo que incrementa un poco el costo de la casa.
7. FONHAPO.- El logro de encontrar la participaci6n del Gobierno Federal en
subsidios a las familias que tienen una casa ecol6gica con nosotros, ha sido uno de
los mayores del proyecto. Podemos mencionar (repitiendo palabras del subdirector
general de subsidios Ing. Hilario Yaiez) que somos el nnico proyecto a nivel
nacional que tiene ese privilegio y se debe bisicamente a la organizaci6n que han
visto cada vez que vienen y a los logros materializados que se palpan al visitar a
cualquiera de nuestras beneficiarias. En el periodo recibimos la visita del Ing. Yaiiez
el 3 de agosto y del Ing. Roberto Roberto Reza el 7 de octubre.
8. CONVENIO AYUNTAMIENTO.- Buscando que los acuerdos logrados en un
periodo de tiempo tengan permanencia, hemos procurado dejar establecidos
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convenios de colaboraci6n con las autoridades locales, pues es a traves de ellas, que
podemos hacer llegar los apoyos de FONHAPO a las familias que atendemos... asi el
26 de octubre se firm6 el convenio entre PROVAY y el H. Ayuntamiento de Cajeme,
en el que se comprometen a colaborar en los siguientes terminos:
CLA USULAS:
PRIMERA. OBJETO.
El objeto del presente convenio consiste en el establecimiento de las bases y mecanismos
operativos entre "EL A YUNTAMIENTO" y "PRO VA Y", para coordinar la ejecuci6n de diversas
estrategias y actividades dirigidas al logro del abatimiento de viviendas precarias en nuestro
Municipio de Cajeme, a travis del otorgamiento de creditos y subsidios a las familias que
cumpliendo con los requisitos establecidos ingresen a formar parte de los padrones que se
generen; empleando para ello las herramientas que ambas Instituciones tienen y disenando
nuevas que permitan acercarse cada vez en mayor medida a las metas propuestas. A efecto de
lograr lo anterior, las partes realizardn entre otras actividades, las descritas en las siguientes
cldusulas.
SEGUNDA.
El presente CONVENIO DE COLABORA CION ampara todos aquellos proyectos que por mutuo
acuerdo las partes decidan desarrollar. Acotdndose los terminos de colaboraci6n de ambas
partes en elproyecto especifico que se desarrolle.
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TERCERA. COMPROMISOS DE AMBAS PAR TES
Para la realizaci6n del objeto del convenio, ambas Instituciones se comprometen a:
a. Colaborar en los trabajos que desarrollan a favor de la poblaci6n necesitada del
Municipio de Cajeme, en su busqueda de obtener una vivienda digna que resuelva
las necesidades bisicas de seguridad y resguardo.
b. Colaborar en la gesti6n que permita acercar recursos materiales, humanos o
financieros a los proyectos que en la busqueda del bien comun se decida
emprender.
c. Establecer contacto con Instituciones publicas y privadas, asi como con
organizaciones ciudadanas, con la finalidad de brindarle difusi6n a los proyectos de
vivienda que operen.
d. Buscar en todas las oportunidades, el generar alianzas con las Instituciones de
diferentes sectores que compartan los objetivos con las iniciativas motivo del
presente convenio. Generar el entendimiento y la convergencia, procurando hacer
sinergia para lograr mayor impacto en el logro de las metas propuestas.
e. Establecer al inicio de cada afno un programa anual de trabajo, donde se pongan en
claro los recursos que se destinaran para los programas de vivienda, asi como las
metas y estrategias que permitirin el 6xito en los mismos. El programa
comprendera la organizaci6n y programaci6n de las metas parciales.
f. Identificar sectores de la poblacion que no queden comprendidos dentro de las
Instituciones y Organismos piblicos, con el fin de mejorar el programa anual de
trabajo, adecuando las metodologias y contenidos a sus necesidades especificas.
g. Elaborar una estrategia de seguimiento y evaluaci6n de las actividades realizadas,
asi como un mecanismo de rendici6n de cuentas que permita a la ciudadania
conocer los resultados obtenidos.
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h. Auspiciar en materia tecnica, econ6mica y logistica el desarrollo de los programas
que se realicen en el marco del presente convenio.
i. Acordar cada aino, durante la vigencia del presente acuerdo de voluntades, la
propuesta de los convenios especificos que entre "PROVAY" y el "H.
AYUNTAMIENTO", resulte conveniente concertar para el buen logro del objeto
del mismo.
CUARTA. COMPROMISOSDE "PROVAY"
a. Capacitar al personal designado por "EL AYUNTAMIENTO" en el manejo del
esquema financiero propuesto por "PROVAY".
b. Capacitar al personal designado por "EL AYUNTAMIENTO" en la formaci6n de
los grupos de ahorro, el trato e informacion que se les otorga a los mismos en las
diferentes etapas de los proyectos.
c. Facilitar la documentaci6n y papeleria necesaria para iniciar los programas de
vivienda que se programen, para que 6sta sea tomada como modelo.
d. Acercar las relaciones con los profesionales que otorgan servicios a los programas
de vivienda de "PROVAY", para que amplien su espectro y colaboren tambien con
los emprendidos en conjunto con "EL AYUNTAMIENTO".
e. Administrar los recursos que "EL AYUNTAMIENTO" considerara necesario en el
afin de brindarles continuidad y eficientar la atenci6n a los ciudadanos.
f. Operar y coordinar los proyectos y programas que previo acuerdo con "EL
AYUNTAMIENTO" se acordara delegar.
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g. Compartir los beneficios de los fondos financieros que fueran materia de acuerdo
en los proyectos especificos que se disefien en conjunto.
h. Poner a disposici6n los espacios de los Centros de Enlace para que desde ahi se
operen los programas que previo acuerdo con "EL AYUNTAMIENTO" se
decidiera ubicar.
i. Gestionar ante las Agencias Internacionales, Nacionales y locales los recursos que
apoyen los programas de vivienda que se emprendan en conjunto con "EL
AYUNTAMIENTO".
QUINTA. COMPROMISOS DE "EL A YUNTAMIENTO"
a. Designar a un interlocutor con capacidad de decisi6n que se encargue de
manera constante de la relaci6n que se tendrdi con "PRO VAY".
b. Avalar ante FONHAPO y cualquier otra Instituci6n gubernamental de nivel
estatal y federal las gestiones emprendidas por "PROVAY" para el
funcionamiento de los programas de vivienda que se establezcan en conjunto.
c. Poner a disposici6n del trabajo conjunto, los padrones e historiales de
beneficiarios o solicitantes de losprogramas de vivienda que opere "PRO VAY".
d. Facilitar los trcmites legales y permisos de indole municipal que tuvieran que
gestionarse para la construcci6n y adquisici6n de las viviendas que se logren
como producto de este convenio.
e. Relacionar a "PROVAY" con otras de las dependencias o secretarias
municipales que deban intervenir en elproceso de obtenci6n de las viviendas.
f. Operar y coordinar los proyectos y programas que previo acuerdo con
"PROVAY" se acordara delegar.
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g. Aportar los recursos necesarios, segin acuerdos especificos de cada programa,
que posibiliten a los ciudadanos la obtenci6n de una vivienda digna para su
familia.
h. Compartir los beneficios de los fondos financieros que fueran materia de acuerdo
en los proyectos especificos que se disefien en conjunto.
i. Asentar en acta de Cabildo los acuerdos especificos del presente convenio y de
los proyectos que de aqui se deriven, con el objeto de brindarle continuidad a los
beneficios que de estos trabajos se obtengan.
SEXTA. COMISION TECNICA
Para el adecuado desarrollo de las actividades que se generarin con motivo del
cumplimiento del objeto del presente convenio las partes se manifiestan en acuerdo de
integrar una COMISION TECNICA, misma que estari formada por un representante de
cada Instituci6n, quienes podran ser sustituidos previa notificaci6n a la otra parte. Por "EL
AYUNTAMIENTO" el Sr. Ulises Valenzuela Cizares, en su caracter de Director de
Vivienda de la Secretaria de Desarrollo econ6mico y social y, por "PROVAY", el Inq.
Eduardo Parada Almada, en su calidad de Director ejecutivo de esta Instituci6n. Las
atribuciones de esta comisi6n serin:
a. Determinar y apoyar las acciones a ejecutar con el fin de dar cumplimiento al
objeto del presente convenio;
b. Coordinar la realizaci6n de actividades sefaladas en las clausulas de este
instrumento legal;
c. Dar seguimiento e informar peri6dicamente de los resultados a las partes que
representan y,
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d. Las demis que acuerden las partes.
SEPTIMA. RELACION LABORAL
El personal designado por cada Instituci6n para la realizaci6n del objeto del presente
convenio, se entenderA relacionado exclusivamente con aquella que lo emple6; por ende,
cada una de las partes asumira su responsabilidad por este concepto y, en ningun caso serin
consideradas como patrones solidarios o sustitutos.
OCTAVA. PROPIEDAD INTELECTUAL
Las partes se obligan a reconocerse mutuamente los derechos de autor, respecto de los
proyectos que se generen en conjunto.
NOVENA. PROYECTOS ESPECIALES
Derivado de este acuerdo de voluntades, cualquiera de las partes podrci presentar propuestas de
proyectos particulares de trabajo, las cuales sercin sometidas a la consideraci6n de la otra
aparte y, en caso de ser aprobadas serdn motivo de convenio particular. Una vez suscritos,
pasardn aformarparte de este documento legal.
Como puede leerse en las lineas anteriores, el trabajo de la Alianza se ha reforzado y continuamos
trabajando con mucho mayor ahinco, capitalizando la experiencia de 4 anlos de abrir camino,
donde la satisfacci6n del deber cumplido nos permite la confianza de seguir adelante. La semilla
que tenemos sembrada apenas empieza a germinar y promete grandes e importantes frutos, por lo
cual, agradecemos profundamente la oportunidad de permitimos trabajar por el bienestar de
nuestra comunidad.
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Con la mejor intenci6n de seguir sirviendo a la sociedad a que nos debemos,
procuraremos continuar con el proceso de desarrollo que con su ayuda hemos iniciado.
ARQ. MONICA ESCOBEDO FUENTES
COORDINADORA DEL PROGRAMA
"ALIANZA POR LA VIVIENDA ECOLOGICA"
Appendix II: VOLUNTARIADO INTERNACIONAL SCI 2004
PROGRAMA DE ESTANCIA PROVAY
(Appendix II: Report on Volunteer and Community Development, submited to the InterAmerican
Foundation)
* PERIODO DE ESTANCIA:
3 semanas, a partir del 21 de Noviembre y hasta el 11 de diciembre.





1. Sentido de uni6n entre las Instituciones locales; FAI, FESAC y PROVAY, trabajaron
juntas generando las condiciones de bienestar de los voluntarios, cooperando todas en
forma y tiempo con las requisiciones que surgieron de la coordinaci6n.
2. Promoci6n del voluntariado local; que surgieron motivadas por la colaboraci6n con los
voluntarios extranjeros y se proyecta continuidad.
3. Sentido de solidaridad ejemplificado en las beneficiarias; en el grupo atendido
(C6corit), las familias sintieron las ventajas que tuvo la familia beneficiada, propiciando
un espacio de sana competencia por recibir el beneficio de la colaboraci6n.
4. Por otro lado, la misma familia beneficiada, colaboro con mayor ahinco de lo normal en
la construcci6n debido a la presencia de los visitantes; entendieron la necesidad de dar
para recibir y su nivel de autoestima al construir junto a ellos fue incrementado.
5. Oportunidad de tener difusi6n y cobertura en los medios; un evento que nos permita
salir de la rutina de trabajo, nos hace mis atractivos a la cobertura de prensa; asi tuvimos
la oportunidad de ser atendidos por la televisora del yaqui, quien pas6 al aire la entrevista
que realiz6 al respecto el jueves en el noticiero de la noche; la radio 580 AM, transmiti6
la misma entrevista el jueves en el espacio de 1:00 a 3:00 P.M. y, el imparcial public6
una nota en la prensa del viernes.
6. Captaci6n de atenci6n de grupos hom6logos; el mi6rcoles por la mafana asistimos
junto con Maja Zimmer (arquitecta alemana voluntaria del proyecto) a la reuni6n semanal
del Colegio de Arquitectos, en dicha reuni6n fue tema central la participaci6n del
voluntariado en el proyecto; ella, en pocas palabras hizo sentir a los arquitectos locales la
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forma en que se aprecia en el extranjero la existencia de proyectos sociales y la
importancia de tomar parte activa de ellos.
7. Conocimiento de la voluntad de otras organizaciones sociales de participar; existen
en nuestra comunidad otras organizaciones sociales que por naturaleza tienen relaci6n
con este tipo de programas y fue evidente su vocaci6n al relacionarse de manera fortuita
con los voluntarios extranjeros, esas organizaciones son Talleres Ponguinguiola y Cajeme
2020.
8. Oportunidad de tener contactos y alianzas futuras; cada voluntario trae consigo un
historial de proyectos en los que participa o lo ha hecho y la posibilidad de contactar con
Organizaciones o personas con capacidad e apoyar nuestras iniciativas. En este caso
especifico, Maja Zimmer se llev6 la informaci6n para proponer a la Universidad de
Berlin una colaboraci6n directa e Institucional con nuestro proyecto.
OPORTUNIDADES SENALADAS AL PROYECTO:
1. Costo de operaci6n; las Instituciones tuvieron que costear cada una, una parte del
proyecto.
2. Tiempo de dedicaci6n al proyecto en el periodo de estancia; durante el periodo de
estancia de los voluntarios, los colaboradores de las Instituciones deben dedicar mucho
tiempo a las actividades propias de la estancia, dejando de lado las propias del proyecto
de vivienda.
3. Falta de organizaci6n propia para las estancias externas; nuestras Instituciones tienen
como prioridad atender las actividades propias de las beneficiarias y otras operativas; por
tanto algunas cosas que tiene que ver con las estancias de voluntarios pueden quedar
subatendidas.
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4. Espacio para alojamiento; estamos seguros que la mejor manera de hospedar a los
voluntarios es con cercania al proyecto en el que colaboran, sin embargo, el carecer de
espacios adecuados propicia que los costos por este concepto se encarezcan y que los
desplazamientos sean mayores.
5. Relaci6n con autoridades; uno de los pocos incidentes que se suscitaron, tiene que ver
con el desconocimiento que sufren nuestras autoridades sobre el trabajo que realizamos
las organizaciones sociales de nuestra comunidad; es por eso una oportunidad de
mejoramiento de nuestros programas de intercambio el involucrar cuando menos
informativamente a las autoridades locales.
INSTITUCIONES INVOLUCRADAS:
o Servicio Civil Internacional (SCI). Organizaci6n civil Internacional que
promueve el voluntariado a proyectos en M6xico; en este aiio promovi6 dos
campos, los dos relacionados con PROVAY y la Alianza por la vivienda
ecol6gica.
o PROVAY. Instituci6n receptora del voluntariado.
o FAI. Instituci6n receptora del voluntariado al programa de vivienda ecol6gica.
o FESAC. Instituci6n receptora del voluntariado al programa de vivienda
ecol6gica.
o CAJEME 2020. Organizaci6n que por afinidad en la promoci6n con
voluntariado, se uniri a la atenci6n de los mismos.
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Appendix III; VIVIENDA INDIGENA
(Appendix III: Indigenous Housing, text from PVE Program's Introduction to its 2001 Program
Report)
Uno de los principales problemas que saltan a la vista de quien se acerca a las comunidades
campesinas de nuestro pais es, sin duda, el de la pobre e inadecuada vivienda en que habita nuestra
gente del campo. Indudablemente, del acervo cultural de nuestro pueblo, la arquitectura popular
ocupa un lugar preponderante pero, asi mismo, es innegable que por diversas causas, tales como la
falta de una orientaci6n adecuada, o la influencia perniciosa de los comerciantes de la construcci6n,
en los centro s de poblaci6n rural ha nacido un afin de imitaci6n hacia las construcciones de la
ciudad, que se refleja en los centros propiamente campesinos, dan como resultado una construcci6n
hibrida en la que se han perdido el espiritu y la propiedad de estilo que son tradicionales en la
arquitectura de cada regi6n, sin aprovechar tampoco debidamente las ventajas de una construcci6n
racional lograda con la aplicaci6n de los actuales adelantos en materia de construcci6n.
Asi como el vestido de la ciudad es diferente al del campo, la casa tiene distintas necesidades y
caracteristicas en ambos casos. La casa deberi pues responder a las necesidades del hombre
situindolo en su propio ambiente.
En la ciudad, la escasez de terreno tiende a que la construcci6n se desarrolle en varios pisos. La
facilidad de transporte permite emplear materiales diversos y mano de obra especializada. La
existencia de servicios piblicos y sanitarios ayuda- asimismo la urbanizaci6n piblica dinimica y
"planeada".
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En el campo, el relativo aislamiento, la dificultad de transporte y la amplitud de terreno, asi como
la inexistencia de servicios pnblicos y sanitarios, obligan a usar medios y materiales propios de la
regi6n, y aplicar la mano de obra no especializada en la construcci6n de la casa, lo que determina
en gran medida las formas arquitect6nicas que se desarrollan, muy parecidas a las que
hist6ricamente se han construido en determinada regi6n 6tnica, su evoluci6n aumenta en sentido
directo con el grado de tecnologizaci6n que la comunidad haya aceptado en las ramas que implican
sus actividades econ6micas o de supervivencia, el caso mis ficil de remontar es la agricultura y los
modos de vida van modificindose de acuerdo a dicho proceso, debi6ndose adecuar la estructura de
viviendas a las rutinas y fornas de vida de la mayoria de la poblaci6n.
La cercania de los elementos necesarios en la ciudad y las labores especificas que desarrollan sus
habitantes permiten que la casa se limite a habitaci6n, sin necesitar espacios especiales dedicados a
almacenar elementos de trabajo o alimentos que tiene al alcance de su mano los propios habitantes.
En el campo y especificamente en el campo del sur de Sonora, las formas de vida van de acuerdo
a la 6tnia de que se trate, en la tribu yaqui, por ejemplo, la forzosa convivencia con animales
domdsticos, -aunque ha disminuido mucho a raiz de la diversificaci6n de actividades a que tiene
acceso la poblaci6n- es factor de diseho que debe coadyuvar con la aplicaci6n del hibitat adecuado,
la necesidad de almacenar granos y alimentos -aunque no en grandes cantidades- y las labores
propias del campo, hacen de la casa campesina no solo habitaci6n sino tambidn en ocasiones
almac6n, corral y taller, debiendo contar para ello con las partes caracteristicas necesarias, motivo
enriquecedor del tema de diseho de una vivienda de espacios tan amplios y formas tan limitadas y
relacionadas a su religi6n y rica tradici6n, como las necesidades que aquejan a la tribu y su
complicada problemitica, que lejos de tender a la desaparici6n, se apega a la subsistencia de su
propia identidad, misma que orgullosamente los distingue y representa.
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Appendix IV:INTERES HUMANO Y SOCIAL POR LA VIVIENDA POPULAR
(Appendix IV: Social Interest in Social Housing, PVE document, 2003)
Desde tiempos inmemoriales, las distintas culturas que integran la humanidad, se han visto en la
inminente necesidad de guarecerse del exterior, idmense inclemencias medioambientales o
resguardo por seguridad e integridad del resto de los elementos contextuales, con los cuales ha
convivido en aparente integraci6n, pero que le significan un reto y una batalla de poder a librar.
En la cultura mexicana, la tradici6n de la vivienda toma un matiz que involucra raices 6tnicas y
verniculas, la identidad de nuestro pueblo ha tenido siempre mucho que ver con nuestros usos y
costumbres, es el caso del espacio que dedicamos al resguardo familiar, bien denominado:
"hogar".
Los diferentes estratos en que se ha fragmentado la sociedad producto del comercialismo y las
influencias extranjeras han manifestado tambi6n su paso por la cultura de la construcci6n y la
edificaci6n de viviendas, arrojando a la poblaci6n a una vorigine de modas y sistemas
constructivos que, como la mayoria de las actividades que involucran recurso econ6mico y
tecnol6gico, poco a poco ha ido adjudicando las ventajas de dichos cambios a tan solo una
pequefia parte de la poblaci6n que cuenta con los recursos financieros suficientes, segregando asi
a la gran mayoria de la poblaci6n que ademis de todo vive en la pobreza (modesta o extrema).
Ain con ello, la humanidad buscari siempre trascender y constituirse o constituirse y trascender
por medio del elemento que considera alberga su patrimonio mis importante, su familia y, dicho
elemento es y seri siempre: "su vivienda"; la obtenci6n de la misma (elaborada con materiales y
procedimientos dignamente aceptados por la sociedad) nos garantiza a trav6s del tiempo, un
respaldo que ayuda a asegurar el futuro; se considera una forma de reconocimiento del nivel
socioecon6mico y mais ann, otorga el reconocimiento a ojos propios y ajenos, pues se pueden
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contemplar fisicamente los esfuerzos desarrollados, elevando asi la confianza para alcanzar
suehos que a trav6s de los afios revisten al propietario de dignidad y autoestima.
Intentando contribuir al fortalecimiento del patrimonio de la poblaci6n, es compromiso de los
profesionales del disefio y la construcci6n estudiar y presentar producto de ese estudio,
"propuestas constructivas" que satisfagan todos los requerimientos establecidos tanto por la
familia como por los indices de seguridad e higiene requeridas para alcanzar a salvar la
habitabilidad minima de confort; dichas propuestas deben ir acordes a la capacidad de pago y por
ello es obligado recurrir a la bisqueda de m6todos y procesos altemativos de construcci6n,
usando sistemas que bien pueden ir desde tecnologias de vanguardia hasta la readaptaci6n de
tecnologias ancestrales usadas con 6xito en el medio rural y suburbano de nuestro pais,
fortaleciendo lazos de identidad con nuestra gente y encontrando en la bisqueda de confort
contemporineo una identificaci6n del ser humano con el medio natural y social.
Es compromiso de los mexicanos luchar por su familia y la sociedad que le brinda abrigo en
armonia con su medio y de la mano de la sociedad, pero, el compromiso de abatir los indices de
pobreza extrema, las formas ancestrales de esclavitud y de ignorancia, es formato de tarea an
mayor, es compromiso de la humanidad y nosotros, todos, somos parte activa de ella.
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CARACTERISTICAS GENERALES DE LOS PROTOTIPOS
CONTENIDO DE LA CEDULA TECNICA.
* OFICIO DE PRESENTACION
- LO QUE DEBE USTED SABER SOBRE SU VIVIENDA ECOLOGICA. C6mo y
de qu6 esti construida.
1. Descripci6n del proceso constructivo




i) Uso de desechos industriales
ii) Uso de desechos agricolas
iii) Uso eficiente de energia
iv) Uso eficiente del agua





ix) Nnmero miximo de niveles
x) Factibilidad de crecimiento
3. Descripci6n del proceso constructivo por partidas











k. Recubrimientos y acabados
4. Adaptaci6n al medio
a. Climatologia
b. Ambito rural
5. RECOMENDACIONES SOBRE EL MANTENIMIENTO MINIMO A SU
VIVIENDA ECOLOGICA.
6. DUDAS MAS FRECUENTES QUE SE TIENEN AL RECIBIR SU VIVIENDA
ECOLOGICA.
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* - - ~ -____________ -
7. POLIZA DE GARANTIA DE LA ESTRUCTURA DE LA VIVIENDA.
8. COPIA DEL PLANO CONSTRUCTIVO DE SU VIVIENDA ECOLOGICA.
Contiene toda la informaci6n tecnica de su vivienda, detalles constructivos, etc.
AP IA V D C LA
OA EML4V6CA
ALIANZA POR LA VIVIENDA ECOLOGICA
Cd. Obreg6n, Sonora; Enero del 2006
ESTIMADA BENEFICIARIA ACREDITADA:
Por este conducto nos dirigimos a usted con la finalidad de ENTREGAR OFICIALMENTE su
vivienda ecol6gica, a la que usted se ha hecho merecedora despues de haber cumplido los
requisitos establecidos por el programa. Queremos reafirmarle que desde el inicio del proceso
que culmin6 con la construcci6n de la vivienda, nos pusimos como prop6sito el ofrecer un
producto que fuera bien recibido por usted y su familia, con ese compromiso trabajamos en
equipo con ustedy estamos seguros que logramos nuestro objetivo.
Junto con las Haves de su vivienda recibe usted este paquete de INFORMACION TECNICA que
le permitird, entre otras cosas, conocer mejor como y de que materiales estd construida; pues,
aunque usted y su familia participaron activamente en la construcci6n de la misma, es necesario
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tener en mano la informaci6n tecnica constructiva necesaria para cualquier modificaci6n o
ampliaci6n necesaria. Ademds anexamos su plano constructivo, los mantenimientos minimos que
debe usted brindarle para conservarla en buen estado, asi como una relaci6n de respuestas a las
preguntas que mcis frecuentemente se hace quiin recibe una vivienda nueva y de estas
caracteristicas.
Le sugerimos darse un tiempo para que, en conjunto con los miembros de sufamilia, los lean, los
comenten y comprendamos que con la voluntad de todos podri mantenerse su vivienda en las
condiciones en quefueron recibidas.
Por ultimo, permitanosfelicitarlo por ser una mds de las beneficiarias a quienes el Programa de
"Alianza por la Vivienda Ecol6gica" puede atender y brindar cobio, facilitindoles un credito
sin intereses cuya recuperaci6n financiera permitirdi atender a mcis familias que no tienen
posibilidad de acceder a otro tipo de creditos; por lo cual, lo conminamos a que cuide su cridito
y se asegure de la puntualidad de sus pagos, con lo cucil estard apoyando a que otras familias,
como usted, se vean beneficiadas con una vivienda nueva, ecol6gica y decorosa.
Atentamente
Alianza por la vivienda ecol6gica
LO QUE DEBE USTED SABER SOBRE SU VIVIENDA ECOLOGICA.
De qu6 y c6mo esti construida.
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1. DESCRIPCION DEL PROCESO CONSTRUCTIVO.
La aportaci6n tecnol6gica de valor en el proyecto que proponemos, tiene dos grandes
ventajas,
- por un lado la aplicaci6n de materiales de desecho de la regi6n y
- por otro lafacilidad de construcci6n y lafacilidad de estructuraci6n de la misma;
ambos conceptos reditfian en el abaratamiento de costos de la vivienda construida con esta
t&nica.
La vivienda se basa en el aparejo de piezas de ADOBE "paja-arcilla" denominados asi
por estar constituidos por arcilla pura y limpia y un elemento agregado natural pajilla de trigo,
que permite por un lado que se realice la acci6n de complemento con el aglutinante natural que
es la arcilla y por otro lado permite actuar como aislante tirmico permitiendo con los huecos
propios del material (que describiremos mas adelante) guardar pequenas bolsas de aire fresco
que dificultan en calentamiento del elemento constructivo de que se trate y, por tanto, hacen que
el ambiente interior de la vivienda permanezca fresco por mucho mis tiempo del normal.
Nuestro prototipo propone la utilizaci6n de dichas piezas de "adobe paja-arcilla ", tanto
en muros como en cubiertas, pues estamos seguros de que un sistema integral de construcci6n
que garantice las mismas ventajas de suelo a techo, propone una verdadera mejora contra el
sistema tradicional, tanto en economia como en bioclimatismo, cumpliendo asi con los objetivos
planteados por el programa.
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2. SISTEMA ESTRUCTURAL PROPUESTO
a. PARTES BASICAS (elementos estructurales que conforman su tecnologia)
b. PARTES COMPLEMENTARIAS requeridas para su construcci6n, ensamble o montaje en










1. PIEZAS DE ADOBE Ancho= 23 cm. Peso de la pieza= Elaboraci6n de muros de
PARA MURO Largo= 39 cm. 18.76 kg. carga, en sistema masa
Peralte=14 cm. Peso especifico= confinados.
1,494 kg/m3
1. MORTERO DE PAJA-
ARCILLA (agregado natural,













a. Mortero en aparejo de piezas
del mismo material ya secado
expuesto al sol.
b. Mortero como insumo para la
elaboraci6n de las piezas.
c. Mortero como recubrim.
(enjarre gruesa y fina) natural
sobre muros y b6vedas de
cubierta.
c. PROTECCION AMBIENTAL.
Consideramos como una premisa de diseflo y ejecuci6n del proceso el cuidado y
la protecci6n del medio ambiente, somos una Instituci6n comprometida con el
cuidado del planeta y su gente y, por ello, consideramos los siguientes procesos
como basicos en la edificaci6n de nuestras viviendas.
i.) USO DE DESECHOS INDUSTRIALES:
La propuesta puede ser tan "ecol6gica" como se preste el entomo para involucrar
cada vez mis elementos de desecho de otros procesos que normalmente
afectarian el medio. Solo un ejemplo de lo que estamos incorporando a la
vivienda:
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- La aplicaci6n de la cal de desecho de un proceso quimico que realiza la
empresa INFRA es usada como recubrimiento exterior de la vivienda, lo
cual evita el gasto en otro cementante.
- El uso de las losetas cerimicas daiadas en proceso de producci6n o
incluso en el manejo operativo industrial, en los pisos de las viviendas es
novedoso y con capacitaci6n a las familias muy sencillo de colocar por
ellos mismos.
- Las "barreduras" de harina de las empresas galleteras de la regi6n, son
nuestro mejor adhesivo para los colorantes naturales de la vivienda sobre
el mortero de tierra usado como recubrimiento, se elabora engrudo
casero y con ello se fija el color.
- Las "ralladuras de jab6n de pan" desperdicio de la empresa que lo
produce, son junto con la cal, alhumbre y sal el impermeabilizante de las
b6vedas al exterior.
ii.) USO DE DESECHOS AGRICOLAS:
Ya hemos hablado de que los 2 insumos bisicos de producci6n de la vivienda
estin dados por el entomo natural, usando aquellos que normalmente habian
venido siendo desechos agricolas de la regi6n, mencionaremos de nuevo:
- ARCILLA, capa superficial de los terrenos de la peninsula con poca
resistencia para los asentamientos humanos y por lo cual es sustituida y
desechada.
- PAJILLA DE TRIGO. agregado natural agricola de desecho, por ser
producto restante del proceso de cosecha del trigo.
iii.) USO EFICIENTE DE ENERGIA:
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En sitios donde las temperaturas son muy altas, como es el caso de nuestra
regi6n, cualesquier modificaci6n al clima interno de las viviendas significa un
ahorro de energia el6ctrica; hemos probado empiricamente y con instrumentos
caseros que el clima en nuestro prototipo de vivienda se mejora hasta en 5' C. De
interior a exterior en el verano, lo cual impacta directamente el consumo de kw,
en energia por modificaci6n al clima.
De los manuales del FIDE, que es el FIDEICOMISO PARA EL
AHORRO DE ENERGIA ELECTRICA, se obtuvieron los siguientes conceptos e
indices que comprueban la eficiencia del uso del adobe.
- CONDUCTIVIDAD TERMICA: Velocidad de flujo del calor a trav6s del
espesor unitario de una placa del material en direcci6n perpendicular a la
superficie, inducida por una diferencia de temperatura unitaria.
- RESISTENCIA TERMICA (R): Capacidad de un material para frenar el flujo
de calor; del mismo manual, se obtuvieron los siguientes valores de
RESISTENCIA TERMICA R
a. MURO EXT. DE ADOBE, R= 0.4295 2.08 veces m eor
b. MURO EXT. DE LADRILLO, R=0.206 3.57 veces
c. MURO EXT. DE BLOCK DE 12 cms. R=0.1202
iv.) USO EFICIENTE DE AGUA:
Si bien nuestra propuesta tecnol6gica no incluye ningfin mecanismo que
involucre directamente el eficientar el uso del recurso agua, si tenemos
implementado un programa de capacitaci6n sobre la elaboraci6n de las piezas de
adobe en donde se usa agua en todo el proceso y para lo cual se explica el uso
moderado y ordenado de dicho recurso.
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v.) EMISION DE CONTAMINANTES:
Parte del enorme valor de nuestra propuesta es la inclusi6n en el prototipo de
vivienda de elementos de orden natural que no solo no tienen emisi6n alguna de
contaminantes, sino que colabora a la utilizaci6n de recursos que normalmente
serian de desecho y se evita asi el degradamiento del medio con la quema de los
residuos agricolas (que usamos directamente) y el reuso de materia inorginica de
dificil readaptaci6n al entorno.
vi.) IMPACTO AMBIENTAL:
Definitivamente amparados con la evaluaci6n de los pirrafos inmediatos
anteriores, podemos afirmar que el Impacto ambiental generado por el sistema
constructivo es POSITIVO, porque estamos hablando de usar los mismos
materiales naturales que emergen de la tierra donde se edificari la vivienda y,
que de otro modo, dificilmente tendrian algin otro uso.
vii.) SISTEMA CONSTRUCTIVO
Entendemos que el sistema constructivo propuesto es INTEGRAL, es decir, es
mucho mis conveniente utilizarlo de manera cerrada, tanto en muros como el
cubiertas, usando una estructura rigidizante de concreto, pero bien puede ser de
madera o de acero o cualquier otra idea complementaria dependiendo el uso
especifico.
Como pretendemos garantizar las ventajas tanto climiticas como econ6micas y
de identificaci6n con cl medio, proponemos se use de manera INTEGRAL.
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viii.) REQUERIMIENTOS ESTRUCTURALES
Elementos rigidizantes de estructura tradicionales, como castillos, desplante y
trabes de concreto armado, segin diseno estructural. Que ademis de otorgar la
rigidez a la estructura con sistema masa propuesto, otorga la seguridad
psicol6gica que merecen los habitantes de la vivienda que desean pasar a un
status mis elevado de vida con la adquisici6n de su vivienda. Sin embargo, cabe
mencionar que la estructura aqui propuesta con concreto armado, bien puede
hacerse con madera, acero o inclusive con tan solo un aparejo distinto del mismo
material
ix.) NUMERO MAXIMO DE NIVELES
Uno solo, debido al sistema elegido para realizar las cubiertas, no puede
construirse mis de un nivel para la vivienda propuesta. Sin embargo, si se
prepara una estructura sustentante de la edificaci6n, y esta se disefia para resistir
cargas en dos o mis niveles la factibilidad en cuanto a capacidad de carga del
adobe construido en muros de espesor cercano a los 30cms. Es adecuada y
compatible.
x.) FACTIBILIDAD DE CRECIMIENTO
El crecimiento puede darse segin los planos anexos solo en sentido horizontal,
pudiendo atenderse una de las propuestas hechas por nosotros mismo, empleando
el Prototipo "Cipula" para el tercer cuarto, pero no es limitante la disposici6n
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propuesta, debido a la movilidad de las familias mexicanas, el prototipo esti
pensado para crecer.
3. DESCRIPCION DEL PROCESO CONSTRUCTIVO POR PARTIDAS
a. Preparaci6n: ELABORACION DE PIEZAS DE ADOBE PAJA-ARCILLA
Una vez elaborada la pieza (segin descripci6n del punto no. 4), se colocan de forma
extendida sobre una superficie plana y libre de impurezas y humedad y se exponen de
manera directa al sol natural, debe estarse pendiente de girar las piezas asegurindose asi
el secado por las 6 caras de todas las piezas. Tenemos estimado un tiempo de secado por
cada millar de piezas de alrededor de 3 semanas, previa revisi6n de resistencia de 3
muestras, aplicindole la prueba "triaxial" en laboratorios de mecinica de suelos.
b. Cimentaci6n:
La vivienda ha sido construida sobre una terreceria que ha sido mejorada y compactada
para asegurar un comportamiento eficiente de la cimentaci6n.
La cimentaci6n de la vivienda es superficial, buscando acercar lo mis posible las cargas
al terreno y aprovechindose la flexibilidad tanto del muro como de la cimentaci6n; se
compone de una tradicional zapata corrida, que hari las veces de desplante, con una
secci6n de 0.40*0.10 m. cone concreto f'c=200 kg/cm armada con 3 varillas de nimero
3 y estribos de 0 '/4" @25 cm resistencia nominal. Debe la cimentaci6n recubrirse con
aceite quemado en la cara de contacto con las piezas elaboradas.
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Todos los trabajos de relleno y compactaci6n asi como los concretos que se utilizaron
fueron muestreados, probados y validados por un LABORATORIO EXTERNO que con
equipo y pruebas especiales CERTIFICA la calidad de los procedimientos y los
resultados.
Es importante mencionar que la cimentaci6n propuesta en este caso fue disehada con la
premisa del costo minimo y tomando en cuenta la flexibilidad que presentan los muros de
adobe en uso. Para cualesquier otro caso tanto de terreno edificable, como de cubierta
utilizada, debe someterse a cidlculo la cimentaci6n propuesta.
c. Estructura:
La estructura es bisicamente de concreto armado segn las especificaciones contenidas
en los planos y trabajadas con el procedimiento normal de construcci6n tradicional.
Dependiendo el prototipo disenado pueden reducirse las ireas de concreto en la vivienda.
CASTILLOS. Los muros estin reforzados con una disposici6n bien estudiada de castillos de
armex 15*15*4, los cuales parten de la cimentaci6n hasta la trabe de concreto armado.
CADENA DE CERRAMIENTO. La vivienda cuenta con cerramientos inicamente en
puertas y ventanas que estin hechos de armex 15*20*4.
d. Muros:
El modo de aparejo en muros y manejo de las piezas de adobe paja-arcilla, propuestas en
este trabajo deben ser tratadas con las mimas caracteristicas de cualesquier tabic6n
empleado tradicionalmente, la nnica variante se da en el manejo del mortero de
proporciones e insumos ya descritos y que no deberi exceder en sus juntas de 1.5cm,
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considerado asi por la contracci6n sufrida por el material al secar naturalmente; los
muros, que corresponden a la misma mezcla con la que se elaboraron las piezas y, como
factor de seguridad asegurando el adecuado secado de las piezas al trabajar 6stas a
compresi6n directa, debe construirse el muro hasta una altura de 1.25m. y posteriormente
dejarse secar durante 4 dias permitiendo asi que se comprima el elemento por p6rdida de
humedad naturalmente y, posteriormente construirse muro hasta 2.10m. con sus
correspondientes 4 dias de secado, antes de colar cerramientos.
e. Cubiertas:
Las cubiertas especificadas a continuaci6n proporcionan el mejor complemento
al sistema constructivo de muros y garantizan una envolvente completa con los mismos
indices y beneficios de piso a techo; sin embargo hemos ido ensayando y diseiando
prototipos con un sistema distinto de cubiertas en el afin de poder presentar toda una
gama de alternativas a las beneficiarias, con variaci6n de beneficio y de costo implicita
en cada una de las propuestas.
CUBIERTAS INCLINADAS DE VIGUETA Y BOVEDILLA. Apoyadas sobre los
muros que reparten sus cargas a trav6s de la dala de cerramiento, las viguetas de concreto
precolado tienen las siguientes caracteristicas:
Vigarmex 10-36 con armado base 2 varillas 3/16" en lecho bajo y 1 varilla /4" en lecho
alto. En el tramo largo transversal de 3.30 m. es decir, sobre el Area comin el armado
extra es de 1 varilla de '/2" y, sobre el tramo corto transversal, es decir, sobre las
recimaras, el arnado extra lo constituye una varilla de 5/8". En ambos casos el
espaciamiento esti determuinado por la bovedilla de poliestireno, es decir, 68 cm.
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Una vez colocadas las viguetas a ejes sobre los muros y armado el molde para los volados
de 25cm. En ambos aleros, se coloca una malla electrosoldada 6-6/10-10 para colar la
capa de compresi6n de 4cm. De concreto f'c=200kg/cm2.
CARGA ADICIONAL A LOSA
(REAL) =
CARGA VIVA (REAL) =
CONCRETO Fc =
ACEROFy=
ESPESOR DE LOSA =
RECUBRIMIENTO =
PERALTE EFECTIVO =
CAPA DE COMPRESION =














4.00 cm MAXIMA = L/360
10.00cm
f. Entrepisos:
No se dan en el prototipo de estudio. Como se habia mencionado anteriormente, es
posible en caso de presentarse la estructura sustentante adecuada que trabaje junto con la








Las instalaciones son las tradicionales en vivienda, con la ventaja de que el muro puede
ranurarse ficilmente para la colocaci6n de las mangueras electricas o incluso el grueso
del enjarre o recubrimiento cubrir perfectamente el diimetro de tal instalaci6n.
Toda la instalaci6n el6ctrica de su vivienda es oculta y va por el piso, muros y techo
segin la distribuci6n de la diferentes salidas. Como ducto se utiliz6 poliducto (Manguera)
de '/2", /4" segnn lo indica el proyecto. El conductor utilizado es CABLE TIPO THW
ANTILLAMA de la marca IUSA EN CALIBRES 8, 10, 12 y 14. mismo que se encuentra
validado para este tipo de instalaci6n y entre sus propiedades se tiene se tiene que es
antillama ya que retarda la flama e impide la propagaci6n de incendio, disefiado para
operar a 600 Volts a una temperatura en el conductor de 90 a 75 grados en ambiente seco.
Todos los accesorios eldctricos como tapas, contactos, rosetas, apagadores, etc. Cumplen
con la calidad de las Normas Mexicanas para este tipo de articulos. Los contatos admiten
las clavijas de tres terminales que practicamente la traen todos los accesorios que se
utilizan en el hogar, como planchas, licuadoras, tostadoras, televisi6n, etc. Las tapas son
de aluminio anodizado en color bronce.
Su vivienda cuenta con un Centro de cargas tipo Q04 de la marca SQUARE D y se
entrega con dos interruptores termo magn6ticos de 1x20 AMP., con los que usted podri
controlar la energia en los dos circuitos en que esti dividida la instalaci6n. Los espacios
que quedan le permitirin ampliar los circuitos o dotar de energia algnn otro aparato en el
futuro. En el exterior se encuentra el MURETE DE MEDICION donde existe un
interruptor general que le controla la energia de toda su casa.
h. Instalaci6n hidrAulica
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La red intema que le suministra el agua potable a la cocina, baho, lavadero, calentador de
agua, etc. Se construy6 con tuberia rigida de cobre TIPO "M" de /2". La tuberia de cobre
se encuentra segnn la disposici6n que marca el proyecto y por debajo del terreno natural.
El cobre ofrece la ventaja de tener una alta resistencia a la corrosi6n. Todas las uniones
son soldadas.
i. Instalaci6n sanitaria
Para la red de drenaje interno de su vivienda se utiliz6 tuberia de PVC segn diimetros
que indica el plano. La vivienda cuenta con dos registros de drenaje que estin cerca de la
banqueta. Estos registros le sirven a usted para atender algnn problema que pueda
presentarse en el futuro como el taponamiento de la tuberia por objetos no identificados.
j. Muebles Sanitarios
La vivienda cuenta con un bafio equipado con tarja en cocina, lavadero en muro de
traspatio, un sanitario, un lavamanos, regadera y juego de accesorios de empotrar en
bafno.
SANITARIO: Es Cerimica vitrificada de la marca VITROMEX, modelo Marat6n. Este
sanitario cumple con la normatividad y es de bajo consumo de agua (6 Lts.). Incluye tapa
suave, lave de control y manguera alimentadora flexible de alta resistencia.
LAVABO: De Cerimica vitrificada Marca VITROMEX, modelo CLAVEL, las Haves
son mezcladoras y metilicas con acabado cromado. Se incluye cespol de PVC, llaves de
control para agua fria y caliente y manguera alimentadora flexible de alta resistencia.
JUEGO DE ACCESORIOS: Son de Cerimica Vitrificada arca VITROMEX, empotrados
y fijados al muro con cemento crest. Incluye: Toallero, jabonera en regadera, cepillero,
jabonera en lavabo y porta-rollo de papel sanitario.
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k. Recubrimientos y Acabados:
Aplicaci6n de la tecnologia propuesta, Los recubrimientos tanto de muros como de
b6vedas al interior, deberin hacerse con el mismo mortero ya descrito y despuds de
secado el mismo, proceder al proceso de pintura, aplicando antes de 6sta un bano de
engrudo hechizo que permita la adherencia del colorante natural propuesto. Para los
recubrimientos exteriores, es exigencia el uso de un mortero rico en cal y posteriormente
el impermeabilizante elaborado con cal, alhumbre, sal y raspaduras de jab6n de pan,
buscando protecci6n contra la intemperie.
4. ADAPTACION AL MEDIO.
a. CLIMATOLOGIA
El diseno de la presente tecnologia naci6 de la necesidad de tratar de adecuar mejor al
clima el hogar de nuestras familias mayormente carenciadas, por lo mismo estamos
hablando de una propuesta que beneficia especialmente los climas cilidos hnimedos, sin
embargo, resulta de muy ficil adecuaci6n a un clima cilido-seco, con las consiguientes
adaptaciones del uso de materiales de la regi6n para no descuidar la propuesta de
sustentabilidad del proyecto, de uso de materiales de recicle o desuso comin. Los
estudios de adaptabilidad no se han llevado a cabo, pero estamos seguros de que la l6gica
de comportamiento climitico nos favorece en la afirmaci6n realizada.
b. AMBITO RURAL
De hecho, la propuesta fue diseiada para adaptarse al medio rural tanto como al
suburbano, pues es mucho mis ficil tanto la obtenci6n de los insumos basicos como los
procesos de preelaboraci6n de piezas en los espacios abiertos y cercanos al campo.
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3. RECOMENDACIONES SOBRE EL MANTENIMIENTO MiNIMO A SU VIVIENDA
1. INSTALACIONES EN EL TECHO.
El techo de su vivienda le ha sido entregado con una protecci6n impermeabilizante contra las
lluvias. Debe usted verificar que cualquier instalaci6n adicional que en el futuro Ileve a cabo
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Appendix VI: Student Reflections on participating in the PVE Program
What are the criteria to design and build something sustainable?




And the Design/Build Mexico Class of 2005
Fall 2005
Sustainability requires rethinking the role of the architect. This role involvesredefining
the scope of architectural services, how architects seek out projects, what type of projects they
undertake and reprioritizing the architect's responsibilities. All of this has implications for
architectural education. It is not often that during the course of study that students are given an
opportunity to analyze the outcome or consequences of their efforts and activities. Each semester
presents a series of design problems to be examined and tested. More often than not, the resulting
solutions fade with the end of the semester. During the Spring 2005 semester, the University of
Texas at Austin School of Architecture's Center for Sustainable Development challenged three
graduate students - Jack Sanders, Nick Brinen and Ann Tucker - to continue investigating the
efforts and impact of the Fall 2004/Winter 2005 Design/Build Studio. The original challenge was
to produce a book - a graphic chronology of events with accompanying commentary on the
materials and methods employed, human practices, and knowledge transfer within the scope of
the project. Fairly quickly we identified a research question to guide our analysis: Can we design
and build something sustainable? Our efforts to respond to this question went beyond our initial
challenge. Limiting the scope of the question to a past effort ignored larger questions about our
own attitudes and responsibilities as future architects. The more we looked at our experience in
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Mexico, the more questions we asked about how the experience informed how we should look at
and analyze our own architectural education and our own individual behavior. It soon became
apparent that in order to answer our research question, we had to ask ourselves if we, at school or
in our day-to-day lives, seek out opportunities to live what we learn.
Professor Sergio Palleroni's Fall 2004 Design/Build Mexico Studio project was to design
and construct two houses for two Yaqui women living in the Sonora Desert of Northern Mexico
in collaboration with PROVAY, a non-governmental organization. PROVAY (Comite de
Promotion Social Del Valle Del Yaqui A. C.) organizes micro-credit banking and housing
initiatives in addition to other community development efforts within the historic region of Yaqui
Indian lands. The Yaqui are an indigenous tribe of about 30,000 perple who for centuries lived
and farmed along the banks of the Yaqui River. During the 1950s, large dams built to support
large industrialized farms financed by American food companies diverted water away from Yaqui
lands and disrupted their way of life. Removal of this natural resource dramatically restricted the
Yaqui's ability to sustain themselves. Continued investment concentrated in industrialized
agricultural development has produced additional stresses on the Yaqui community. Chemical
fertilizer run-off along with a lack of adequate physical infrastructure has contaminated the
Yaqui's groundwater producing one of the world's highest cancer rates. Denied access to clean
water, adequate infrastructure, or financial assistance (34% of the population that remains outside
of governmental welfare program); the Yaqui live in poor housing conditions. The goal of the
studio was to help this unique community effort to improve both the design of the currently
available PROVAY housing prototype as well as to contribute to PROVAY's efforts in
community planning, infrastructure, social/economic organization with the introduction of
sustainable systems. The studio's position was to create buildings that both belong to the culture
and are aesthetically pleasing as low-income housing should not be an excuse not to consider the
beauty or sustainability of a home. (www.hogardelviento.com)
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Professor Palleroni opened the studio with a simple question, "What are the sustainable
criteria?" This question initiated an academic investigation on general sustainable principles
which fell within four broad categories: regional studies, renewable energy resources,
environmentally sound materials and appropriate architecture. In our analysis of the studio, we
continually revisited this question. We soon discovered that the responses to this question
changed as the scope or context of the question changed. It became the framework within which
we were able to organize the analysis of our studio experience. The question also became a tool
that helped us begin to formulate our position on appropriate design approaches, project scale, our
architectural education, and individual behavior.
The first investigations of sustainable criteria showed evidence of the studio students'
inexperience. The categories established were broad and analyzed from an academic distance.
This changed once the studio traveled to the project site. Cocorit, located in the Sonoran Desert,
has an extremely hot and arid climate and receives only 10" of rainfall a year. For the first time,
students experienced the climactic conditions to which their designs would be subject. Monica
Escobeo, an architect with PROVAY, showed students the organization's past and current efforts
in their ecological adobe housing program. Students toured several existing prototypes and
learned about local building techniques. Monica also introduced the students to their clients
Josefina and Esmerelda. Students interviewed the women, with the help of the Spanish speakers
in the group, to hear the women describe how they lived their lives in and around their houses.
The women showed students outdoor the spaces where they cooked, washed clothes, visited with
family and friends, washed themselves and went to the bathroom. Spaces inside the house were
limited to sleeping, storage and some cooking.
The site visit and meeting the clients required the first reexamination of sustainable
criteria. Students realized that their design decisions had real consequences for real people.
Visiting the PROVAY offices and meeting the clients challenged students to begin thinking about
the network of participants involved in the project that from the studio did not seem as complex
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as it was becoming. Each individual and entity involved presented new obligations and
responsibilities as well as expectations for the students to consider.
Back at the studio, students made their first attempt to apply the newly revised
sustainable criteria. However, the studio environment, isolated from the project site both
geographically and culturally, made it difficult for the students to maintain the spirit of what they
learned in Mexico. The first designs to emerge were too large, overly complicated and
consequently too expensive to serve as appropriate prototypes. To what extent the students'
inexperience or the isolated environment of an academic studio contributed to this is difficult to
gage. Also, how appropriate or helpful was the feedback received from traditional academic
studio reviews? Invited critics from within the university received a brief introduction of the
studio design project, but remained generally unfamiliar with the project's site, clients and
cultural context. Given this distance, what level of responsibility did the reviewers feel towards
the project's success? For example, after five reviews, no critic mentioned the incompatibility of
cement and adobe - the two primary materials of the designs. This may have been indicative of
some of the problems of architectural education Simon Atkinson in his paper "Studio is Dead -
Long Live Studio" identifies. Rather than look at relevant issues, he claims that:
The tendency, in turn, of the reviewers is to only address the
shape or shapes, often through lack of time, but also, perhaps, as
that is the predominant culture of the academy. When have we
ever discussed the rear elevation, the secondary entrances if
there are any, the quality of life of the most humble worker in the
building, or landscape, the walking experience, the human
psychology of outside edge, inside edge, and middle of building,
or how the building might be perceived, or used in ten years
time. [His] point is well summed up by Jones in his book Design
Methods. He suggests that architectural students and architects
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are obsessed by shape, but are also faced by a world of
increased complexity of building program and performance.
The most likely outcome, he suggests, is a return to an overall
powerfulform and the needs are then relentlessly forced into
that shape, or if they do not fit, are perhaps dropped from
memory.
In reviews, form did indeed take precedence over all other issues including material behavior.
The best criticism the studio received came from Monica. She arrived in Austin right
before final reviews. She pointed out all the reasons why the designs were too complicated and
expensive and offered ideas about how to improve them. Two final designs - a dense and a linear
scheme - resulted. Monica was pleased to see how each of the designs integrated indoor and
outdoor spaces together. The original PROVAY prototypes had not taken the clients' existing
outdoor living patterns into account. Also, the UT designs made it possible to enhance advantage
of PROVAY's use of adobe and couple it with natural cooling strategies through passive
ventilation. Adobe's high insulation R-value allows the building's mass to absorb heat.
Prevailing winds cross-ventilate the house lowering inside temperatures. At night, as the heat
collected in the walls re-radiates, tall openings allow the hot air to be flushed out of the building.
Towards the end of the semester, Prof. Palleroni extended an invitation to the entire
school of architecture for additional volunteers to participate in the build in January. Twenty-
three students were accepted out over seventy-five that applied. Once the group was set, students
began an aggressive fund-raising campaign to raise money for travel logistics as well as
construction materials. Fund-raising provided opportunities to introduce entrepreneurialism
within an academic studio setting. At the Longbranch Inn, the group organized a party and silent
auction with items donated from local businesses. The party raised over $2600. With an
additional $800 in cookie sales, the students raised enough money to pay for the estimated
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material costs of one house. Fund-raising efforts also helped integrate the new volunteers into the
studio and generated a greater of sense of responsibility towards the project for the entire group.
Students felt their efforts would help ensure the success of the project. However, fund-raising
also raised questions regarding the university's financial commitment to the project. While it
should have been obvious, financial concerns needed to be added to the sustainable criteria.
The build finally began the first week of January. Upon arrival, the first news we
received was that Esmerelda and Josefina had not fulfilled PROVAY's housing program
requirements. PROVAY has a strict policy regarding their requirements that they must adhere to
in order to treat all participants equitably. Consequently, we were given new clients -- Norma
and Lucia -- and a new site. The change tested not only the adaptability of the designs, but also
raised the question of who our client really was. Did the studio design houses for specific
individuals and a specific site or for an organization? To whom did we owe our primary
responsibilities? This has proven to be a difficult question to answer. Who or what architects
serve may lie somewhere in between client and community or at the intersection of people and
place. Understanding that architects have responsibilities to a variety of constituencies - both
physical and cultural -- became an important part of the sustainable criteria.
The site change also challenged students' abilities to adapt to an unforeseen situation.
Students who had worked all semester with a specific site in mind created designs that now had to
be altered. Students had to let go of what they felt was "theirs" in favor of making the designs
work. Adaptability became a reoccurring theme during the build as one student points out:
"During the disarray of the first couple days, I worked with a
small group to roughly lay out Norma's house (the dense
scheme). The rain downpour and the site/user change tested the
adaptability of the two schemes, a theme that persisted
throughout construction. I describe my group 's work as
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"roughly laying out" Norma's house because at that point it
wasn't even clear where each scheme would be positioned much
less what their dimensions would be. I also say rough because
we didn't really have stakes, or anything stake-like, to mark the
corners of the buildings. A few days later, we would use small
pieces of rebar, but there wasn't much time at that point; we had
to make quick progress so that the design team could generally
see how much space each house needed before making final
decisions about the building positions. My group found a small
pile of orange peels on the floor near a pile of gravel. We
measured, found a long piece of stone, drove it into the ground
at the proper position and carefully balanced the estimated
center of the orange peel on the tip of the rock. The orange
peels weren't the most precise markers. Somebody even thought
they were trash and threw some of them away as we were
working, but ultimately our orange peel layout was shockingly
accurate and its walls perpendicular."
(www.beaconlives.com/live)
The new site required new footing details as the soil was much softer than expected. This
dramatically increased the size and amount of materials needed. Loads of gravel, sand and
concrete block were delivered to the site, but placed far from where it was needed. Nearly an
entire day was used to move 12 tons of gravel and an additional 8 tons of CMU along a bucket
brigade. It was brutally hard work and complaints about disorganized site logistics surfaced.
But, perhaps there is intrinsic value in the team effort that immediately mobilized to adapt and
solve the problem. Maybe the bucket brigade was the point of our trip.
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Examples of adaptability also arose in lessons about resource efficiency. In Mexico,
concrete formwork is reused over and over again. Our first instinct was to always buy more
wood. The maestros, or master builders, instead showed us how piece together and reuse what we
already had to build the concrete forms. One student recalls,
"Building formwork was probably one of my most memorable
experiences. We basically used anything we could get our hands
on. Aside from scrounging bits of triple tie wire off the ground, I
actually had to plug a hole in one of the boards with a twig. . .
Standard US construction procedure ... I think not!"
(www.beaconlives.com/live)
Such experiences demonstrated our limited perspective of reuse and recycling. Recycling in the
US is commonly viewed to include only what we are allowed to place in our city recycling bins.
In Mexico, we learned to be more creative.
Artist Butch Anthony who accompanied us on our trip helped students salvage metal
scraps and weld them together to create two gates. Students went to the city dump and collected
old signs and sheet metal that Butch then showed them how to "hog-wire" together. While a
good example of reusing discarded materials, the gates marked the different between the Mexican
and American perspectives on resource efficiency. The Mexican clients and maestros proved to
be much more practical in their reuse of materials. Reuse prevented having to spend money
unnecessarily. Although this practice is in large part based on economic realities, it magnified the
students' tendencies to buy more rather than first asses what they already had to work with. The
American approach was to recycle materials to create a novel piece of art, not based on need.
When the gates were installed, Norma asked, "Van a pintar las puertas?" (Are you going to paint
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the gates?) Norma saw the salvaged metal as trash; the students saw them as art. Her simple
question pointed out this difference in perspective.
Working with the maestros, the students also learned that the elaborate tools they brought
from America were often not the most efficient. One student recalls a particular experience:
"I brought a two foot level to the construction site in Cocorit.
Guerro, a friendly fellow with a thick accent, waved his finger in
mild disapproval, "eso no, hombre .. . el sol se hace dano . . .
Ese te miente, pero el agua no. El agua no miente." (Not that
man, the sun ruins it and it will lie to you, but the water level will
not. Water doesn't lie.) I did not fully understand him, partly
because I wasn'tfamiliar with the mangera nivel and partly
because I wasn't sure if I had understood his very words. Later,
though, Guerro carried over a clear hose with water in it. "La
mangera nivel, " (water level) he smiled, "el agua no miente"
(water doesn't lie). He told me how to go about using the hose,
but I could hardv understand him. Then, he demonstrated and I
understood. "Eso es," he smiled, "eso es." (There you go,
that's it.) Although I could barely understand Guerro, he
continued to teach me throughout the build. Intermingled in my
random daydreaming thoughts, I hear "el agua no miente."
(www.beaconlives.com/live)
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Students also learned about several efficient sustainable material systems PROVAY had
developed. Most notable are the straw-filled Tecate boxes used for roof insulation. Carizo, a
native bamboo, is used in abundance as inexpensive shading material and for reinforcement.
The experience in Mexico allowed students to explore and apply these materials first hand.
Back at UT, the studio had designed several sustainable systems to include in the house
designs. The systems planned for included solar-collecting photvoltaics, rainwater harvesting,
greywater filtration, vermiculture composting, and composting toilets. In addition to their
ecological benefits, the PVs offered opportunities to decrease the clients' utility costs as well as
decrease dependency on existing unreliable power lines. Due to the area's arid climate, water
conservation became a central design element. Rainwater harvesting systems with below grade
storage cisterns were planned. The recycled greywater filter would be used to help water plants.
Wormbins would turn organic food waste into garden compost. The existing houses had outdoor
showers and privys. The new designs included indoor bathrooms with composting toilets. The
area does not have centralized sewage treatment and few houses, if any, use septic systems for
waste treatment and disposal. The proposed composting toilets would store waste and kill
pathogens, converting waste into useful fertilizer hummus.
The ambitious two week build schedule required a tight construction schedule and no rain
delays. Unfortunately, two days of rain along with the site change pushed back construction
considerably. Every day, the students and instructors worked hard to meet benchmarks often
continuing to work at the site after dark. At the end of the build, the houses were left roughly
50% complete. No PVs were installed. Inside the house, the collection basins for the composting
toilets were completed, but the decks were left unfinished. And, the toilet fixtures themselves had
not been purchased. Two plastic five thousand liter cisterns were placed in the huge hole students
had dug, but were not yet hooked up because the roof was not yet installed. The greywater
trenches were dug, but like the rainwater system, they were not hooked up. The vermiculture
bins did get set up the last day and students sat down with Norma and Lucia to explain how they
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worked. Students and instructors also worked up to the last minuet to produce drawings and
instructions to leave with PROVAY so that the systems could be completed later.
Despite the disappointment of having to leave the houses unfinished, students' spirits were high.
The clients were pleased with the level of energy invested into their new houses and the amount
of progress accomplished in such a short period.
Shortly after we returned from Mexico, Professors Palleroni and Moore asked Jack,
Nick, and Ann to analyze the project. Analyzing the build experience required a new
examination of the sustainable criteria. To begin to try to answer our research question - "Can
we design and build something sustainable?" - we established four categories to analyze:
materials and methods, knowledge transfer, human practices. To assist our analysis, we
established a web discussion forum Hogar 101 at www.beaconlives.com/live where students
wrote and continue to write about their experience, observations and thoughts.
Observations about material efficiencies began to address appropriate material use.
Appropriate material use is essential to designing and building an ecologically and affordable
building. PROVAY uses a system of adobe block suitable for Cocorit's climate. In hot climates,
adobe performs better than concrete block. Adobe harnesses natural energy for heating and
cooling. Despite superior performance, building construction methods in Mexico have phased
out traditional materials in favor of concrete. While PROVAY's use of adobe reduces the overall
amount of concrete needed, the houses' construction still required a significant amount of
concrete for foundation footings, columns, ring beams, roof topping, mini-floor slabs and exterior
stucco. Cumulatively, cement and concrete account for at least 70% of the built house. Concrete
and cement production accounts for a significant portion of greenhouse gas emissions - nearly 7
to 8% of global C02 emission. Manufacturing one ton of cement produces one ton of C02.
To learn more about adobe and more extensive adobe applications, we attended an adobe
workshop at the Adobe Alliance in Presido, Texas. There we learned that unless adobe block is
stabilized with concrete, adobe alone should not be used along with concrete. Concrete and
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cement stucco have a thermal coefficient 3 to 10 times greater than adobe resulting in cracks in
the stucco. Cracks expose adobe to water and water vapor. Once water is trapped behind plaster,
the stucco prevents the adobe wall from drying and it will quickly deteriorate. Again, this is an
issue we did not discuss in studio or during the build.
Increased use of adobe in natural plasters or in structural vaults and domes in the
PROVAY houses would reduce dependency on polluting, industrialized materials. Adobe plaster
can be made mixing clay, sand, water, nopal (prickly pear cactus) juice, horse manure, and finely
chopped wheat straw. The straw provides structure and wicks away moisture. Nopal is highly
glutinous and adhering, and small amounts of horse manure add malleability to the mix. While
adobe has also traditionally been used for centuries, it presents a number of problems:
Adobe is a great material but can be improved further. I think
that one of the biggest problems that usually happen when
architects work with these kinds of materials is that we tend to
romantize the whole thing. Even though adobe is cheap and
clean to produce, it has many problems (is not resistant to
humidity, it does not have much resistance to traction (which is
important ifyou live in a seismic area), you cannot build more
than one floor in the traditional way, etc). Therefore, there are
many possibilities to improve the material. Some of the
improvements needed:
- Resistance to humidity (which aggregates?)
- Improvement of the structural proprieties ofAdobe (mixed
structural systems?)
- Creation of better coverings for the adobe bricks.
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- Improvement of the health conditions of the adobe bricks. (How
to avoid the Chagas disease?) (www.beaconlives.com/live)
Adobe performs better with cement is first stabilized by mixing cement into the mud. This
process, however, does not address reducing cement use. Other material techniques should be
experimented with to optimize adobe's performance. This may be difficult due to the narrow
cultural conception (in Mexico, the US, and elsewhere) of concrete's structural superiority.
Learning more about the properties of adobe led us to look at the economic and political
agendas that have standardized concrete use not only in Mexico, but nearly everywhere. The
issue then became bigger than adobe versus concrete and more about our responsibilities as
designers to understand the nature of the materials that we include in our designs. Increasingly
we have access to material information in terms of toxicity, life-cycle, embodied energy, means
of production, and sustainability. Increased responsibility accompanies this knowledge. Susan
Szenasy, editor of Metropolis Magazine, asks how design would change if designers had their
own "do-no-harm" rule similar to doctor's Hippocratic Oath. While codes bind architects to
protect society's heath and welfare, Szenasy's question extends a broader challenge. She
suggests that
designers become advocates for the people, and by implication advocates
for the environment that gives us air, water, and food. When [she]
began to understand the reality of the multi-tiered responsibility
architects and designers face, [she] saw the direction [her] inquiry on
design ethics needed to go. We need to explore and weigh each
designer's responsibility to the self the client, the community, and the
environment. One cannot exist without the other, but this inclusive
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thinking is very difficult. Ifconfronts the inertia of old thought patterns.
(ReDefining the Edge)
Concrete as a pervasive building material is a perfect example of this inertia. Szenasy
challenges both professionals and architecture schools to position themselves at the forefront of
material and process exploration. She claims that:
We know from history that many breakthroughs in design happen when
new materials are introduced, or when old materials are rethought and
re-evaluated. We are now entering a serious re-evaluation phase of our
material world. And the design professions must be at the forefront of
this re-evaluation process, or risk losing their relevance to society.
(ReDefining the Edge)
Atkinson offers several interesting possibilities where the studio environment could be
altered to meet Szenasy's challenge. He suggests a pluralistic approach to design education
where:
1. A wider range of starting points and associations between
subject matter. Couldn't issues drawn from, say, poverty,
ecology, history, choreography, materiality be developed as
ways to understand complexity, contradiction, and
association?
2. Introduce projects that challenge process and thinking. De
Bono ... argues that we essentially teach directional
thinking, or reductionist theory, and should move to the risk
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taking environment of lateral, open ended thinking that
views success through a range of measures.
3. Design, in its many aspects, should be discussed and
inquired into openly as a central pedagogy. By this I do not
mean artifact, style, or fashion, but the complex and
wonderful challenge of moving from analyst to proscriber.
4. Studio should both reach out and pull in. We should touch
the outer world in many places, pushing into an increasingly
wide understanding of topics. By pulling in, I mean that
society, from wider academic colleagues to society at large
should participate. When was the last time a university
provost, a high school kid, a probation officer, or a
pensioner participated in a design review?
5. Studio should be coupled with another class to act as a basis
to dialog, to reinforce, and to offer theory and technique.
His suggestions lead to educating the "hybrid" designer where design performance emerges from
a heterogeneous learning environment. Studios could evolve in the following ways he suggests:
1. Funding from industry to hold studio design inquiries into a
given material or condition, and establish a test bed design
laboratory.
2. Establish outreach studio facilitating longitudinal design
inquiry within a given context. This has the benefit of
learning from a context, and also giving back.
3. Build a design incubator. Here the principle would be to
bring emerging and established practices of significance to a
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location adjacent to the schoolfor periods of residency.
Their design team would have on going work, have students
in residence, as well as develop an interactive project with
the school.
Design/Build Mexico began to introduce some of these issues into design education. The most
significant, perhaps being the opportunity to learn from within a given context. However, to
more fully and honestly create an equitable heterogeneous learning environment, we needed to
reexamine our own behavior in Mexico to see if can better integrate our efforts to local needs.
As part of our research, we began to look at human practices on several levels - student
behavior, local practices and existing ecological systems. The large size of the student group
created both opportunities and problems. Because no mechanized equipment was used on the
site, the sheer number of hands to shovel, sift dirt, cut carrizo or mix adobe mortar moved
construction along. But, the large group insulated students from the local community. Students
engaged with each other more than with the community. While may have been due in large part
to the language barrier, the impact of our behavior on site - ipods, mini-vans, snack wrappers and
water bottles - was indicative of much more of American culture than the existing context of
Mexico.
Having left Mexico without completing the installation of the sustainable systems, we
thought about how existing practices could be adapted to be more sustainable at the beginning of
a build project. Every day, women working with PROVAY fed us incredible lunch and dinners
served on Styrofoam and plastic. We estimated that during the two weeks we were there, we
used over 1500 Styrofoam plates and sets of plastic knives and forks. While digging, we
unearthed piles of buried or burnt trash. We couldn't help thinking that the plates we were eating
off of might end up underneath someone's house. Already existing on the site was an outdoor
sink where Norma washed dishes and clothes. The waste water ran down a PVC pipe to a small
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group of trees. The phosphates in the soap fertilized the trees. In essence, Norma already had the
beginnings of a greywater recycling system. We thought perhaps future groups could bring mess
kits to use instead of Styrofoam. Rather than waiting until the end of the build to install the
greywater system, it could be built first using the exiting sink, used throughout the build, and
finally reconnected to the new house. Not only would the amount of trash be reduced, but
students would be able to use the system throughout the build to demonstrate to the client how it
works not by prescription, but through direct action.
We soon realized consuming over 1500 Styrofoam plates was only a small portion of the
ecological footprint we generated during our two week trip. Transportation contributed to a large
portion of our impact as the group flew from Austin to Phoenix and then rented seven mini-vans
to drive over 800 miles from Arizona to Cocorit. The vans continued to impact the environment
as we caravanned everyday to and from our hotel in Ciudad Obregon to the PROVAY offices. At
the beginning of the build, we parked at the offices and the group walked a short 5 minuets to the
site. Fairly soon, however, we began to drive directly to the site parking seven brand new mini-
vans along a street in a very poor neighborhood. Quickly, we also began to drive the vans back
and forth to the PROVAY offices to pick up forgotten tools or to drop people off to use the flush
toilets. Many students were uncomfortable using the outdoor toilet on site.
Norma's outdoor privy was essentially a composting toilet - albeit a crude one where the
waste simply remained untreated in the ground. The new proposed composting toilets would
move the bathroom indoors and allow for the generated waste to be harvested and used as garden
compost. During the build, the composting toilets generated the most curiosity from not only the
clients, but from other members of the community who came by to observe the work. While
accustomed to primitive outdoor composting toilets, people remained skeptical about having one
inside. No one believed that they wouldn't smell. The last day, Ann spoke with the clients about
how the composting toilets worked and how to use them - a difficult subject in any language.
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Norma's responded to Ann's explanation with a pointed question, "Tiene Ud. un bano seco? (Do
you use a composting toilet?) Ann had to answer honestly, "No."
Back in Austin we talked at length about the implications of Norma's question. While
everyone's inventions were good, we traveled to Mexico to assist PROVAY's ecological housing
program and its clients with sustainable systems. Norma's question made us realize that, despite
our best efforts and intensions we were not able to establish enough credibility to make sure that
the technologies we introduced become absorbed by the clients as a part of their everyday lives.
Most obviously, we simply did not have the time to finish installing the systems or to explain
thoroughly how they were supposed to work. But, more importantly, we realized, we couldn't
convey the importance of these systems with confidence because we ourselves were not actively
acting sustainably at the site or at home. Norma's question forced us to again readdress the
sustainable criteria. We realized that perhaps we could not design and build something
sustainable. To do so, the sustainable criteria had to include our own behavior as individuals and
as a culture. We needed to try and find ways where we might be able to answer her question
differently.
In Austin, we discussed the possible root causes of the Yaqui's existing housing needs
and found that they extended beyond local Mexican political, economic and environmental issues.
Many aspects of our own American culture of consumption - especially dependence on imported
industrialized agriculture products -- contributed to the Yaqui's condition. We began to ask why
we weren't directly addressing these problems at home. Were there efforts to support local
farming initiatives? This lead us to wonder why the School of Architecture doesn't more
aggressively pursue design/build opportunities that could serve the needs of our own community.
Schools, public health organizations and affordable housing initiatives here in Austin are
increasingly overburdened while under-funded and under-staffed. Are there opportunities to
harness the energy and eagerness we had in Mexico and apply it to a local context? If so, why
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wasn't UT taking advantage of these local opportunities? Some discussion on our board asked
the question if it was appropriate for us to be in Mexico at all:
POST 1: I agree, and ifyou talk with practicing architects,
alums of UT within Austin it is this lack of community
involvement that is the most disturbing. This is something that
bothers me. For instance, why do we (Americans) always have to
go to other countries to provide support for sub-standard
housing problems, rather than addressing the issue within our
own context. (not that people/programs are not doing that other
places.. .I can name plenty).... but maybe the question is why does
UT not participate in this. Simply put, housing is a very political
problem. And I think this idea affects UT's relationship to their
solutions that are out there presently. For instance, Design/Build
Texas provides services for a private client.. this is perplexing,
and the other programs Design/Build Mexico, well occur in
Mexico, the last proponent ofDesign/build that occurs here is
Solar Decathlon, in which seems, is a competition, where
reputation is more a product that actual community service.
While these solutions to Design/Build programs look at different
areas of student involvement and development. where do
community driven, regenerative programs occur at UT? Or more
importantly why don't they occur here? Don't get me wrong, I
love you UT, and all your students. But I wonder if we are asking
the wrong questions or looking somewhere else, for problems
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that exist here.
POST 2: good questions. you asked, "For instance, why do we
(Americans) always have to go to other countries to provide
support for sub-standard housing problems, rather than
addressing the issue within our own context?" "(not that
people/programs are not doing that other places.. .I can name
plenty)...."
Perhaps ... there is just a lot less hoop jumping, hurdles, etc, in
terms of trying something "new" in another country, or more in a
severely impoverished areas, like say, Cocorit Mexico, or Hale
County Alabama ... (I still agree with you, and think we should
take action at HOME) But, there is a an infrastructure here (in
Austin), I imagine, whose jobs are to build houses, mostly for
rich people, and middle class people, but people make a living
building low income housing too, and the free labor and service
of students is threatening to that system ... I think.
And we don't have a lot of knowledge about implementing
sustainable systems, our product / craft is not refined... I don't
know if that makes it appropriate to implement our product on
low incomefamilies in Mexico or Hale County, but I believe
Music Man is better off today than he was before us outsiders
came in and built him a house... I think his quality of life has
improved, I think he is warmer, and I know he no longer uses the
"night bucket" ... but I also know a lot of things I would do
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differently ... the next time. So who benefited most? Me or Him?
I think the issue has more to do with lack of communication,
collaboration between faculty and resources ... just flat out ego,
and old fashioned old fashion (status quo)
POST 3: Nice thread chicos. I think that traveling opens your
perspective about not only other people, places and culture but
may have a bigger impact on how you see your HOME and your
place in your community. It helps you bring HOME new lessons
and the courage to try new things. For me, traveling re-ignites a
sense (and in a large way a NEED) to explore, that,
unfortunately gets stagnate sometimes at home. After a trip -- for
pleasure, education, business or service -- I always see HOME
differently and engage my HOME with new ideas. Travel can be
a catalyst for change at home.
The new Whole Foods makes me realize how close to home
Mexico is. Agri-business that has marginalized communities like
the Yaqui produces the goods that we see perfectly arranged and
misted for our shopping baskets. My lifestyle is supported by
places in Mexico. I don'tfeel really great about that.
(www.beaconlives.com/live)
At its root, this discussion was trying to come to terms with what the responsible and
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appropriate role of architectural education might be. With too much emphasis on critiquing a
discrete form, Atkinson charges what he calls the " 'universal studio culture' [as] both largely
detached from the hard core of knowledge that traditionally makes universities accountable, and
increasingly distanced from the everyday practice of architecture." Atkinson describes work at
the Oxford business school as a possible model to inform a new way to think about architectural
education. There, "a typical project could be designing and setting up a new enterprise that could
bring positive change to the world." Atkinson is equally impressed with how students were
judged in their attempts to function within this new paradigm as with its bold mission. The
students are judged not only on their product, but only on their process, communication, and
implementation ability, or what Atkinson calls "design thinking."
To be judged on this level demands a real project. Real, not merely in the sense that the
project investigated exists, but real because the people represented by the project participate in
describing, exploring, developing, testing and implementing "design thinking" to find design
solutions. In many ways, the Design/Build Mexico presented the opportunity to develop a real
project, but the short build time and large student group prevented a real interaction between
people and place. Samuel Mockbee considers this intersection vital. In an essay called "The
Role of the Citizen Architect" he writes,
"what is necessary is a willingness to seek solutions to the community in
its own context and not from the outside. What is required is the perfect
placement of abstract notions with the knowledge based on real human
contact and personal realization applied to a people and a place." (Bell,
153)
Mockbee warns that the architect's "primary emotional connection should always be with place,
and not just the superficial qualities of place, but the ethical responsibility of shaping the
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environment." (Bell, 156) Knowing a place, to Mockbee, is inexorably linked with asking
questions about the values and principles that exist beyond physical qualities, but yet define the
quality and spirit of a place. Mockbee's position on ethical responsibility towards a place again
raises the question of who or what do we as architects have an obligation to serve? If we serve a
client are we also serving the community? If we serve a community are we also serving that
group's primary needs such as access to clean air and water? To fresh food?
During our two weeks in Mexico, the demands of the build did not give us much time to
ask these questions. In reaction, we began to look for an opportunity to establish a relationship
with a local organization. We met with Felipe Camacho, director of community gardens for the
Sustainable Food Center in Austin. SFC's mission is to create a food secure community by
improving access to local, healthy and affordable food for children and adults in Central Texas.
The organization defines food security as access to affordable, nutritious and satisfying food,
derived from non-emergency sources and produced through environmentally, socially, and
economically sustainable practices. One of the SFC's gardens is located at Sanchez Elementary
School on the Eastside. The students, from pre-kindergarten through fifth grade tend to 4 foot by
8 foot garden plots. Felipe explained that their garden at Sanchez Elementary School Garden
needed a storage shed. The size shed he needed seemed simple enough: eight feet by twelve feet.
What became more complicated was the program that such a simple structure might contain. We
talked about how the construction and operation of the shed could serve as a demonstration of
sustainability similar to the garden plots. The shed could be made of all non-toxic, recycled or
recyclable materials. It could collect rainwater for garden irrigation. The shed could become an
emblematic marker of the garden and a sign for the organization. The structure could provide
shade for an outdoor teaching area. At the very least, it could store bulk soil and gardening tools.
Excited about working with Felipe and SFC, we tried to begin to establish the sustainable criteria
to guide our approach.
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First, we began to see how SFC's mission represented a local response to the root of
some of the problems industrialized agriculture imposed on the Yaqui communities. Second, the
shed seemed like a manageable design/build project scope where we could emphasize not only
sustainable materials, but also sustainable building practices. The project might provide us with
an opportunity to try to design and build something sustainable. Last, the building represented an
opportunity to create what Prof. Steve Ross calls a "Bay Leaf Project." A bay leaf thrown in a
pot of chili will change the flavor of the entire batch. The leaf creates maximum impact with
minimum means. We knew that the challenge to provide a shed that would satisfy the ambitious
program we discussed would be difficult. However, we agreed to move ahead to design and build
a storage shed by the end of the semester.
Soon after our meeting with Felipe, we returned to Mexico to meet with PROVAY and
check on the progress of the houses we began building in January. It was now April, and we
hoped that we could also ask PROVAY and our clients Norma and Lucia some of the questions
we had been asking ourselves. Primarily, we wanted to know what we did well during the two
week build and what we could do better in the future. The morning after we arrived, Monica
took us out to the site. Much was left as we had left it nearly three months previously. The roof
had been installed on Norma's house as well as the exterior stucco, but Lucia's house had hardly
progressed at all. No work had been done on the sustainable systems. Monica had warned us the
day before that little had been done, but nevertheless, it was difficult to see the site in such a state.
She mentioned that the clients' enthusiasm dropped after we left in January. With fifty people
working, the energy and momentum on the site had been so high that when we left, she and the
clients felt almost deserted. Apparently the clients had stopped making their payments in
addition to the fact that cost overruns during the build had increased the cost of the houses.
Norma's husband had apparently become very difficult to deal with - dismantling work and
eventually refusing to let PROVAY employees on the site. Before returning, Prof. Steven Moore
advised us to triangulate our interviews with people in order to listen to several perspectives. The
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clients, who were very happy to see us, did have a different story. They expressed frustration
with PROVAY saying that they had simply stopped delivering materials, but it was unclear why
they thought supplies had been cut off. Regardless of the situation or who or what was at fault,
the houses we started had not been finished. More regrettably, we began to feel that what we had
promised to deliver had not been finished.
Some encouraging news did surface, construction had begun on two houses for the
project's original clients - Josefina and Esmerelda. PROVAY had decided to build the UT
designed houses, with some modifications, rather than the old prototypes. Monica explained that
the designs' integration of indoor and outdoor spaces made them more attractive housing
solutions for the area and PROVAY's clients. Also planned were several sustainable systems,
most notably rainwater harvesting. The composting toilet idea, however had been abandoned.
Also the day before, Monica asked us if we were prepared to do some work on the site.
We said of course and began early the next morning. A group of about fifteen students from the
local university were also on site. Monica said we could have them help us as needed. So,
without tools and after a little confusion - we organized the group in teams to get as much done
as possible - which wasn't much. The group was inexperienced and only available to work half a
day. We couldn't help feeling as if perhaps, in January, we presented the same problem for
Monica and PROVAY. Given the state of the houses, maybe our presence in Mexico was more
trouble than it was worth.
Indeed in later conversations with Monica, she confessed that managing site logistics and
feeding fifty people had been exhausting. Keeping material and labor costs down had also been
difficult. Under their normal circumstances, she explained that PROVAY was able to keep tight
control over material use and labor time. While she knew that the UT designs would increase
material costs, additional unexpected costs surfaced. For example, the scrap metal gates ended up
costing over seven hundred dollars. What we thought had been salvaged for free turned out not to
be free at all. Monica expressed her frustration over such an expense for something decorative or
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outside of what was initially proposed. We were shocked at the extra expense. It highlighted
once again that we had not been aware of our impact. That money, she believed, could have been
better spent on photovoltaic panels or the composting toilet fixtures - both of which, according to
Monica, had been promised but not delivered. Monica's frustration brought attention to what our
responsibilities as outside volunteers should be. We would always be outsiders, but we wanted to
know how we could find a solution to make our participation better in the future. Nothing is done
perfectly the first time, but we knew there was room for improvement. We wanted to return to
Mexico to see how we should proceed. Mockbee's position that solutions come from within the
context of a community and not from the outside again came to mind. Monica urged us to let
PROVAY do what they do best - organize and manage the basic construction of the houses. She
stated frankly that they did not need student labor to help them do what they already knew how to
do.
Back at UT we had many discussions about what we could have done better. Finally a
post surfaced identified what we did do well:
1. We got dirty
2. We learned from each other and taught each other what we
learned
3. For what we lacked in hierarchical organization, we made up
for in grass-roots seat-of-your pants all-for-one get it done
mentality
4. We worked past dark when we needed to get the most done we
could... even though we always knew we wouldn'tfinish, we set
goals and got the most important stuff done
5. We got the community (the moneyed and the not) informed
and excited about our project and our goals, the media loved us
6. We learned the joys of lo-tech and sweat
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7. We are as we speak learning from our mistakes
8. Wwe were involved in an infrastructure (Provay) that exists
and is finishing what we started, and hopefully will take it on as
a prototype
9. We worked really hard! We were each personally committed
to the goal and were driven by that commitment to do the best we
could
10. We rose to meet the challenges -- new site, new client,
torrential rain, silty soil-- we were flexible and determined and
we actually did it... these houses are built, they're being finished,
they will be lived in, and we'll see what happens ! we weren't
afraid to make new mistakes.
It looks like there are bigger repercussions among us than we
could have imagined; this site, the amazing discussions, the
forthcoming book and film, the new course (live it learn it), I
think we've each been affected for the better.
While the experience working in Mexico was extremely beneficial for the UT students,
we now doubted that we had lived up to our end of the bargain. PROVAY still needed our help,
or expertise as Monica called it, with the sustainable systems. This was now obvious to us. We
discussed several scenarios where a smaller group could arrive in Mexico to help finish the final
construction details and install the sustainable systems on a house. We needed to focus our
efforts within a manageable scale and scope for PROVAY, their clients, and our own credibility.
Her use of the word "expertise" made us feel uncomfortable. During our return trip,
ideally we would have liked to have continued working on the sustainable systems. Without the
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necessary tools or funds, not to mention know-now, we were limited in our abilities. Instead, we
tried to identify a project that would be manageable in the time we would be in Mexico. Norma's
house is comprised of two volumes separated by a breezeway was still missing its cover. There
was still some carizo on site that we could use as a sunshade. But there was not enough wood to
build the trusses necessary to span between the buildings and support the carizo "hat." Monica
took us to a factory where they donated several large wooden palettes. But, we still didn't have
any tools or nails. We each bought three dollar hammers at the local shop and started pulling out
nails. Norma's 1 1-year old son Antonio started straightening out the nails so we could use them
again. With the palettes dismantled we arranged the pieces into elaborate truss configurations
only to later abandon that approach in favor of a much simpler one once we started installing
them. Shortly into our project, Jack's hammer broke. The head snapped off the handle. We
figured that we'd just buy another one because it was only three dollars. Antonio immediately
picked up the broken handle and started whittling it down so it could be reinserted back in the
top. It was fixed in no time. An 11-year old turned out to be much better at resource efficiency
than we were.
All the trusses got assembled and installed. We wove about half of the carizo "sun hat"
before we ran out of material and time. Once again we had to leave a project unfinished. We did
feel that we succeeded in other areas. Without such a large group, the three of us were able to get
to know our clients much better. Enrique, Lucia's husband, talked to us about how difficult and
slowly working by himself was. Our presence seemed to reenergize him. Antonio Sr., Norma's
husband, started working on his house again while we were there. The clients talked about how
they were going to occupy the spaces in and around the houses once they were finished. Enrique
was especially excited about the arbor we built between the two houses. The vines we planted
had begun to grow and he described the pathway he was planning to build underneath. Norma
showed Nick a painting she was planning to hang on a wall of her house facing the breezeway.
She had already claimed the outdoor space as her dining room. Both of the wormbins had dried
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up, and Jack spent some time talking to Norma trying to persuade her to try again. After Ann
finished translating Jack's explanation, her only comment was "Me gusta tus piendientes." (I like
your earrings) . Norma has an uncanny way of putting things in perspective.
We left Mexico more hopeful than when we first arrived. Our candid discussions with
Monica pointed us all in the right direction to move forward. We left having decided to pursue
the following for future UT Design/Build Mexico projects:
RECOMMENDATIONS:
- Clari the relationship between the participating institutions -
UT, PROVAY, FAI, Mexican Universities
- Reduce the number of student participants to 10 to 15 maximum
- Establish a longer residency or exchange program
- Increase build time to 3 weeks
- Have a permanent faculty member as program representative and liaison
- Improve communications and transparency regarding funding and budget
allocation
- Focus UT contribution and labor on installation and testing of sustainable
systems
POTENTIAL SCENARIO:
- Interdisciplinary Spring studio to design structures
- Increased communication and feedback from PRO VAY and other
participants
- PRO VA Y to perform basic material construction take-offs to approve budget
- UT students to perform construction take-offt for sustainable systems
- Local Mexican labor to perform initial construction phases during the Fall
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- UT students arrive in January to install roof remaining construction details
and sustainable systems
Perhaps with the right adjustments, the Design/Build Mexico program will get closer to helping
students design and build something sustainable. At a minimum, the program should continue to
reevaluate what is necessary to get closer to that goal.
Monica's expressed need for sustainable expertise, however, continued to make us
nervous. But rather than paralyze us, the three of us talked a lot about what efforts we'd made to
live more sustainably. All three of us have been riding our bicycles more often. We've planted
organic gardens and built wormbins. We've all experienced successes and failures in our efforts.
Ann's worms drowned in my wormbin while Jack's is thriving. Nick built one for the Theta
sorority house where he's a waiter which has received mixed reviews from the girls. Ann's
garden has produced a bumper crop of spinach, Chinese mustard greens, Swiss chard and radishes
that she's been able to cook up and share with friends. Jack's garden is a little anemic. Jack and
Ann have proposed to facilitate a DemTex course in the fall called "Learn it. Live it. Practice in
Action." DemTex (Democratic Education at Texas) is a new program modeled after UC
Berkeley's DemCal program where students have the option to design and facilitate their own
courses for credit. The course is still evolving but will have the following flavor:
"Learn it. Live it." will explore methods of analyzing and
documenting ourselves, the community we live in, and how we
can affect change in the world around us. This examination is
crucial in order for us to contribute to our communities in
relevant ways. We will engage in this examination through
service, entrepreneurialism, education, knowledge transfer,
documentation and exhibition. Through this search we hope to
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challenge participants to better understand and claim as their
own: freedom, change, democracy, balance, sustainability,
quality of life, honesty and spirit. Participants andfacilitators
will be challenged to develop, implement and document a
community based service project in the Austin Community.
(Live it. Learn it. Course Description)
The goal of the course is to help us work with our peers to test the lessons we learned in Mexico
and continue to learn from.
Most importantly, our trip back to Mexico made us reevaluate our approach with the
Sustainable Food Center. We asked ourselves if we were repeating some of the mistakes we had
made in Mexico. Had we over promised or over-estimated our abilities to deliver? We realized
that to design and build a storage shed by the end of the semester might not be an appropriate
response. Felipe was the only person we'd talked to. We had not yet met any of the teachers or
children that would be using the shed. Nor had we met the principal of the school. There were
also bigger issues that we needed to address. In the fall, the school would be installing three more
portable classrooms. This would affect how the area around the garden could be used. We met
with Felipe again to express our concerns. We said we were fully committed to designing and
building him a shed, but that the fall might be a better time to do it. By then we could have spent
more time at the school and met with more of the people that used the gardens. Instead we
proposed to build a potting table using many of the same criteria that we discussed for the shed -
non toxic and recyclable materials. While at first he was disappointed, ultimately he agreed that
this would be a better approach.
After final reviews we presented the table to Felipe, SFC and Sanchez Elementary School
during their harvest week. The table we designed and built was made out of a recycled steel base
on second-hand industrial casters. The table top rests on stacked up recycled milk crates. The
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table top was made from pieces of wood salvaged from the woodshop. We needed some
additional steel to support the weight of the tabletop, but we cold joined all of it with nuts and
bolts rather than welding the pieces together. That way, the pieces can be easily reused in the
future if need be. During harvest week, the students harvest vegetables from their plots and taste
several different vegetable dishes. We used the table as a serving table and it was a great success.
Felipe, the teachers and the kids loved it. We saw Felipe store tools and his camera in the milk
crate storage cubbies as if he'd been using the table for months rather than just a few hours.
How quickly Felipe and the kids claimed the table as their own was something we were
only recently beginning to see happening in Mexico. Norma's plans for her dining room and
Enrique's arbor path hinted at this, but the realities of the site still kept them from becoming a
reality. We will continue to be in touch with Norma, Lucia, Enrique and Antonio through
PROVAY and hope that construction on their houses continues. We will continue to assist the
Center for Sustainable Development and PROVAY to adjust the Design/Build Mexico program
so that the people in Mexico are better served. We will continue to work with the Sustainable
Food Center to develop a better understanding of what they need in order to more fully fulfill
their mission. Most importantly, we will continue to ask the question "What are the sustainable
criteria?" when looking for design solutions for problems. After our experiences in Mexico, we
know to continue to challenge ourselves to include a redefinition of the role of the architect as
part of our criteria. Mockbee claimed that the interest of the Rural Studio is "in the architect's
place in society and the impact our profession has on public policy issues of education,
transportation, law enforcement, health care, employment, and the environment - in other words,
the role that architecture can play in improving the life in a rural community." (Bell, 155) The
same applies to Austin. We will continue to challenge ourselves to seek out projects that test our
abilities to become citizen architects.
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